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This Bulletin
contains the schedule of classes to be offered by the Carbondale Campus
for the winter quarter, 1969, at Carbondale, Southern Acres, and Little
Grassy Lake. It also provides information relative to admission, advise-
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Advance registration period for all undergraduate students. New
students should refer to the Advisement and Registration procedure
on page 1 for further procedural information. All continuing under-
graduate students are expected to be registered by December 6.
October 8-January 8.
Registration period for graduate students.
December 11.
Undergraduate students will have their advance registration can-
celled if fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this
date unless they have received approval for deferred payment.
January 2.
Last day of regular registration period for undergraduate students.
Only new and re-entering students will be advised and registered.
All undergraduate students are expected to have completed registra-
tion by this date. Any exceptions will involve late registration fee
charges. Winter quarter begins. Night classes (5:45 p.m. or later)
begin.
January 3, 4, and 6.
Program change processing only. Day classes begin on January 3.
January 7.
Late registration begins for undergraduate students. Late fee will be
assessed. Program changes will be made by appointment.
January 8.
Registration for the Winter quarter ends for both graduate and
undergraduate students. This also includes the registration into new
courses or the changing of sections through the program change
process.
January 15.
Deadline for payment of fees by students whose fees were deferred.
Graduate student registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid
by 4:00 p.m.
January 15.
Last day officially to withdraw from school to be eligible for a re-
fund of fees.
January 29.
Last day for undergraduates to officially withdraw from a course
without receiving a letter grade. Graduate students officially drop-
ping a course after this date need not be given an evaluative letter




Last day for making a program change or withdrawing from school


















Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business
Law School Admissions Test
* Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test
* American College Testing Program (National)
Graduate Foreign Language Examination
Graduate Record Examination
March
22, Saturday. International Student Testing
24, Monday. * American College Testing Program (Residual)
26, Wednesday. International Student Testing
* Please note that pre-registration is required. For details as
to registration procedure, contact the Counseling and Testing Cen-
ter at least four weeks prior to the test date.
University Calendar
WINTER, 1969 Quarter Begins Thursday, January 2 *
Final Examinations Thursday-Wednesday,
March 13-19
SPRING, 1969 Quarter Begins Wednesday, March 26 *







SUMMER, 1969 Quarter Begins Tuesday, June 17 *









FALL, 1969 New Student Week Sunday-Tuesday,
September 21-23
Quarter Begins Wednesday, September 24 *





Saturday, October 30-November 1
Parents' Day Saturday, November 15
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 P.M.-
Monday, 8 a.m., November 25-December 1
Final Examinations Monday-Saturday,
December 15-20
WINTER, 1970 Quarter Begins Monday, January 5 *
Final Examinations Monday-Saturday,
March 16-21
* Classes begin with the evening classes after
5:30 p.m. on the Carbondale campus and with




This bulletin contains the schedule of classes for the winter quar-
ter, 1969, for the Carbondale Campus. It also provides information
relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied information
for the Carbondale Campus.
Admission
Inquiries concerning undergraduate admission to the Carbondale
Campus should be directed to the Admissions Office; those on the
graduate level to the Graduate School. Undergraduate admission
applications should be completed at least thirty days in advance of
the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
The Carbondale Campus uses an academic advisement system
whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic ad-
viser and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
faculty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the
first time will receive selective dates from the admission process
from which they are to select the preferred date on which they will
come to the campus to be advised and to advance register. This in-
cludes both freshmen and transfer students. They are not to write
for appointments nor are they to come to Carbondale expecting to
register unless it is the date indicated for them to do so.
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers,
and will complete the registration process at the Graduate School,
where all registration forms will be completed and retained. Grad-
uate students will not be required to go through the Registration
Center. The sectioning process is handled at a later time, and the
student receives a fee statement by mail. Cancellation of graduate
student registrations for non-payment of fees occurs at the end of
the second week of the quarter. Graduate students may register dur-
ing the advance registration period or during the first week of the
quarter. No late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate
students who need to make program changes must follow the same
procedure as undergraduate students in that these must be person-
ally processed by the graduate students through the Registration
Center.
After advisement the student may register for classes. See the
registration calendar in this bulletin. Ordinarily registration offices
are open from 8:00 to 12:00 noon and 1:00 to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 8:30 to 12:00 noon on Saturday.
During the registration process the student goes through the
Registration Center where the assignment is made to specific sections
of the courses he is to take.
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a class, nor
will attendance in a class for which a student is not registered be a
basis for asking that a program change be approved permitting reg-
istration in that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to
advance register only after they have been admitted to the Univer-
sity as evidenced by' their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be
expected to advance register on the same date that they come to the
campus for advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective
ones in which the students are asked to come to the campus on
specific dates as determined by the University. Students should not
expect to be advised and registered on the same date they are ad-
mitted nor are they to come to the campus for advisement and regis-
tration without an appointment. Appointments for advisement and
registration will be mailed from and are to be returned to the Reg-
istrar's Office.
New graduate students may register during the registration
periods indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should
be cleared with the Graduate School to do so to assure that the ap-
propriate adviser will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time
but not during the session immediately prior to the time they plan
re-entry are expected to advance register during the periods out-
lined in the Registration Calendar. After completing readmission
procedures (Admissions Office for undergraduate students and Grad-
uate School for graduate students) advisement appointments should
be made at the advisement offices of the academic units into which
the students are entering and clearance of the registrations should
be completed on that same day at the Registration Center.
Current Students, Carbondale Campus
Students currently registered in the University will be continued in
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is made.
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with
the student's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of
advisement.
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University
will schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should
be processed through the Registration Center as soon after advise-
ment as possible.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appoint-
ments with the departmental adviser for program advisement. Un-
classified graduate students preparing for a degree program should
contact the departmental adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified
graduate students in other categories may report directly to the
Graduate School for registration procedure. Unclassified students
who are planning to take qualifying courses must report those
courses to the Graduate Admissions office before registering each
quarter.
Current Students, Edwardsville Campus
Undergraduate students attending the Edwardsville Campus who
plan to attend the Carbondale Campus must initiate their registra-
tion process by presenting to the Admissions Office at Carbondale
either an official transcript of their University record or a letter of
good standing from the registrar at the Edwardsville Campus. The
reason for reporting to the Admissions Office is to permit the neces-
sary coding changes to be made so that pertinent information about
their academic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change
of campus. Graduate students report first to the Graduate School.
Payment of Fees
Undergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of
registration. During the advance registration period students are
asked to delay paying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until
the day following registration. This is to permit necessary fee in-
formation to reach the Bursar by the time of fee payment. Students
will find it easier simply to mail the fee statement along with the
proper monetary amount to the Bursar's Office so as to arrive there
by the deadline dates which are stated in the Registration Calendar
located earlier in this Schedule. If students pay fees in person at
the Bursar's Office they receive a Certificate of Registration at that
time. When fees are paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to
the address given by the student on the back of his fee statement.
Students will receive their printed schedule of classes within one
week after the cancellation date. It is important that these forms
be carried by the students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter
must pay fees at the time of registration.
Undergraduate students advance registering may have their
fees deferred provided the total amount of fees payable is $35 or
more. This is done through the Office of Student Work and Financial
Assistance. Students attempting to do this via mail must do so
several days prior to the fee deadline and must include their Fee
Statement with the written request for deferment.
Graduate students receive their fee statements by mail and
must clear their fees at the Bursar's office by 4:00 p.m. on the last
day of the second week of the quarter. For the 1969 winter quarter
this is January 15.
Fees for A Regular Quarter
The University reserves the right to change fees and to have the
change go into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine.
Undergraduate students pay the following regular fees:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois Resident $14.00 $28.00 $42.00
Tuition Fee—Out of State Resident . . (30.00) (115.00) (172.00)
Student Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
Book Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
Student Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
University Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
Athletic Fund Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
Total—Illinois Resident $33.50 $62.50 $90.50
Total—Out of State Resident (49.50) (149.50) (220.50)
Students who register for a course for "Audit" or for a non-
credit course will be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of
that course. "Imputed hours" is generally the number of hours the
class meets per week.
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay
the book rental fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders,
faculty, and staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
The activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours
carried. Students cannot pay more or less than assessed. Health
Service benefits vary according to the amount paid. Students who
wish more coverage should purchase the separate student medical
insurance.
Registering for Only Night and/or Saturday Classes
Students registering for only night and/or Saturday classes may
advance register, during regular office hours, the same as other stu-
dents. Registration offices are also open the first night of each quar-
ter, and the first Saturday morning of each quarter for the conveni-
ence of these students.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged continuing undergraduate
students who do not advance register. New and re-entry undergrad-
uate students will be charged this late fee after the first day of the
quarter. Graduate students will be charged a late fee after the first
week of the quarter.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an "audit" status. They receive
no letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registra-
tion must be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though
they were registering for credit. They are expected to attend regu-
larly and are to determine from the instructor the amount of work
expected of them. If auditing students do not attend regularly, the
instructor may determine that the students should not have the
audited courses placed on their record cards maintained in the Reg-
istrar's Office. Students registering for a course for credit may
change to an audit status or vice versa only for fully justified rea-
sons and only during the first four weeks of a quarter. Such a change
will require the student's academic dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on
their schedule of classes. Any change therefrom can be made only
after fees are paid and must be made through an official program
change, which includes the following steps:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program
Change form completion. Graduate students must also secure ap-
proval from the Graduate School. If the change involves only
that of changing sections within the same course, this may be
done at the Registration Center without the necessity of securing
adviser approval.
2. Sectioning.
Students must take the program change form to the Registration
Center after approval by the adviser. If the change involves a
program change fee this must be paid at the Bursar's Office and
then returned to the Registration Center for completion of the
process.
Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to
the schedule or the changing of sections must be done during the
first week of a quarter.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A stu-
dent may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date
for dropping a course by an undergraduate student without receiving
a letter grade is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Grad-
uate students may not necessarily receive a grade for dropping after
the fourth week. (Refer to Registration Calendar.)
Changing Fee Status
Students making program changes which result in their moving from
one fee status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees
when appropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load re-
sulting in a lower tuition and fee status, students may apply for the
appropriate tuition and fee refund provided the reduction in pro-
gram is made officially by a program change during the same period
at the start of a quarter in which students withdrawing from the
University are eligible for a refund. This is usually during the first
ten days. For dates refer to the Registration Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the
quarter is in progress must report to the Student Affairs Office to
initiate official withdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted
during the last two weeks of a quarter except under exceptional con-
ditions. A refunding of fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is of-
ficially completed within the first two weeks of a quarter and if the
application for a refund is received in the Registrar's Office within
two weeks following the last regular registration period. See the
Registration Calendar in this bulletin for the specific dates concern-
ing withdrawal and refunding of fees.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and
then finds that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw
from school. He may do this by asking the Student Affairs Division
to initiate official withdrawal action for him. This must be done by
the end of the first two weeks if he expects to get a refund.
Cancellation of Registration
An advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees
may be considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible
to register due to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist
due to financial or disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar
by the Dean of Students.
Personal Data Changes
At the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic
Data Sketch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error,
may be corrected at that time. Other items which may require some
type of verifying evidence, are changed by reporting to the offices
listed below.
1. Local Address Change. Housing Office.
2. Names Changes, Marital Status Changes, Date of Birth Changes.
Records section of the Registrar's Office. Verification is required.
3. Selective Service Data Changes or Information. Enrollment,
Fiscal Reports, Registrar's Office.
4. Legal Residence Changes (whether an Illinois or out-of-state
resident)
. Must be requested by completion of the Application
to be Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Registrar's Of-
fice. Before the change is made the student must have met the





Courses which students are to take to meet the General Studies
requirements are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes.
These courses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within
the area by course number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in
alphabetical order. Courses within each department are listed in
order by course number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
The line containing this information shows the number of the course
first, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
numbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
be followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of
hours for which he is going to register in consultation with his ad-
viser.
The course numbering system is as follows
:
000-099 Course not properly in the following categories
100-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors and seniors
400-499 For seniors and graduate students
500-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
The prerequisite column lists requirements which must be satisfied
before a student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be
listed in various ways. Usually they are other courses in the same
department, indicated by a course number. A prerequisite in an-
other department is indicated by the department's code letters and
the number.
The listing of prerequisites provides ready information for stu-
dents. An effort has been made to have the listing complete, but this
is not guaranteed. For the official listing of course descriptions and
prerequisites, consult the Undergraduate Catalog, Carbondale, or
the Graduate School Catalog.
Section Number, Time, and Days
The section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
indicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students
registering for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times
and days from instructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from
the department chairman offering the course.
The letter T preceding a section number indicates that the sec-
tion has been tentatively scheduled and will be opened for registra-
tion only if staff is available.
Building and Room Number
The following list of building abbreviations will help in the location
of classrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the
code used in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated
in the schedule by a four digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the num-
ber of the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name
A: Allyn Building





Bailey: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BLD 56: Physical Plant
Bowling Alley (in University
Center)
Brown: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CI: General Classroom Building
Comm: Communications Building
Felts: Felts Hall (T.P.)
Gym: Gymnasium
HEc: Home Economics Building
L: Lawson Hall
Lake: Lake on the Campus
Lib: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS: Life Science Building
M: Old Main
code: building name
OBF: Old Baptist Foundation
Office: Office of the department
P: Parkinson Building
Phy Sc: Physical Science
Pierce: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PKP-S: Park Place, South
Pool: University Swimming Pool
Pull H: Pulliam Hall (University
School)
PullI: Pulliam Hall (Industrial
Education Wing)








Warren: Warren Hall (T.P.)
Whir: Wheeler Hall




0403 1009 S. Forest T073
0412 907 S. Forest T138
0415 807 S. Forest T188
FORMER
CODE LOCATION CODE
0429 1009 S. Elizabeth . ... T171
0431 1007 S. Elizabeth . . .. T173
























908 S. Forest T169 0823
904 S. Forest T283 0831
900 S. Forest T177 0832
903 S. Elizabeth T310 0833
814 S. Forest T207 0834
810 S. Forest H077
808 S. Forest T189 0841
806 S. Forest T206
811 S. Elizabeth T116 0842
804 S. Elizabeth T277
910 S. Elizabeth T282 0843
1002 S. Elizabeth T279
1006 S. Elizabeth T296 0857
1010 S. Elizabeth T288 0859
CESL T042 0861
CESL T041 0862
506 S. Graham T316 0863
801 S. Washington . . T084 0864
207 E. Pearl T165 0865
204 E. Park T175 0871
208 E. Park T182 0875
2nd Ed. Shops T025 0889
309 W. Harwood .... T020
Farm Machine Shop . T029
Journalism T048









Design Main Office . . T129
Design H031
Geology T106
Geology Annex 1 . . . H007
Geology Annex 2 H008
Zoology Annex 2 H009
Zoology Annex H010
Geology T105
Geology Research . . . T107
901 W. Chautauqua . T161
Explanation of Entries
Hie entry for each course is arranged as follows
:
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by
he short title and the number of quarter hours of credit.
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers
or courses offered fall quarter. Following each section number are
he time the class begins and the time it ends. The days on which
he class meets, the place where it meets, and the instructor's last
lame complete the entry.






























































10 10.00 P THF P 124
1C. 00-11. 50 4 P 317
11 10.00 P THF P 124
01.00-02.50 ! it P 31?
12 1C.00 P THF P 124
03.00-04.50 4 P 317
13 10.00 P THF P 124
01.00-02.50 F P 317
14 10.00 P THF P 124
03.00-04.50 F P 31?
15 10.00 p THF P 124
01.00-02.50 TH P 317
16 10.00 p THF P 124
03.00-04.50 TH P 317
17 04.00 M TH P 124
1C. 00-11. 50 ^ P 317
18 04.00 NT TH P 124
01.00-02.50 N P 317
19 04.00 PI TH P 124
1C. 00-11. 50 T P 317
20 04.00 N T TH P 124
01.00-02.50 1 P 317
21 04.00 PI TH P 124
1C. 00-11. 50 14 P 317
22 04.00 NT TH P 124
01.00-02.50 4 P 317
23 04.00 NT TH P 124
03.00-04.50 1i P 317
24 04.00 NT TH P 124
1C. 00-11. 50 F P 317
25 04.00 NT TH P 124
01.00-02.50 F P 317
26 04.00 NT TH P 124
02.00-04.50 F P 317
27 04.00 NT TH P 124
10.00-11.50 TH P 317
28 04.00 NT TH P 124
01.00-02.50 TH P 317
GSA 101A
Sections 1 through 4 meet for four hours weekly for lecture and have
no additional required meetings.
Sections 5 through 28 meet three hours weekly for lecture and two
hours weekly for laboratory.
101B
110A
INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
I IC.OO w s P 124
09.00 T F P 124
2 01.00 PI THF P 124
3 05.45-07.25 T TH P 124
4 07.35-09.15 P* T TH P 124
EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 P W L 171
01.00 TH PIERCE 13C
12.00-01.50 P 0871
2 10.00 P W L 171
02.00 TH AG 146
04.00-05.50 P 0871
3 10.00 P W L 171
03.00 TH AG 116
10.00-11.50 T 0871
4 10.00 P W L 171


















































10 11.00 t> H L 171
01.00 TH ARENA US
02.00-03.50 r 0871
11 11.00 f H L 171
02.00 TH AG 2 2C
08.00-09.50 I 0871
12 11.00 r W L 171
03.00 TH AG 22C
12.00-01.50 T 0871
13 11.00 f W L 171
04.00 TH AG 216
04.00-05.50 T 0871
14 11.00 p W L 171
08.00 F AG 21<
08.00-09.50 W 0871
15 11.00 h M L 17]
09.00 F ARENA 119
02.00-03.50 M 0871
16 11.00 P W L 171
IC.OO F TBA 2 2C
06.00-07.50 PC W 0871
17 11.00 l» w L 171
11.00 F AG 14E
10.00-11.50 TH 0871
18 11.00 h W L 171
12.00 F TECH A 22C
02.00-03.50 TH 0871
110B EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 01.00 T TH L 161
01.00 F L 171
TO BE ARRANGED LAB
2 02.00 T THF L 171
TC BE ARRANGED LAB
3 06.00-07.25 py T TH L 141
TO BE ARRANGED LAB
20 1A INTROOUCT BIOLCGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA FIRST LEVEL OR BASIC CHE*
1 09.00 h W F LS 133
08.00-09.50* T 0842 1
2 09.00 f W F LS 132
12.00-01.50 T 0842 1
3 09.00 * W F LS 132
04.00-05.50 T 0842 1
4 09.00 f W F LS 132
06.00-07.50 PH T 0842 1
5 09.00 f W F LS 132
10.00-11.50 W 0842 1
6 09.00 P W F LS 132
08.00-09.50 TH 0842 1
7 09.00 f W F LS 132

































C9.00 P to F LS 132
O6.oo-O7.5o py TH 0842 c
09.00 P to F LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 F 0842 1
C9.00 P W F LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 F 0842 c
11.00 1 TH S LS 132
08.00-09.50 T 0842 c
11.00 T TH S LS 132
02.00-03.50 T 0842 c
11.00 T TH S LS 132
04.00-05.50 T 0842 c
11.00 T TH S LS 133
1C. 00-11. 50 W 0842 c
11.00 T TH S LS 132
12.00-01.50 W 0842 c
11.00 T TH S LS 132
02.00-03.50 W 0842 C
11.00 T TH S LS 132
12.00-01.50 TH 0842 C
11.00 T TH S LS 132
08.00-09.50 F 0842 C
11.00 T TH S LS 132
12.00-01.50 F 0842 t
11.00 T TH S LS 133
09.00-10.50 S 0842 c
02.00 P W F LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 T 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 133
02.00-03.50 T 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 132
08.00-09.50 w 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 133
12.00-01.50 U 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 132
C4. 00-05. 50 W 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 133
06.00-07.50 PI* W 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 TH 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 132
02.00-03.50 TH 0842 C
02.00 P W F LS 132
06.00-07.50 PP TH 0842 1
02.00 P W F LS 133
12.00-01.50 F 0842 1
03.00 P W F LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 T 0842 c
03.00 P W F LS 132
06.00-07.50 PN T 0842 c
03.00 P W F LS 132
08.00-09.50 W 0842 c
03.00 P to f LS 132
04.00-05.50 to 0842 e
03.00 P W F LS 133
06.00-07.50 PP w 0842 5
03.00 P to F LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 TH 0842 c
03.00 P W F LS 133
12.00-01.50 TH 0842 1
03.00 P W F LS 132
02.00-03.50 TH 0842 1
03.00 P to F LS 132
04.00-05.50 TH 0842 1
03.00 P to F LS 133
08.00-09.50 F 0842 1
12
201BB INTRCDUCT BIOLCGY 04.0 CR
1 C9.00 1 TH LS 132
06.00-09.50 P F 0843 2
2 09.00 f rn LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 f> F 0843 2
3 09.00 1 TH LS 132
12.00-01.50 p F 0843 2
4 C9.00 [ TH LS 132
04. 00-05. 50 P H LS 132
5 09 .00 1 TH LS 132
06.00-07.50 PN P W 0843 t
6 C9.C0 1 TH LS 132
1C .00-11.50 1 TH 0843 2
7 09.00 1 TH LS 132
12.00-01.50 TH 0843 2
8 09.00 [ TH LS 132
02.00-03.50 1 TH 0843 2
9 09.00 1 TH LS 132
08. 00-09. 50 V. S 0843 2
10 09.00 1 TH LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 W S 0843 2
11 01.00 1 TH LS 132
08. 00-09. 50 P F 0843 6
12 01.00 f TH LS 132
08.00-09.50 P F LS 132
13 01.00 1 TH LS 132
12.00-01.50 f F 0843 6
14 01.00 f TH LS 132
02.00-03.50 f F 0843 6
15 01.00 1 TH LS 132
06.00-07.50 PN P U 0843 6
16 01.00 1 TH LS 132
08.00-09.50 1 TH 0843 6
17 01.00 1 TH LS 132
02.00-03.50 r TH 0843 6
18 01.00 r TH LS 132
06.00-07.50 PP r th 0843 t
19 01.00 1 TH LS 132
08.00-09.50 w s 0843 6
20 01.00 r th LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 w s 0843 t
?1 03.00 I TH LS 132
12.00-01.50 h F LS 132
22 03.00 r th LS 132
02.00-03.50 P F 0843 2
23 C3.00 I TH LS 132
06.00-07.50 PP t W LS 132
24 03.00 T TH LS 132
08.00-09.50 T TH 0843 2
25 03.00 T TH LS 132
12.00-01.50 T TH LS 132
26 03.00 1 TH LS 132
04.00-05.50 \ TH 0843 2
27 03.00 r TH LS 132
04.00-05.50 1 F LS 132
28 02.00 1 TH LS 132
06.00-07.50 Pf I TH 0843 2
29 03.00 1 TH LS 133
08.00-09.50 w s LS 132
30 03.00 T TH LS 132
10.00-11.50 w s LS 132
31 05.45-07.25 u LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 p F 0843 6
32 05.45-07.25 W LS 132
1C. 00-11. 50 p F LS 132
13
33 05.45-07.25 M LS 132
02.00-03.50 P F LS 132
34 05.45-07.25 M LS 132
06. 00-09. 50 T TH LS 132
35 05.45-07.25 M LS 132
10. 00-11. 50 T TH 0843 e
36 05.45-07.25 W LS 132
10.00-11.50 T TH LS 132
37 05.45-07.25 W LS 132
12.00-01.50 T TH 0843 t
38 05.45-07.25 M LS 132
02.00-03.50 T TH LS 132
39 05.45-07.25 W LS 132
06.00-07.50 PM T TH LS 132
210A INTRC ENVIRON 8ICL 04.0 CR
1 09.00 TWTH L 161
08.00 f LS 308
2 09.00 TWTH L 161
11.00 f LS 3oe
3 09.00 TWTH L 161
04.00 P LS 308
4 09.00 TWTH L 161
05.45-06.35 h LS 3oe
5 C9.00 TWTH L 161
07.35-08.25 PH f LS 308
6 09.00 TWTH L 161
08.00 T LS 306
7 09.00 TWTH L 161
10.00 T LS 306
8 09.00 TWTH L 161
11.00 T LS 306
9 09.00 TWTH L 161
01.00 f LS 306
10 09.00 TWTH L 161
02.00 ¥ LS 306
210B INTRO ENVIRON BICL 04.0 CR
1 12.00 f W F L 141
07.35-08.25 P* W LS 306
2 12.00 f W F L 141
08.00 TH LS 308
3 12.00 t W F L 141
10.00 TH LS 306
4 12.00 P W F L 141
11.00 TH LS 306
5 12.00 f W F L 141
05.45-06.35 TH LS 308
6 12.00 P W F L 141
10. 00 F LS 306
7 12.00 f W F L 141
10.00 S LS 306
8 12.00 f W F L 141
08.00 F LS 306
9 12.00 f W F L 141
01.00 F LS 308
10 12.00 f W F L 141
03.00 F LS 306
11 02.00 f W F L 151
02.00 T LS 308
12 02.00 V W F L 151
04.00 T LS 306
13 02.00 t> W F L 151
05.45-06.35 T LS 308
14 02.00 f W F L 151
08.00 W LS 306
15 02.00 f W F L 151








16 02.00 h W F L 151
12.00 W LS 3oe
17 02.00 f U F L 151
03.00 u LS 308
18 02.00 f W F L 151
01.00 TH LS 306
19 02.00 ^ W F L 151
02.00 TH LS 306
20 02.00 f W F L 151
04.00 TH LS 30E
PRIN OF PHYSIOLCGY 04 .0 CR
1 01.00 V H F TECH A 111
09.00-10.50 f LS 113
2 08.00 f M F TECH A HI
12.00-01.50 F LS 112
3 01.00 f W F TECH A HI
03.00-04.50 TH LS 113
4 01.00
09.00-10.50




5 08.00 c H F TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 f LS 113
6 08.00 f M F TECH A 111
05.45-07.25 [ LS 112
7 01.00 f W F TECH A 111
09.00-10.50 W LS 113
8 08.00 t> W F TECH A 111
12.00-01.50 W LS 112
9 08.00 f W F TECH A 111
05.45-07.25 TH LS 113
10 01.00 t- W F TECH A 111
02.00-03.50 I LS 112
11 01.00 V W F TECH A 111
03.00-05.00 W LS 112
CONS OF NATURAL RE c 021.0 CR
1 08.00 IWTH L 151
2 11.00 N M F LS 132
HISTORY OF BIOLOGY 0] .0 CR
1 03.00 f W F L 171
INTRO PALEONTOLOGY 03 .0 CR
1 02.00 W F AG 166
08.00-09.50 h AG 17C
2 02.00 W F AG 166
10.00-11.50 f AG 17C
3 02.00 W F AG 166
01.00-02.50 V AG 17C
4 02. CO W F AG 166
03.00-04.50 f AG 17C
5 02.00 W F AG 166
06.00-07.25 PH f AG 17C
INTR TO ROCKS Mils 03 .0 CR
1 09.00 ¥ W AG 214
08.00-09.50 TH AG 174
2 09.00 t> U AG 214
1C. 00-11. 50 TH AG 174
3 03.00 I TH AG 166
12.00-01.50 TH AG 174
A 03.00 1 TH AG 168
04.00-05.50 TH AG 174
5 09.00 * M AG 214
06.00-07.50 PP TH AG 174
CLIMATE 03.0 CR
1 IC.OO * U L 161 SHARPE
1C.00 TH AG 116
2 10.00 P W L 161 SHARPE
10.00 TH AG 15C
15
3 1C.00 I" U
10.00 TH
4 10.00 f W
10.00 TH
5 IC.OO N W
1C.00 F
6 IC.OO ^ W
1C.00 F
7 IC.CO t> W
IC.OO F
8 IC.OO N W
IC.OO F
9 IC.OO N W
08.00 F
10 IC.OO f W
08.00 F
11 IC.OO N W
C9.00 F
12 IC.OO > W
09.00 F
13 01.00 f W
01.00 TH
14 01.00 f W
01.00 TH
15 01.00 N W
01.00 TH
16 01.00 f W
01.00 TH
17 01.00 N W
01.00 F
18 01.00 N W
01.00 F
19 01.00 f W
01.00 F
20 oi.oo ^ w
01.00 F
21 01.00 f U
02.00 F
22 01.00 f W
02.00 F
23 01.00 P W
03.00 F
24 01.00 ^ W
03.00 F
340 ECOLOGY
l oi.oo ^• b f
358A ANAL CF PHYS SYSTEM
1 01.00 T TH
06.00-07.50 PH TH
2 01.00 T TH
06.00-07.50 PN T
3 01.00 T TH
08.00-09.50 T
4 01.00 T TH
08.00-09.50 TH
358B ANAL CF PHYS SYSTEf
1 08.00 T TH
06.00-07.50 Pf f
2 08.00 T TH
06.00-07.50 P^ W
3 08.00 T TH
08.00-09.50 N
4 08.00 T TH
08.00-09.50 W
361 ACOUSTICS










































































































































































V-WEST TRADITIO 04.0 CR
1C.C0 1" W F L 151 FCHLFELCER
08.00 * M 206
10.00 I* M F L 151 FCHLFELDEP
12. CO * M 207
1C.C0 ^ M F L 151 FCHLFELCER
01.00 w M 207
10.00 f w F L 151 HCHLFELCEP
02.00 F M 303
1C.C0 ^ w F L 151 FCHLFELCER
03.00 w M 305A
1C.00 ^ m F L 151 HCHLFELOEP
04.00 f H 303
IC.00 f w F L 151 HCHLFELCEP
09.00 i M 3oe
1C.00 N W F L 151 FCHLFELCER
10.00 TH M 308
1C.00 f W F L 151 FCHLFELCER
11.00 1 M 308
1C.00 ^ w F L 151 FCHLFELCER
06.00 PI* ^ M 308
1C.00 f w F L 151 HCHLFELCEP
1C.00 T M 306
1C.00 t> w F L 151 FCHLFELCER
11.00 TH M 306
06. CO- 07. 25 PN C W L 151 EREF*
IC. 00 w M 2 1C
06.00- 07.,25 PN i» u L 151 EREH*
11 .00 l» M 207
06.00- 07. 25 PI" N U L 151 EREF-I*
12.00 w M 207
06.00- 07.,25 P* f Vs L 151 EREHP
01.00 F M 207
06.00- 7. 25 PN C W L 151 EREF^
02.00 ^ M 102
06.00- 07.,25 PV * w L 151 SREhf
03.00 F M 305 A
06.00- 07. 25 PC N W L 151 EREFN
04.00 u M 305A
06.00- 07. 25 Pf fi w L 151 EREF*
08.00 I M 102
06.00- 07. 25 PN fi w L 151 EREF*
09.00 Th t M 2 1C
06.00- 07. 25 P^ N U L 151 EREFh
06.00 PN TH M 206
06.00- 7. 25 Pf N W L 151 EREH*
10.00 TH M 302
06.00--07,.25 Pf c w L 151 EREFf
11.00 T M 305A
11 .00 f W F L 161 EERBERICH
08.00 F M 206
11.00 u F L 161 EEREERICH
09.00 w M 302
11.00 P w F L 161 EERBERICH
01.00 * PULL H 42A
11.00 ^ w F L 161 EEReERICH
02.00 w BAILEY 13C
11.00 f M F L 161 EERBERICH
03.00 * BAILEY 13C
11.00 f W F L 161 EERBERICH
04.00 W M 303
11.00 N W F L 161 EERBERICH
06.00 PK
17
32 11.00 h W F L 161 eERBERICH
IC.00 TH HEC 12C
33 11.00 N W F L 161 EERBERICH
11.00 1 M 209
34 11.00 f W F L 161 EEREERICH
12.00 TH M 206
35 11.00 f W F L 161 EERBERICH
01.00 TH M 206
36 11.00 f W F L 161 EERBERICH
02.00 TH HEC 12C
101C SLRV-WEST TRADITION 04.0 CR
1 C9.00 N W F L 151 FALL
11.00 F HEC 106
2 09.00 ^ W F L 151 FALL
12.00 N M 308
3 09.00 N W F L 151 FALL
01.00 M M 3 07
4 09.00 t- W F L 151 FALL
02.00 F M 307
5 09.00 n w F L 151 FALL
03.00 N M 306
6 09.00 n w f L 151 FALL
04.00 u M 306
7 09.00 f W F L 151 FALL
06.00 PM w M 306
8 09.00 N W F L 151 FALL
08.00 T M 308
9 09.00 > W F L 151 FALL
09.00 TH M 2 OS
10 09.00 * U F L 151 FALL
1C.00 T M 302
11 09.00 N W F L 151 FALL
oe.oo py TH M 303
12 09.00 N W F L 151 FALL
11.00 TH M 206
13 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
oa.oo T M 206
14 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
09.00 TH M 203
15 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
01.00 I M 206
HONORS SECTION ENRCLLMENT BY PERMISSION CNLY
16 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
02.00 TH M 306
17 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
03.00 W M 308
18 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
04.00 I M 302
19 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
06.00 PC T M 305A
20 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
1C.00 W HEC lie
21 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
11.00 f GYM 204
22 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
12.00 W M 304A
23 12.00 1 THF L 171 CETWILER
09.00 TH HEC 102
24 12.00 T THF L 171 CETWILER
02.00 T M 306
25 01.00 T THF L 151 CCAY
08.00 f M 207
26 01.00 T THF L 151 CCAY
09.00 T M 202
27 01.00 T THF L 151 CCAY











29 01.00 T THF L 151 CCAY










31 01.00 1 THF L 151 CCAY
































































































43 04.00 * W F L 161 PCKEE
















































































53 06.00- 07. 25 Pf T TH L 151 fCKEE
06.00 Pf l» M 206
54 06.00- 07. 25 P¥ T TH L 151 fCKEE
7.30-08. -20 PV M 302
55 06.00-07. 25 PV T TH L 151 fCKEE
06.00 PV f M 207
56 06.00-•07. 25 Pt> T TH L 151 fCKEE
07.30-•08..20 Pf W M 302
57 06.00-
02.00































102A MAN AND HIS WORLD 04.0 CR
1 01.00 t> W F HEC 122A HANDLER
2 02.00 P h F HEC 122A fLLLER
3 OS. CO TH L 171 NCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
08 .00 f HEC 306
4 C9.00 [ TH L 171 NCUNTJOY
C9.00 F L 161
09.00 P HEC 306
5 09.00 [ TH L 171 fCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
1C.00 f HEC 306
6 09.00 1 TH L 171 t*CUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
11.00 P HEC 306
7 09.00 [ TH L 171 l"CUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
12.00 p HEC 306
8 09.00 [ TH L 171 PCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
01.00 p HEC 306
9 09.00 1 TH L 171 fCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
02.00 p HEC 306
10 09.00 r TH L 171 fCUMJOY
09.00 F L 161
03.00 p HEC 306
11 09.00 1 TH L 171 fCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
04.00 p HEC 306
12 09.00 r th L 171 fCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
08.00 M HEC 306
13 09.00 ( TH L 171 PCUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
09.00 M HEC 306
14 09.00 1 TH L 171 r*CUNTJOY
09.00 F L 161
10.00 W HEC 306
15 09.00 I TH L 171 fCUINTJOY
09.00 F L 161
11.00 U HEC 306
16 02.00
08.00





























































25 02.00 P W F L 161 E MARING
08.00 TH HEC 306
26 02.00 P W F L 161 E MARING
09.00 TH HEC 306
27 02.00 P W F L 161 E MARING
10.00 TH HEC 306
20
23 02.00 f W F L 161 E MARING
11.00 TH HEC 306
29 03 .00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
oe.oo F HEC 306
30 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
09.00 F HFC 306
31 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
C3.00 F L 151
1C.00 F HEC 306
32 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
11. CO F HEC 306
33 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
12.00 F HEC 306
34 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
01.00 F HEC 306
35 03.00 1 TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
02.00 F HEC 306
36 03.00 1 TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
12.00 W HEC 306
37 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
01.00 W HEC 306
38 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03 .00 F L 151
12.00 TH HEC 306
39 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
01.00 TH HEC 306
40 03.00 T TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
03.00 W HEC 306
41 03 .00 1 TH L 161 WALKER
03.00 F L 151
04.00 W HEC 306
42 04.00 T TH L 161 PAILES
04.00 W F L 151
43 07.35-09.15 PK 1 TH L 151 E MA RING
102B MAN AND HIS WORLD 04.0 CR
1 OS. 00 T TH L 171
08.00 W F AG 15C
2 oe.oo 1 TH L 171
08.00 H F AG 22C
3 08.00 T TH L 171
08.00 W F AG 224
4 08.00 T TH L 171
08.00 W F ABBOTT 129
5 08.00 T TH L 171
08.00 W F HEC 12C
6 08.00 T TH L 171
12.00 W F AG 116
7 08.00 T TH L 171
12.00 W F AG 14E
8 oe.oo T TH L 171
12.00 W F AG 15C
9 08.00 T TH L 171
12.00 W F AG 22C
10 08.00 T TH L 171
12.00 W F AG 22^
21
11 11.00 T TH L 171
02.00 W F PULL H 42
12 11.00 T TH L 171
02.00 W F GYN 204
13 11.00 1 TH L 171
02.00 W F WHAM 3 12
14 11.00 T TH L 171
02.00 W F M 305A
15 11 .00 T TH L 171
02. CO W F TECH A 306
16 11.00 T TH L 171
04.00 T TH AG 116
17 11.00 1 TH L 171
04.00 T TH AG 144
18 11.00 1 TH L 171
04.00 T TH AG 146
19 11.00 T TH L 171
04.00 T TH AG 15C
20 11.00 T TH L 171
04.00 T TH AG 22C
21 01.00 T TH L 171
11.00 W AG 116
11.00 F PHY SC 116
22 01.00 T TH L 171
11.00 W AG 144








24 01.00 T TH L 171
11.00 H AG 166
11.00 F PIERCE 13C
25 01.00 T TH L 171
11.00 W COPM 116
11.00 F CO^M 111
26 01.00 T TH L 171
01.00 W F AG 22C
27 01.00 T TH L 171
01.00 W F PIERCE 13C
28 01.00 T TH L 171
01.00 W F PULL H 41
29 01.00 T TH L 171
01.00 W F P 301
30 01.00 T TH L 171
01.00 W F GYM 204
31 05.45- 06. 35 T TH L 171
06.45- 07. 35 PP T TH AG 116
32 05.45- 06. 35 T TH L 171
06.4 5- 07. 35 Pf T TH AG 154
33 5.45- 06. 35 T TH L 171
06.45-•07. 35 Pt> T TH AG 166
34 05.45- 06. 35 T TH L 171
06.45- 07. 35 PM T TH AG 22C
35 05.45- 06. 35 T TH L 171
06.45- 07. 35 PH T TH AG 222
201B SOCIETY * BEHAVICR 04.0 CR
1 08.00 f L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 M L 141
IC.00 T TH WHAM 112
2 08.00 f L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 W L 141
01.00 T TH WHAM 201
3 08.00 f L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 W L 141
02.00 T TH WHAM 112
4 08.00 f L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 W L 141
04.00 T TH WHAM 206
22
5 08.00 P L 15] RCSSEL
08.00 W L 141
04.00 1 TH BAILEY 13C
6 08.00 P L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 W L 141
08.00 T TH PIERCE 13C
7 08.00 P L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 M L 141
09.00 T TH P 306
8 08.00 P L 151 RCSSEL
08.00 W L 141
1C.00 T TH M 302
9 01.00 P W L 141 NALL
08.00 T TH BAILEY I 3C
10 01.00 P W L 141 NALL
12.00 T TH BAILEY 13C
11 01.00 P H L 141 NALL
10.00 T TH BAILEY 13C
12 01.00 P M L 141 NALL
08.00 T TH P 111
13 CI. 00 P W L 141 NALL
12.00 T TH BAILEY 13C
14 01.00 P W L 141 NALL
01.00 T TH BAILEY 1 3C
SEC 14 RESERVED FCR FRESIDENTS SCHOLARS
15 01.00 P W L 141 NALL
02.00 T TH BAILEY 13C
16 01.00 P W L 141 NALL
03.00 T TH BAILEY 1 3C
17 09.00 T TH L 151 PATTERSCN
08.00 W F PIERCE 13C
18 09.00 T TH L 151 FATTERSCN
C9.00 W F BAILEY 1 3C
19 09.00 T TH L 151 PATTERSCN
10.00 W F BAILEY 13C
20 09.00 T TH L 151 FATTERSCN
08.00 W F M 207
21 09.00 T TH L 151 PATTERSCN
12.00 W F BAILEY 13C
22 09.00 T TH L 151 FATTERSCN
08.00 W F M 302
23 C9.00 T TH L 151 PATTERSCN
04.00 H F M 201
24 09.00 1 TH L 151 FATTERSCN
03.00 W F BAILEY 1 3C
25 11.00 P W F TBA SMTH
26 07.35-09.15 PM P W HEC 118 NALL
201C SOCIETY + BEHAVICR 04.0 CR
1 11.00 P W L 141 CARRIER
01.00-02.50 W AG 146
2 11.00 P W L 141 CARRIER
06.00-07.50 P* W AG 146
3 11.00 P U L 141 CARRIER
08.00-09.50 TH AG 146
4 11.00 P W L 141 CARRIER
1C. 00-11. 50 TH AG 146
5 11.00 P W L 141 CARRIER
01.00-02.50 TH AG 146
6 11.00 P W L 141 CARRIER
03.00-04.50 TH AG 146
7 11.00 P H L 141 CARRIER
08.00-09.50 F AG 146
8 11.00 P H L 141 CARRIER
12.00-01.50 F AG 146
9 11.00 P W L 141 CARRIER




















12 04.00 b W L 141 CARRIER



























































































23 06.00-07.40 PM M L 141 CARRIER
06.00-07.50 PM TH AG 146
24 06.00-07.40 PM f L 141 CARRIER























































211A POLITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
I 09.00 MTW F L 141
2 12.00 MTWTH CL 25
INTERCUL
3 05.45-07.25 t- w L 101
211B POLITICAL ECONCMY 04.0 CR
PREREQ NOT CPEN TC ANYONE WHO HAS H/!D GCVT 23
1 1C.00 M w F L 141
OS. 00 TH PULL H 41
2 1C.00 M W F L 141
08.00 TH PULL H 43
3 1C.00 f W F L 141
09.00 I PULL H 41
4 1C.C0 M w F L 141
09.00 TH PULL H 41
5 10.00 h W F L 141
1C.00 I PULL H 41
6 1C.00 M w F L 141
10.00 TH PULL H 41
7 10.00 M W F L 141
09.00 T PULL H 42
8 IC.00 M W F L 141





































10.00 f M F
11.00 w
IC.OO f W F
11.00 TH
03.00 N W F
03.00 TH
03.00 P W F
03.00 T
03.00 N W F
03.00 TH
03.00 f W F
04.00 T
03.00 f W F
04.00 TH
03.00 H W F
01.00 TH
03.00 f W F
01.00 T
03.00 f W F
01.00 TH
03.00 N W F
02.00 F
03.00 N W F
U2.00 F
12.00 NT THF
CI. 00 NT THF
05.45-07.25 l» W
05.45-07.25 T TH
07.35-09.15 PP P U
07.35-09. 15 PN T TH




08.00 P W F
03.00 I" W F
07.35-09.00 PC f W



































EVELOP OF U S
Q GS8 1C1C CR GSe
00 P W F
00 P W F
ECON SYSTEMS
Q GSB 21 1 A
00





























































































































































331 AMER ED SYSTEM
i oe.oo i* w f
2 09.00 f W F
3 1C.0O I* W F
4 11.00 N W F
5 06.00-07.25 PC T TH
6 01.00 N W F
7 02.00 N W F
8 03.00 f W F
9 06.00-07.25 PN P W
10 08.00 PT TH
341 MARRIAGE
1 1C.00 P W F
345 INTR TO AM FGN PCL
1 1C.00 NT TH
353 ECON GEOG RES PGT
I OS. 00 PTWTH
355 GEOG CF U S
1 12.00 PT TH
361 FUND OF DECIS PAKE
1 02.00 P U F
380B E EUR-PRES INSITLT
1 10.00 P W F
385 CONTEPP POL ISPS
1 12.00 P W F
INTR TO COMP GCVTS
1 01.00 f W F
2 02.00 P W F
3 04.00 P W F
INTRC L A GOVT PCL










































General Studies Area C—Man's Insights and
100 MUSIC UNDERSTANDING 03
1 08.00 P W L
08.00 TH COPM
2 12.00 P W L
08.00 TH COPM
3 01.00 f W HEC
08.00 TH COMM
4 02.00 f W HEC
08.00 TH CONM
101 ART APPRECIAT1CN 03
1 12.00 T TH L
08.00-09.50 f A
2 12.00 T TH L
08.00-09.50 S A
3 12.00 T TH L
03.00-04.50 f A
4 12.00 T TH L
01.00-02.50 f A
5 12.00 I TH L
01.00-02.50 F A
6 12.00 T TH L
11.00-12.50 F A
7 12.00 T TH L
08.00-09.50 S A
8 12.00 T TH L
11.00-12.50 f A
9 02.00 T TH L
01.00-02.50 W A
10 02.00 T TH L
11.00-12.50 TH A





































12 02.00 T TH L 161
11.00-12.50 H A 102
13 02.00 1 TH L 161
1C. 00-11. 50 S A 112
14 02.00 T TH L 161
10.00-11.50 S A 102
15 08.00-09.50 1 A 202
11.00 P A 207
16 05.00-06. 50 T A 102
02.00 f> A 207
17 05.00-06.50 f A 102
11.00 T A 207
18 05.00-06.50 TH A 102
08.00 TH A 207
19 10 .00-11.50 T A 102
09.00 TH A 207
20 01.00-02.50 1 A 102
11.00 TH A 207
21 03.00-04.50 1 A 102
07.35-08.25 PP TH A 207
22 01.00-02.50 TH A 102
11.00 F A 207
23 03.00-04.50 TH A 102
11.00 S A 207
24 03.00-04.50 F A 102
09.00 1 A 207
25 05.00-06.50 T A 106
11.00 W A 207
26 05.00-06.50 TH A 1C6
07.35-08.25 pk p A 207
27 07.35-09.15 PN TH A ioe
02.00 T A 207
28 05.00-06.50 W A ioe
07.35-08.25 PK 7 A 207
29 07.35-09.15 pf ^ A IOC
02.00 w A 207
3C 05.00-06.50 p A 106
02. no TH A 207
> PROB-KORAL DEC-PHIL 03 .0 CR
1 11.00 P W L 151 SCHILPP
01.00 U HEC 202
2 11.00 P w L 151 SCHILPP
02.00 w HEC 202
3 11.00 P w L 151 SCHILPP
02.00 w M 306A
A 11.00 P w L 151 SCHILPP
08.00 TH HEC 208
5 11.00 P W L 151 SCHILPP
09.00 TH HEC 206
6 11.00 P U L 151 SCHILPP
1C.0O TH HEC 202
7 11.00 P H L 151 SCHILPP
11.00 TH HEC 12C
8 11.00 P H L 151 SCHILPP
12.00 TH HEC 20E
9 11.00 P H L 151 SCHILPP
01.00 TH HEC 208
10 11.00 P W L 151 SCHILPP
02.00 TH HEC 206
11 11.00 P W L 151 SCHILPP
03.00 TH HEC 202
12 11.00 P W L 151 SCHILPP
08.00 F HEC 106
13 10.00 1 TH L 161 fCORE




































































T TH L 161 f CORE
TH HEC 202
T TH L 161 f-CORE
TH HEC 202
T TH L 161 KCORE
TH HEC 20£
7 TH L 161 NCOPE
TH HEC 122
T TH L 161 f CORE
F HEC 202
1 TH L 161 h'CORE
F WHAM 206
T TH L 161 NCORE
F HEC 206
T TH L 161 NCORE
F HEC 202
T TH L 161 fCORE
F HEC 202
1 TH L 161 f<CORE
T HEC 102
T TH L 161 KCORE
S HEC 206
1 TH L 151 FAYWARD
TH HEC 104
T TH L 151 FAYWARD
TH HEC 202










































































T TH L 141 FCWIE
1 HEC 206
1 TH L 141 FCWIE
1 HEC 2oe
T TH L 141 FCWIE
1 HEC 202











48 01.00 1 TH L 141 FCWIE
11.00 HEC 12C
49 3.00 ' TH L 141 CLARKE
08.00 ^ HEC 12C
50 03.00 [ TH L 141 CLARKE
C9.C0 f HEC 202
51 03.00 r th L 141 CLARKE
12.00 h HEC 201
52 03.00 1 TH L 141 CLARKE




































58 03.00 1 TH L 141 CLARKE
10.00 F PIERCE 13C
59 07.35-08.25 PM r th L 141 ALLEN
11.00 u WHAM 208
60 07.35-08.25 Pf 1 TH L 141 ALLEN
01.00 W HEC 12C
61 07.35-08.25 PK [ TH L 141 ALLEN
02.00 U HEC 12C
62 07.35-08.25 PC I TH L 141 ALLEN
06.00 PP W HEC 12C
63 11.00 e W L 201 ^CKEEFERY
10. 00 TH HEC 102
64 11.00 t W L 201 PCKEEFERY
11.01-11.50 TH WHAM 201
65 11.00 f W L 201 fCKEEFERY
10. 00 F WHAM 206
66 11.00 f W L 201 PCKEEFERY
11.00 F HEC 102
WORLD LIT FOR CCPP 03.0 CR
1 08.00 n W F FELTS 13C
2 08.00 f W F WARREN 129
3 08.00 r th WARREN 129
08.00 F COMM 112
4 08.00 V W F M 306
5 08.00 1 TH M 306
08.00 F M 30?
6 09.00 f U F FELTS 13C
7 09.00 r th M 301
09.00 F M 209
8 09.00 V W F WARREN 12?
9 09.00 1 TH WARREN 129
C9.00 F COMM 118
10 09.00 p W F M 306
11 09.00 1 TH S M 306
12 10.00 f W F FELTS 13C
13 1C.00 V W F WARREN 129
14 1C.00 r th WARRtN 129
10.00 F COMM 122
15 10.00 1" W F M 306
16 1C.00 r th M 306
1C.00 F ARENA 123
17 11.00 f W F FELTS 13C
18 11.00 t TH FELTS 13C
11.00 F COMM 112
29
19 11 .00 M W F WARREN 12S
20 11 ,00 h M F M 306
21 12 .00 f W F FELTS 13C
22 12 .00 T TH FELTS 13C
12 .00 F WARREN 12S
23 12 .00 M TH WARREN 129
24 12 .00 MI TH GYP 202
25 12 .00 T F M 307
12 .00 W HEC 122
26 12 .00 C W F M 306
27 CI .00 t> W F FELTS 13C
28 01 .00 I TH FELTS 13C
01 .00 F WARREN 12?
29 01 .00 M TH AG 22C
30 01 .00 f WTH WARREN 129
31 01 .00 I F GYM 203
01 .00 W HEC 122
32 02 .00 1" M F FELTS 13C
33 02 .00 T TH FELTS 13C
02 .00 F WARREN 12S
34 02 .00 M TH WARREN 129
35 02 .00 V WTH M 307
36 02 .00 THF M 102
02 .00 W HEC 122
37 03 .00 M W F FELTS 13C
38 03 .00 I TH FELTS 13C
03 .00 F WARREN 129
39 03 .00 f T TH WARREN 129
40 03 .00 f WTH GYM 202
41 03 .00 I F GYM 202
03 .00 W HEC 122
42 04 .00 M W F FELTS 13C
43 04 .00 1 TH FELTS 13C
04 .00 F WARREN 129
44 04 .00 MI TH WARREN 129
45 04 .00 T F GYM 203
04 .00 W HEC 122
46 06 .00- 07. 15 PM 1" W M 306
47 06 .00- 07. 15 PM T TH M 306
48 06 .00- 07. 15 PM ¥ W M 305
49 06 .00- 07. 15 PM I TH M 305
50 06 .00-•07. 15 PM M W M 307
51 07 .35- 08. 50 PM f W M 306
52 07 .35- 08. 50 PM I TH M 306
53 07 .35-•08. 50 PC f W M 305
54 07 .35-•08. 50 PI" T TH M 305
55 07 .35-•08. 50 PM f W M 307
HOB WESTERN HUMANITIES 03.0 CR
1 01 .00 f W F L 161 FLOCHMANN
200 ORAL INTERP OF LIT 04.0 CR
1 08 .00 KTWTH COMM 116
2 12 .00 MM F COMM 214
3 04 .00 TWTHF COMM 116
4 12 .00 MW F COMM 118
5 01 .00 MWTH COMM 116
6 07 .35- 09. 15 PM f W L 121
7 07 .35-•09. 15 PM T TH COMM 12C
8 12 .00 NTWTH COMM 112
9 04 .00 f TWTH COMM HE
10 03 .00- 04. 50 T TH AG 222
11 07 .35- 09. 15 PM T TH COMM 118
12 07 .35-09. 15 PM f W COMM 116
201 INTRO TO DRAMA 03.0 CR
1 08 .00 h W F WHAM 302
2 09 .00 T TH WHAM 303








3 iC.OO M W F WHAM 302
4 11.00 T TH WHAM 302
11.00 F WHAM 312
5 12.00 * W F WHAM 303
6 01.00 M W F WHAM 303
7 02.00 M H F WHAM 302
8 03.00 K W F WHAM 302
9 04.00 M W F WHAM 302
10 06.00-07.15 PN M W WHAM 302
11 07.35-08.50
INTRC TO POETRY




1 08.00 T TH WHAM 302
08.00 F WHAM 306
2 09.00 M M F WHAM 302
3 1C.C0 T TH WHAM 302
IC.OO W WHAM 312
4 11.00 ^ W F WHAM 302
5 12.00 1" WHAM 307
12.00 T TH WHAM 302
6 01.00 ^ WHAM 301
01.00 T TH WHAM 302
7 02.00 m WHAM 307
02.00 T TH WHAM 302
8 03.00 1* WHAM 307
03.00 T TH WHAM 302
9 04.00 M WHAM 307
04.00 T TH WHAM 302
10 06.00-07.15 PM T TH WHAM 302
11 07.35-08.50 PM T TH HEC 104
DRAMA-ARTS OF THEA 03.0 CR
1 11.00 T TH COMM 137 CRAY
03.00 TH COMM 112
2 11.00 T TH COMM 137 GRAY
04.00 TH COMM 112
3 11.00 T TH COMM 137 GRAY
03.00 F COMM 112
4 11.00 T TH COMM 137 GRAY
04.00 F COMM 112
5 11.00 T TH WHAM 312 GRAY
01.00 TH COMM 118
6 11.00 T TH COMM 137 GRAY
01.00 F COMM 116
7 12.00 F COMM 112 GRAY
11.00 T TH COMM 137
8 02.00 TH COMM 122 GRAY
11.00 T TH COMM 137
9 02.00 F COMM HE GRAY
11.00 T TH COMM 137
MEANING IN VIS ART < 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MTW F L 231 FAULSCN
2 02.00 M WTHF L 231 PAULSCN
MANS CONTEMP ENVIR 04.0 CR
1 11.00-12.50 T L 161
12.00 THF L 161
2 03.00-04.50 T L 121
03.00 THF L 121
3 06.00-07.50 PM M L 161
07.00 PM WTH L 161
FOUNDATIONS OF MUS 04.0 CR
PREREQ PREREQ ICC
1 08.00 TWTHF ALG 116 FLOYC
2 12.00 TWTHF ALG 116 eETTERTCN
3 01.00 TWTHF ALG 116 INTRAVAIA
PHIL OF BEAUTIFUL 03.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH L 171 MCCLURE
11.00 TH HEC 202
31
2 10.00 T TH L 171 fCCLURE
01.00 TH HEC 102
3 10.00 T TH L 171 fCCLURE
09.00 F HEC 201
4 10. 00 T TH L 171 KCLIRE
10.00 F HEC 118
5 1C.00 T TH L 171 PCCLURE
01.00 F COMM 12C
6 10.00 1 TH L 171 fCCLURE
02.00 F COMM 116
7 IC.00 T TH L 171 NCCLURE
08.00 l» COMM 112
8 10.00 T TH L 171 ^CCLURE
OS. 00 N M 301
9 IC.00 T TH L 171 MCCLURE
1C.00 N AG 22C
10 10.00 1 TH L 171 CCLURE
12.00 t HEC 206
11 IC.00 T TH L 171 MCCLURE
02.00 TH HEC 206
12 10.00 T TH L 171 *CCLURE
03.00 TH HEC 306
208 LOGIC AND MEANING 04.0 CR
1 12.00 f W F L 151 E EAfES
02.00 F WHAM 112
2 12.00 t> W F L 151 E EAfES
03.00 F WHAM 22g
3 12.00 f W F L 151 E EA*ES
09.00 S M 201
4 12.00 f W F L 151 E EAfES
10.00 S M 201
5 12.00 f W F L 151 E EAfES
08.00 f PULL H 41
6 12.00 N W F L 151 E EAPES
09.00 f PULL H 43A
7 12.00 f W F L 151 E EAPES
IC.00 f M 305A
8 12.00 f W F L 151 E EA*ES
11.00 h AG 144
9 12.00 f W F L 151 E EA^ES
01.00 F HEC 118
10 12.00 f W F L 151 E EA*ES
04.00 F HEC 12C
11 12.00 C W F L 151 E EAKES
lc.oo »> HFr lie
12 12.00 f W F L 151 E EA*ES
11.00 f HEC 106
13 09.00 f- W F L 171 f EAfES
02.00 F AG 154
14 09.00 f W F L 171 M EA^ES
03.. 00 F AG 116
15 09.00 f W F L 171 * EAfES
10.00 S AG 224
16 09.00 N W F L 171 f EAfES
08.00 f HEC 201
17 09.00 f W F L 171 f EACES
01.00 F HEC 12C
18 09.00 f W F L 171 f EA*ES
10.00 F COMM 112
19 09.00 f W F L 171 f EAPES
11.00 F HEC 201
20 C9.00 f W F L 171 P EAfES
12.00 F HEC 106
21 C9.00 f W F L 171 P EAPES


























































































































































































































































































317 RECENT AMER LIT 03..0 CR
1 08.00 f W F WHAM 319
2 OS. 00 f W F TECH A 122
3 10.00 T TH S WHAM 319
4 11.00 T TH S WHAM 31S
5 12.00 ^ WTH HEC 12C
6 01.00 f WTH WHAM 329
7 02.00 * WTH GYM 202
8 07.35-08. 50 Pf ^ W AG 154
331 LATIN LIT IN TRANSL 03..0 CR
1 01. CO 1- KTH M 309
341 MODERN ART B -2C CEti 03. CR
1 09.00 f W F L 231 KURTZ
345A WORLO LITERATURE 03. CR
1 09.00 T TH WHAM 205
09.00 F PULL H 42
2 10. 00 *• W F WHAM 319
3 11.00 f W F HEC 202
4 12.00 TW F HEC 201
345B WORLD LITERATURE 03 .0 CR
I 12.00 T F WHAM 317
12.00 W WHAM 319
2 01.00 T F WHAM 317
01.00 W WHAM 3 19
3 02.00 I F WHAM 317
02.00 W WHAM 3 19
4 03.00 T F WHAM 317
03.00 W WHAM 319
345C WORLD LITERATURE 03 .0 CR
1 oe.oo H TH M 209
2 1C.00 N W F GYM 203
3 12.00 f W F M 201
4 01.00 T F WHAM 329
01.00 W HEC 201
5 03.00 f WTH M 209
6 07.35-08. 50 PP f W HEC 201
7 02.00 ^ WTH WHAM 32e
349 THE CINEMA 03..0 CR
PREREO NOT CPEN TC PHCTOGRAPHY MAJORS
1 04.00 f L 171 fERCER
03.00-04. 50 T TH L 171
351A MASTERPIECES NCVEL 03. CR
1 11.00 T F WHAM 326
11.00 TH WHAM 3 26
2 01.00 M TH GYH 204
3 03.00 T THF M 308
4 04.00 1 THF GYM 204
35 IB MASTERPIECES NCVEL 03,.0 CR
1 01.00 N WTH M 209
2 02.00 * W F M 301
3 06.00-07. 15 PH T TH M 201
354A HISTCRY OF THEATRE 03..0 CR
1 09.00 T THF HEC 14C8 fCE
357B MUSIC HIST + LIT 03..0 CR
PREREQ PREREG PIS 105C
1 11.00 f WTHF ALG 116 fCRGAN
365 SHAKESPEARE 03.,0 CR
1 08.00 W M 304A
08.00 F M 209
08.00 T M 207
2 09.00 f F P 204
09.00 W WHAM 329
3 11.00 T TH HEC 202
11.00 W HEC 122










6 1C.00 f W F LS 205
7 06.00- 07. 15 PM M W WHAM 329
382 GRAECU-ROM MED PHIL 03.0 CR
1 08.00 (• N F HEC 208 FCWIE
2 12.00 M W F HEC 208
3 01.00 M H F HEC 208 CIEFENBECK
4 02.00 M W F HEC 206 E EAMES
5 03.00 f W F HEC 202 KELLY
386 EARLY AMER PHIL 03.0 CR
I 02.00 f W F L 141 FAHN
Genera 1 Studies Area D
—
Organization and Communication of Ideas
10 1 ENGLISH COMPOSITE 03.0 CR
1 08.00 * H F AG 148
2 09.00 M W F AG 15C



























9 01.00 MT TH M 30f

















13 06.00- 07. 15 PM f U M 31C
14 07.35- 08. 50 PM M H M 3 1C









17 06.00- 07..25 PM T TH M 308
18 07.35- 09. 00 PM T TH M 102A
19 06.00- 07. 25 PM M W M 21C
20 07.35- 09. 00 PM f W M 2 1C
102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F CL 109
2 08.00 MT TH HEC 118



























9 08.00 M M 302























13 09.00 M M F M 31C
14 09.00 T TH S M 31C












































































f W F M 307
1 TH S M 307
1 TH M 306A
f BAILEY 13C
* W F CL io<;
T TH CL 10S
f L 221
f U F M 31C
T TH M 31C
F L 201
f U F M 305
T TH M 305
f L 231
f> W F M 301
T TH M 307




f W F CL 109
T TH CL 10S
F WHAM 21C
P W F M 31C
T TH M 31C
F ARENA 122
f W F M 305
T TH M 305
p M 201
f W F M 307
T TH M 307
F WHAM 112
T TH M 203
F WHAM 206
f W F M 202
T TH M 203
F M 20S
N WTH M 209
m th M 304A
M TH CL 109
T TH M 306A
N M 302
f WTH M 31C
T M 31C
W F CL 109
P WTH M 305
T TH M 202
F M 209
1 M 209
f TH M 306A
TW F M 306A
f WTH CL 109
M TH M 3 1C
T F CL 109
W M 304A
T M 305
W F M 31C
P W F M 305
M TH M 307
f WTH WHAM 317
T F M 209
W M 202
P WTH M 30<A
T F M 306 A
W CL 109




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































09.00 N W F PULL H 41
01.00 TH L 101
03.00 N COMM 112
03.00 W F CONM ne
01.00 TH CONM 12C
09.00 N W F WHAM 305
01.00 TH COMM 122
09.00 N W F ABBOTT 129
01.00 TH HEC 201
09.00 T TH S AG 222
12.00 TH L 231
09.00 T TH ABBOTT 129
09.00 F AG 174
12.00 TH L 101
09.00 1 TH WHAM 206
09.00 F WHAM 321
12.00 TH CONM 12C
09.00 T TH WHAM 305
09.00 F CONM 116
12.00 TH COMM 122
10.00 NT TH AG 222
08.00 TH L 231
1C.00 T TH S M 2 1C
08.00 TH L 101
06.00-07.25 Pf N W CONM 116
08.00 TH COMM 12C
1C.0O NT TH WHAM 305
08.00 TH COMM 122
IC.00 W F AG 222
10.00 T AG 15C
09.00 TH L 231
1C.00 W WHAM 22S
1C.00 FS WHAM 329
09.00 TH L 101
1C.00 M FS WHAM 305
09.00 TH COMM 122
IC.00 W F ABBOTT 129
1C.00 N BAILEY 13C
09.00 TH HEC 201
11.00 NT TH AG 222
08.00 TH L 231
11.00 T TH S M 21C
08.00 TH L 101
07.35-09.00 PN N W COMM lit
08.00 TH COMM 12C
11.00 NT TH WHAM 305
08.00 TH CONM 122
11.00 NT TH ABBOTT 129
08.00 TH HEC 201
11.00 W F AG 222
11.00 T AG 15C
09.00 TH L 231
11.00 H WHAM 228
11.00 FS WHAM 3 29
09.00 TH L 101
02.00 N HEC 12C
09.00 TH COMM 12C
02.00 W F AG 148
11.00 W FS WHAM 305
09.00 TH COMM 122
11.00 W F ABBOTT 129
11.00 N BAILEY 13C
09.00 TH HEC 201
01.00 TWTH AG 222
10.00 TH L 231
38
106
37 01.00 m U F ABBOTT 129
IC.00 TH L 101
38 06.00-07.25 PN T TH COMM ne
10.00 TH COMM 12C
39 01.00 f W F WHAM 305
10.00 TH COMM 122
40 02.00 TWTH AG 222
10. 00 TH L 231
41 02.00 M W F ABBOTT 129
10.00 TH L 101
42 07.35-09.00 PM 1 TH COMM lie
10.00 TH COMM 12C
43 02.00 f W F WHAM 305
10. 00 TH COMM 122
44 03.00 h w AG 222
11.00 TH L 231
03.00 F AG 174
45 02.00 T THF ABBOTT 12<5
11.00 TH L 101
46 03.00 M W F PULL H 42A
11.00 TH COMM 12C
47 03.00 M TH WHAM 305
11.00 TH COMM 122
48 04.00 M W F AG 221
11.00 TH L 231
49 04.00 1 THF ABBOTT 12<
11.00 TH L 101
50 04.00 M W F PULL H 42A
11.00 TH COMM 12C
51 04.00 M TH WHAM 305
11.00 TH COMM 122
52 06.00-07.25 PM M W AG 222
09.00 TH HEC 206
53 06.00-07.25 PM M W COMM 111
10.00 TH HEC 206
54 06.00-07.25 PM P W WHAM 305
11.00 TH HEC 206
55 06.00-07.25 PC T TH WHAM 305
12.00 TH HEC 206
56 06.00-07.25 PM T TH HEC 20*
01.00 TH HEC 206
57 07.35-09.00 PM M W AG 222
09.00 TH HEC 206
58 07.35-09.00 PM t> W COMM HI
IC.00 TH HEC 206
59 07.35-09.00 PM 1 TH WHAM 305
12.00 TH HEC 206
60 07.35-09.00 PM T TH HEC 206
01.00 TH HEC 206
INTERNED ALGEBRA OC .0 CR
1 08.00 M TH M 21C
08.00 F M 306A
2 09.00 M AG 116
09.00 M TECH A 21C
09.00 T TH TECH A 3 2C
3 02.00 M WTH TECH A 2 2C
02.00 T TECH A 32C
4 04.00 MW F AG 216
A FUND MATHEMATICS 021.0 CR
PREREQ 106 1:r high school
1 08.00 M W F TECH A 31C
2 oe.oo >> u f HEC 102
3 08.00 M W F TECH A 222
4 08.00 M W F TECH A 308






























































































































































































































































































































































































3 12.00 P W F HEC 104
12.00 S WHLR 5
4 12.00 M W F HEC 202
12.00 S WHLR 5
5 02.00 1 THF PIERCE 13C
02.00 f WHLR 5
6 06.C0-07.25 PM f W WHLR 201
TC BE ARRANGED LAB
123B ELEMENTARY FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSO 123A
1 Oe.00 P W F WHLR 112
08.00 t WHLR 5
2 09.00 T TH S WHLR 207
09.00 W WHLR 5
3 1C.00 W F WHLR 113
1C.00 P WHLR 5
1C.00 T WHLR 212
4 1C.00 T TH S WHLR 112
1C.00 H WHLR 5
5 11.00 W F M 302
11.00 P WHLR 5
11.00 T HEC 102
6 12.00 P W F WHLR 112
12.00 T WHLR 5
7 01.00 P AG 166
01.00 F AG 154
01.00 W WHLR 5
01.00 TH AG 166
8 01.00 MT TH HEC 12C
01.00 W WHLR 5
9 02.00 P W WHLR 2C2
02.00 F WHLR E
02.00 TH WHLR 214
1C 02.00 P WHLR 112
02.00 T TH HEC 201
02.00 F WHLR 5
11 03.00 P F HEC 12C
03.00 W WHLR 5
02.00 1 HEC 202
12 03.00 HI TH WHLR 112
03.00 W WHLR 5
13 04.00 P W F WHLR 207
04.00 TH WHLR 5
14 04.00 MT TH WHLR 112
04.00 W WHLR 5
15 06.00-07.25 PM T TH WHLR 207
TQ BE ARRANGED LAB
126A ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
1 08.00 M F WHLR 207
08.00 W WHLR 5
2 09.00 P M 303
09.00 W WHLR 212
09.00 F WHLR 107
09.00 TH WHLR 5
3 12.00 TW F M 308
12.00 TH WHLR 5
4 01.00 P W F BAILEY 13C
01.00 TH WHLR 5
5 06.00-07.25 PM 1 TH WHLR 212
ONE HCUR LAB - TBA
126B ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 126A
1 08.00 P W F WHLR 212
08.00 TH WHLR 5


















































































































































































































































































































































7 03.00 t> W F WHLR 214
03.00 TH WHLR 005
8 04.00 f WTH WHLR 005





f W WHLR 107
140B ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSO 140A
1 08.00 TW F HEC 201
08.00 r WHLR 005
2 08.00 TW F M 305A
06.00 f WHLR 005
3 09.00 T TH S M 305A
09.00 F WHLR 005
4 10.00 T TH M 305A
1C.00 f CONM 122
10.00 F WHLR 005
5 11.00 r- W F WHLR 214
11.00 T WHLR 005
6 11.00 M PHY SC lie
11.00 TH S WHLR 214
11.00 1 WHLR 005
7 12.00 f W F M 305A
12.00 TH WHLR 005
8 12.00 f W F WHLR 214
12.00 TH WHLR 005
9 01.00 * WTH WHLR 214
01.00 F WHLR 005
10 02.00 f TH M 305A
02.00 W HEC 306
02.00 T WHLR 005
11 02.00 V M F M 2 1C
02.00 T WHLR 005
12 03.00 M M 305A
03.00 F WHLR 005
13 04.00 TW F HEC 203















H W WHLR 207
17 09.00 V M 207
09.00 T TH LS 16
09.00 F WHLR C
18 01.00 M PULL H 41
01.00 TH M 302
01.00 F WHLR C
19 03.00 M WHLR 207
03.00 F WHLR K
20 04.00 T THF HEC 102








140C ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 14CB
1 12.00 e WTH M 301
12.00 F WHLR E
2 12.00 ¥ WTH M 21C
12.00 F WHLR G
144B ELEMENTARY ITALIAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 144A
1 11.00 >> W F WHLR 207









General Studies Area E—Health and Physical Development (GSE)
100B RESTRICTED P E 01.0 CR
1 10.00 P W F ARENA GREENE
2 11.00 P W F ARENA GREENE
3 11.00 T TH ARENA
08.00 I L 161
101A SWIMMING-BEGINNING 01.0 CR
1 1C. 00-10. 40 P W F PULL PCCL GCOC
2 1C. 40-11. 20 P W F PULL PCCL CASEY
3 11.20-12.00 ^ W F PULL PCCL CASEY
4 12. CO P W F PULL PCCL CCOD
5 07.00 PM PT TH PULL PCCL ViEBER
6 08.00 PM M TH PULL PCCL ViEBER
101B SWIMVING-INTERPED 01.0 CR
1 12.00 T TH PULL PCCL KNOV.ITON
2 07.00-08.50 PK W PULL PCCL FCLDER
3 08.00-09.50 S PULL PCCL FCLCER
4 1C. 00-11. 50 S PULL PCCL
5 08.00 T TH PULL PCCL ESSICK
102 PHYSICAL FITNESS 01.0 CR
1 08.00 P F ARENA MZIE
08.00 T L 161
2 08.00 T TH ARENA f-AZIE
09.00 P L 161
3 08.00 W S ARENA MZIE
08.00 1 L 161
4 09.00 P F ARENA MRCIPIAK
08.00 T L 161
5 C9.00 T TH ARENA MRCIMIAK
09.00 P L 161
6 09.00 W S ARENA MRCIMIAK
09.00 P L 161
7 10.00 P F ARENA ECLEK
11.00 W TECH A 111
8 1C.00 T TH ARENA ECLEK
09.00 P L 161
9 10.00 W S ARENA BCLEK
08.00 T L 161
10 11.00 P F ARENA
11.00 W TECH A 111
11 11.00 T TH ARENA
11.00 W TECH A 111
12 11.00 W S ARENA
09.00 P L 161
13 12.00 P W ARENA
03.00 TH TECH A 111
14 12.00 1 TH ARENA 102
03.00 TH TECH A 111
15 01.00 P W ARENA
11.00 W TECH A 111
16 01.00 T TH ARENA 103
03.00 TH TECH A 111
17 02.00 P W ARENA
03.00 TH TECH A 111
18 02.00 T F ARENA
03.00 TH TECH A 111
19 02.00 T TH ARENA 111
03.00 TH L 161
103A SQUARE DANCE 01.0 CR
1 10.00 P FS GYM 114
2 04.00-05.30 P W GYM 114
3 04.00-05.30 T TH GYM 206
4 07.00-08.30 PM TW GYM 114
CROSSLISTED ALL SECTIONS WITH GSE 113A
103C DANCE-SOCIAL 01.0 CR
44
1 11.00-12.00 f F GYM 114
12.00-12.30 f F GYM 114
CROSSLISTED WITH GSE U3C
104C ACTIVITY-BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F ARENA ILBELT
2 08.00 T TH S ARENA IUBELT
3 08.40-09.30 h W F ARENA JCNES
4 08.40-09.30 T TH S ARENA JCNES
5 C9. 20-10. 10 N W F ARENA JCNES
6 09.20-10.10 T TH S ARENA FCLCER
7 01.00 f W F ARENA FCLDER
104D ACTIVITY-BOWLING 01.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F U CTR BCWl FARTZCG
2 08.00 T TH S U CTR BCWL FARTZCG
3 09.00 ^ W F U CTR BCWL FARTZCG
4 09.00 T TH S U CTR BCWl NEADE
5 IC.OO * W F U CTR BCWL LEFEVRE
6 10.00 1 TH S U CTR BOWL GARRETT
7 11.00 N W F U CTR BCWL GARRETT
8 11.00 1 TH S U CTR BCWl
9 12.00 * W F U CTR BCWL
10 12.00-01.30 T TH U CTR BCWL
11 01.00 f W F U CTR BCWl
12 01.30-03.00 T TH U CTR BCWL
13 02.00 f W F U CTR BOWL
14 03.00 ^ W F U CTK BOWL
15 03.00-04.30 T TH U CTR BCWl
104F ACTIVITY-SOCCER 01.0 CR
1 01.00 f W F ARENA
104R STUNTS + TUMBLING 01.0 CR
1 12.00 f W F ARENA WILKINSCN
2 01.00 M W F ARENA WILKINSCN
104S ACTIVITY-GYMNASTICS 01.0 CR
1 10.00 h WTH ARENA MRT IN
2 11.00 f WTH ARENA MARTIN
104U ACTIVITY-WRESTLING 01.0 CR
1 08.00 M WTH ARENA LCNG
2 09.00 h WTH ARENA WILKINSCN
104W ACTIVITY-JUDO 01.0 CR
1 05.30-07.00 f W ARENA FRANKLIN
105 WEIGHT CONTROL 01.0 CR
1 09.00 f W F ARENA KNOWLTON
110B RESTRICTED P E 01.0 CR
1 03.00 f W F GYM 11< CAVICSON
111A SWIMMING-BEGINNING 01.0 CR
1 01.00 r- W F PULL PCCL CCOFER
111B SWIMNING-INTERMEO 01.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 111A CR EQLIVALENT
1 09.00-10.30 T TH PULL PCCL CCOPER
2 10.00-11.30 T TH PULL PCCL CCOFER
3 01.00 P W F PULL PCCL
112 EXERCISE FOR FITNES 01.0 CR
1 08.00 T TH S GYM 20e
2 10.00 1> W F GYM 207
3 12.00 V W F GYM 207 BRECI-TELSE AL ER
4 12.00 TWTH GYM 207 ERECHTELSe AL ER
5 03.00 N W F GYM 207
6 03.00 1WTH GYM 207
113A SQUARE DANCE 01.0 CR
1 1C.00 M FS GYM 114
2 04.00-05.30 * W GYM 114
3 04.00-05.30 T TH GYM 206
4 07.00-08.30 PM TW GYM 114
CROSSLISTED GSE 1C3A
113B DANCE-FOLK 01.0 CR





































































































































































































































































































































































































4 C9.00 MW TECH A 306
5 09.00 N W F L 231
6 09.00 f W HEC 201
09.00 T AG 168
7 C9.00 f W F HFC 20£
8 09.00 V* F COMM 12C
9 11.00 f WTF HEC 102
10 11.00 f1 WTH HEC ue
11 11.00 f W F TECH A 222
12 11.00 MW TECH A 3oe
13 11.00 P W F TECH A 3 1C
14 11.00 f w HEC 201
11.00 T AG 166
15 11.00 Mh HEC 206
16 11.00 P W F CONM 12C
17 01.00 MW HEC 102
18 01.00 MW HEC lie
19 01.00 MW TECH A 222
20 01.00 N W F TECH A 3oe
21 11.00 1 TF S ARENA 121
22 11.00 N W F ARENA 121
23 02.00 P W F ARENA 121
24 IC.00 f W F ARENA 121
25 08.00 * w F BAILEY 13C
26 IC.00 1 TF S TECH A 31C
27 08.00 f w F ARENA 119
28 IC.00 * w F ARENA 119
29 01.00 K W F ARENA 119
30 08.00 f W F ARENA 121
31 08.00 f W F ARENA 122
32 12.00 M TF ARENA 122
33 02.00 f WTF ARENA 122
34 06.00-07.25 PI" P> M ARENA 122
35 02.00 f ARENA 119
02.00 1 TF ARENA 121
36 12.00 f WFf PHY SC 116
47








250 ACCTG FUNDAMENTALS 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 M TH L 131
1C.00 F L 231
25 IA ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
1 11.00 T F L 141
08.00 f M CL 18
2 11.00 T F L 141
1C.00 W S CL 12
3 11.00 1 F L 141
11.00 W S CL 18
4 11.00 T F L 141
12.00 f W L 231
5 11.00 T F L 141
01.00 f W CL 18
6 11.00 T F L 141
02.00 1" W CL 18
251B ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
1 04.00 f L 151
08.00 T THF CL 12
2 04.00 V L 151
09.00 W CL 12
OS. 00 TH S CL 18
3 04.00 V L 151
11.00 THFS CL 12
4 04.00 V L 151
11.00 T THF CL 18
5 04.00 P L 151
01.00 T THF CL 18
6 04.00 ¥ L 151
02.00 T THF CL 18
7 04.00 f L 151
04.00 T THF CL 18
8 05.45-07 .25 T TH CL 16
261 MANAGERIAL ACCT 04.0 CR
1 04.00 TH L 151
08.00 l> W CL 12
08.00 F CL 18
2 04.00 TH L 151
IC.00 M F CL 12
3 04.00 TH L 151
11.00 KTWTH CL 12
4 04.00 TH L 151
03.00 MH F CL 12
5 05.45-07 .25 T TH CL 15
BURNS
331 TAX ACCOUNTING
1 IC.00 NT THF
341 COST ACCOUNTING
1 12.00 N WTHF
351A INTERMEDIATE ACCT
1 03.00 NT THF
351B INTERMEDIATE ACCT
1 09.00 NT THF
2 02.00 NT THF
415 EOP IN BUSINESS
1 03.00 TWTHF
432 PROB IN FED TAX
1 01.00 NT THF
442 ADV CCST ACCOUNTING
1 09.00 NTW F
2 04.00 TWTHF
459 INTERNSHIP IN ACCT

















302 AEROSPACE STUDIES 3
1 IC.00 N WTH
2 02.00 N WTH
340 CORPS TRAINING
1 10.00 T
352 AEROSPACE STUDIES 4
1 09.00 N WTH
2 01.00 N WTH
Agricultural Industries (AG I)







210 INTRO TO AG EDUC
1 04.00 N W
215 STRUCTURES + ELECT
1 03.00 T TH
01.00-02.50 N W
2 03.00 T TH
03.00-04.50 N W
309 AGRI EDUCATION 191
1 09.00-11.50 NTWTHF
312B VO-AG STUDENT TEACH
1 TO BE ARRANGED
350 FARM MANAGEMENT






























































































































351 FARM FINANCIAL MGT 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MU AG 225 KERR
01.00-02.50 TH AG 225
373 FARM POWER AND MACF 05.0 CR
1 11.00 M TH AG 225 PATERSON
01.00-02.50 W F 0831
2 11.00 M TH AG 225 PATERSON
1C. 00-11. 50 W F 0831
3 11.00 fl TH AG 225 PATERSON
08.00-09.50 W F 0831
4 11.00 *T TH AG 225 PATERSON
03.00-04.50 W F 0831
381 AGRI SEMINAR 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
1 04.00 T AG 21< SCLVERSCN
CROSSLISTED WITH PL I 381 + AN I 381
390 SPEC STUD AG I 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
417 AGRI DEVELOPMENT 04.0 CR
1 08.00 NTW F AG 225 KEEPPER
450 ADV FARM MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 f AG 225 CSBURN
01.00 TW F AG 225
456A AG MKTG—COOPS 03.0 CR
1 03.00 * W AG 225 Vi ILLS
03.00 T AG 214
4560 AG MKTG-DAIRY-POULT 02.0 CR
1 12.00 W F AG 225 SCLVERSCN
CROSSLISTED WITH AN I 456
456E AG MKTG—HORT CROPS 02.0 CR
1 12.00 W F AG 225
CROSSLISTED WITH PL I 456E
505 AG ECON RES METHODS 03.0 CR
1 09.00 MW AG 225
520 READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
581 SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 04.00 f AG 155 WILLS
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Animal Industries (AND
105 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 04.0 CR
1 11.00 f WTH AG 166 MLLER
1C. 00-11. 50 T AG 12C FILLER
2 11.00 H WTH AG 166 FILLER
01.00-02.50 T AG 114 MLLER
125 ELEM POULT PROD 04.0 CR
1 08.00 TWTH AG 214 GCOOPAN
08.00-09.50 F AG 132 GOOCKAN
2 08.00 TWTH AG 214 GCOCMN
10.00-11.50 F AG 13i GCOOCAN
231 DAIRY HUSBANDRY 04.0 CR
1 02.00 l« WTH AG 116 CLSCN
01.00-02.50 F AG 114 CLSCN
311A EVAL + SEL ANIN PRC 02.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 t> W AG 114 CILLER
04.00 TH AG 114
315 FEEDS + FEEDING 04.0 CR
1 09.00 T THF AG 166
09.00-10.50 t AG 12C
2 09.00 T THF AG 166
01.00-02.50 f AG 114
3 09.00 T THF AG 166
09.00-10.50 W AG 12C
50
316 INSECT PEST CONT 04.0 CR
1 02.00 1 TH LS 205
01.00-02.50 ¥ W LS 212
2 02.00 7 TH LS 205
03.00-04.50 ¥ W LS 213
BOTH SECTIONS CRCSSLISTEC WITH PL I 317 + ZOGL 316
381 AGRICULTURAL SEM 01.0 CR
1 04.00 7 AG 214
390 SPEC STUD AN I 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
431 REPROD FARM ANIMALS 04.0 CR
1 11.00 M F AG lit CLSCN
10.00-11.50 M AG 114
2 11.00 M F AG 11< CLSCN
1C. 00-11. 50 TH AG 114 CLSCN
432 QUANT INHERITANCE 03.0 CR
1 12.00 ¥1 TH AG 116 GCOCfAN
456D AG MKTG-DAIRY-PCULT 02.0 CR
1 12.00 W F AG 225 SOLVERSCN
CROSSLISTED WITH AC I 456D
465 SWINE PRODUCTION 05.0 CR
1 08.00 ¥ WTHF AG 116 eURNSIDE
08.00-09.50 T AG 12C EURNSIDE
480 SHEEP PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
1 01.00 MW AG 116 KANNLADE
01.00-02.50 TH AG 114 KAffLADE
487 LIVESTOCK FEEDING 04.0 CR
1 09.00 WTHF AG 22C KAKfLADE
09.00-10.50 ¥ AG 114 KAMPLADE
505B RES METH IN AG SCI 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 l»T AG 12C EURNSIDE
01.00 W AG 12C EURNSIDE
520 READINGS IN AN IND 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
525 ADV POUL PROD 04.0 CR
1 07.35-09.15 PM ¥ W AG 132 UNNERS
575 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
579 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 04.00 ¥1 LS 205 WARING
01.00-04.50 W LS 204 WARING
CROSSLISTED WITH ZCCLOGY
581 SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 04.00 7 AG 114 UNNERS
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Anthropology (ANTH)
275A INDIV STUDY-AFRICA
1 TC BE ARRANGED
275B INDIV STUDY-ASIA
1 TO BE ARRANGED
275C INDIV STUDY-L AMER
1 TC BE ARRANGED
275D INDIV STUDY-GENERAL
I TO BE ARRANGED
303 OLD WORLD PREHIST
1 1C.00 ¥ W
2 02.00 f W
305B PEOPLE-CULT WORLD I
1 01.00 ¥ W
306B PEOPLE-CULT WRLD II
1 09.00 ¥ W









C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
03.0 CR
F HEC 106 PULLER
F HEC 106 WEIGAND
03.0 CR
F HEC 106 GUEKPLE
03.0 CR
F HEC 106 RILEY
04.0 CR
H HEC 106 CARK
408A HIST ANTH THOUGHT
1 01.00-02.50
483 INDIV STUDY IN ANTH
1 TC BE ARRANGED
505A PRO-SEM LINGUISTICS
1 07. 30-10. CO PM




520 SEM-NEW WORLD E TH
1 1C. 00-12. 30
560 SEM-COMP SOCIAL CRC






I TO BE ARRANGED
584 PROB-CULTURAL ANTH
1 TO BE ARRANGED
585 READINGS IN ANTH
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595B FIELD METHODS-ETHNC
1 03.00-05.30
597 FlELDhORK IN ANTH
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
1 TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR



























C3. TO 27.0 CR





HEC 106 J MARING
03. TO 27.0 CR
01. TO 09.0 CR
01. TO 18.0 CR












04.00 T TH TECH A HI
UNIV PHYSICS IV 05.0 CR
03.00 MW F TECH B 2C
03.00 TH TECH B 2C
04.00-05.50 TH 0056 12C
03.00 MW F TECH B 2C
03.00 TH TECH B 2C
04.00-05.50 M 0056 12C
BOTH SECTIONS CRCSSLISTEC WITH PHYSICS 300
X-RAY CRYSTALLCGPH\ 04.0 CR
04.00 f W TECH B 141
03.00-04.50 F TECH B 126
INSTR FOR LIFE SCI 03.0 CR
12.00 f TECH D 104
01.00 T TH TECH D 131
DIG CGMP IN RESRCH 03.0 CR
01.00 T F TECH A 31C
04.00 W TECH A 306
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM! 03.0 CR
01.00 f WTH PHY SC 218
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02. TO 08.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
NUCLEAR SCIENCE 03.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
MATERIALS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
08.00 P TW F TECH B 141
PROP-CRYST MATERIAl 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
52
504B X-RAY DIFFRACTION 04.0 CR
1 11.00 P W TECH B 10S CANUT
10.00-11.50 TH TECH B 10S
521A DES AUTO PROG LANG 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGFO
570 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Art (ART)
100A SCULPTURE-CRAFTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MAY INVOLVE ACCED COST-SEE NCTE BELCW
1 Oe. 00-09. 50 P W F A 112 ADDINGTCN
2 IC. 00-11. 50 f W F A 112 ACDINGTCN
100B CRAFTS-SCULPTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ MAY INVOLVE ACCED COST-SEE NCTE BELCW
1 12.00-01.50 P W F A 112 eCYSEM
2 02.00-03.50 f- W F A 112
100C PAINTING-GRAPHICS 04.0 CR
PRFREQ MAY INVOLVE ACCED COST-SEE NCTE BELCW
1 04.00-05.50 P W F A 112 LINK
2 06.00-07.50 PM P W F A 112 LINK
3 06.00-07.50 PP P W F A 112
100D GRAPHICS-DRAWING 04.0 CR
PREREQ MAY INVOLVE ADDED COST-SEE NCTE BELCW
1 12.00-01.50 P W F A 106 KCLCEN
2 02.00-03.50 P W F A 106 KCLCEN
100E DRAWING-PAINTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ MAY INVOLVE ADDED COST-SEE NCTE EELCW
1 IC. 00-11. 50 P W F A 106 LITTLEFIELD
2 08.00-09.50 P W F A 106 GREENFIELC
200A SCULPTURE 04.0 CR
1 OB. 00-09. 50 P W F 0549 6 V.ALSH
2 IC. 00-11. 50 P W F 0549 6 UALSF
3 11.00-01.50 T TH 0549 LINK
200B DRAWING 04.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 P W F A 202 PAULSCN
2 08.00-09.50 P W F A 202
200C PAINTING 04.0 CR
I 02.00-03.50 P W F A 202 LITTLEFIELD
225B INTRO TO ART HIST 03.0 CR
1 11.00 P W F COMM 122 KURTZ
2 01.00 P W F L 221 KURTZ
300 ART EDUCATION 04.0 CR
1 09.00 I TH WHAM 306 WCOC
10.00-11.50 1 TH PULL I 105
2 09.00 T TH WHAM 306 WCOD
01.00-02.50 T TH PULL I 105
3 09.00-10.50 W PULL I 105 WCOC
08.00-09.50 F PULL I 105
4 09.00 1 TH WHAM 306 WCOD
06.00-07.50 PP P W PULL I 105
5 03.00-05.50 T TH PULL I 105 LAWSCN
OFFERED FOR 2-12 CRECIT HOURS
302 POTTERY 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 T TH A 5 VERGETTE
2 02.00-04.50 T TH A 5 VERGETTE
OFFERED FOR 4-12 CRECIT HOURS
3 08.00-09.50 P W F A 5 BCYSEN
306 M-T IN ART ED /P/ 03.0 CR
1 IC. 00-11. 50 P W PULL I 105 GREENFIELL
53
320 OIL PAINTING TECH 02.0
1 10.00-11.50 f W F
2 06.00-08.50 PM T TH
325 STUDIC 02.0
1 02.C0-04.50 T TH
332 JEWEL + SILVERSMITH 04.0
1 08.00-09.50 P W F
2 12.00-01.50 f W F
3 02.00-03.50 * W F
340B IMPRESISM TO CUBISM
1 12.00 ^ M F
341 DRAWING 02.0
1 04.00-05.50 f W F
2 11.00-01.50 T TH
358 PRINTS
1 06.00-09.00 PM f W F
365 ART ECUC SECON SCH
1 03.00-05.50 f W
385 WEAVING 02.0
1 11.00-01.50 T TH
2 02.00-04.50 T TH
393 SCULPTURE C4.0
1 08.00-10.50 T TH
2 02.00-03.50 N W F
406 STUDIC IN PAINTING 02.0
1 08.00-11.50 f W F
416 STUDIC IN PRINTS 02.0
1 06.00-09.00 PC f» W F
426 STUDIC IN POTTERY C2.0
1 11.00-01.50 T TH
436 STUDIO METAL CCNSTP 02.0
1 10.00-11.50 N W F
441 STUDIC IN DRAWING C2.0
1 TO BE ARRANGED
446 STUDIO IN WEAVING 02.0
1 06.00-09.00 PC 7 TH
447B ANCIENT GREECE
1 09.00 f W F
449B BAROOLE ART
I 09.00 T TH S
466 STUDIC IN ART ED 02.0
1 12.00 t> W F
483A RES ART HIST ANC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
483B RES ART HIST MED
1 TC BE ARRANGED
483C RES ART HIST REN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
483D RES ART HIST MCDERN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
483E RES ART HI ST ORIENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
493 ADVANCED SCULPTURE C2.0
1 02.00-04.50 T TH
502 SEM IN SCULPTURE 02.0
I TC BE ARRANGED
506 RESEARCH PAINTING C2.0
1 08.00-09.50 f W F
516 RESEARCH IN PRINTS 02.0
1 1C. 00-11. 50 f W F
526 RESEARCH POTTERY 02.0
1 11.00-01.50 T TH
536 RESEARCH METAL CONS 02.0
1 10.00-11.50 P W F
546 RESEARCH IN WEAVING 02.0

















































































































































560 SFMINAR ART EDlC 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ABRAFAMSON
571 READ ART HISTORY 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
573 PROB-ART HIST C3.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
ART
Students enrolling in Art 100a, 100b, 100c, lOOd, or lOOe
should expect to spend an additional $5.00 to $15.00 to
cover the cost of materials. Students may also be required
to furnish some of their own materials.
Botany (BOT)
300 MORPF NON-VAS PL 04.0 CR
1 C9.00 N W F LS 323 TINCALL
08.00-09.50 T LS 307 MLES
2 09.00 * W F LS 322 T INCALL
08.00-09.50 TH LS 307 MLES
301 MORPF VAS PLANTS 04.0 CR
1 01.00 1 TH LS 322 MTTEN
01.00-02.50 W F LS 307 V. FEELER
2 CI. 00 T TH LS 322 MATTEN
03.00-04.50 W F LS 307
320 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 05.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F LS 322 SCHMD
08.00-09.50 T TH LS 311 CCLCLASURE
2 08.00 f W F LS 322 SCHMC
1C. 00-11. 50 T TH LS 311 CCLCLASURE
3 08.00 f W F LS 322 SCHKID
CI. 00-02. 50 T TH LS 311
CROSSLISTEO ALL SECTIONS WITH AP S 1)20
321 BOT MICROTECHNIQUE 03.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 01.00 t W F 811 S ELIZ CLAF
01.00-02.50 T TH 81]
. S ELIZ CLAh
341 AUTECCLOGY 03.0 CR
1 11.00 * TH LS 322 ANDERSON
10.00-11.50 W LS 307 ANDERSON
391 SPEC PROB IN BCTANY C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
406 INDUSTRIAL MYCCLCGY 05.0 CR
1 1C.00 f W F LS 322 CRAY
1C. 00-11. 50 T TH LS 315 GRAY
412 SPERNATOPHYTES 04.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH LS 3 22
10.00-11.50 t< W LS 315 FATTEN
425B ADV PLANT PHYSICL 05.0 CR
1 02.00 f W F LS 322 LCOMS
02.00-04.50 1 TH LS 311 LCOf IS
450 PLANT GEOGRAPHY 03.0 CR
1 03.00 f T TH LS 322 LGENT
456 PLANT PATHOLOGY 05.0 CR
1 01.00 * W F LS 3 22 FAPPELIS
01.00-02.50 T TH LS 307 PAPPELIS
2 01.00 f W F LS 322 PAPPELIS
03.00-04.50 T TH LS 307 PAPPELIS
CROSS-LISTED WITH FL I 455
543 EXPERIMENT ECOLOGY 05.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH LS 315 ASHBY





C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
55
530 SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 04.00 W L 101 TINCALL
2 TC BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED NCHLENBRCCK
581 ADV SYSTEMATICS 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH LS 204 BLACKWFLDER
590 INTRO TO RESEARCH 02.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
2 TC BE ARRANGED fCHLENBROCK
3 TC BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH C3.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION C1.0 TO la.O CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Business Administration ( B A
)
501 QUANT DECISIONS 04.0 CR
1 01.00 TWTHF AG 224
502 BUSINESS + SOCIETY 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 W F CL 25
510 MGR ACCT + CONTROL 04.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 T F HEC HE
519 SEMINAR IN ACCT 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 f TH TECH A 12C
530 FINANCIAL MGT 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 7 TH HEC 202
532 FIN INST + MKTS 04.0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 1 F TECH A 12C
549 SEMINAR IN MGT 04.0 CR
1 07.35-09.15 PN T TH WHAM 32 c.
550 MARKETING MGT 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 f TBA
10.00-11.50 TH COMM 112
552 ADV MKTG RES + ANAL 04.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 f W WHAM 301B
553 TRANSPORTATION MGT 04.0 CR
1 05.45-07.25 N W WHAM 137
590 INDEPENDENT STUDY 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Chemistry (CHEM)
110 RGANIC CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
08.00 f W F P 124
08.00-10.50 7 P 206
08.00 TH P 204
08.00 N W F P 124
08.00-10.50 TH P 206
08.00 I P 204
08.00 i> w f P 124
08.00-10.50 s P 206
08.00 T P 204
08.00 f W F P 124
09.00-11.50 * P 206
08.00 TH P 204
08.00 P W F P 124
09.00-11.50 W P 206
08.00 TH P 204
08.00 * W F P 124
09.00-11.50 F P 206






08.00 M W F P 124
06.00-08.50 PM M P 2CC
08.00 TH P 204
08.00 P W F P 124
06.00-08.50 PM P P 213
08.00 TH P 204
08.00 M W F P 124
06.00-08.50 PM M P 20C
08.00 I P 204
08.00 M W F P 124
06.00-08.50 PM W P 212
08.00 T P 204
GENERAL CHEMISTRY 05.0 CR
03.00 P W F P 124
02.00-03.50 T TH P 2CC
02.00 W P 124
03.00 M W F P 124
02.00-03.50 T TH P 206
02.00 W P 124
C3.00 M W F P 124
02.00-03.50 T TH P 213
02.00 U P 124
03.00 P W F P 124
04. 00-05. 50 p w P 206
02.00 w P 124
03.00 P W F P 124
04.00-05.50 1 TH P 20C
02.00 W P 124
06.00-07.25 PM M W P 124
06.00-07.50 PM T TH P 20C
07.35-08.25 PM W P 124
06.25-07.25 PM f w P 124
06.00-07.50 PM T TH P 206
07.35-08.25 PM W P 124
06.00-07.25 PM P w P 124
06.00-07.50 PM T TH P T T 212
07.35-08.25 PI* W P 124
06.00-07.25 PM P w P 1*4
04.00-05.50 T TH P 206
07.35-08.25 PM W P 124
06.00-07.25 PM p w P 124
04.00-05.50 T TH P 213
07.35-08.25 PM W P 124
GENERAL CHEMISTRY 05.0 CR
08.00 T TH P 124
09.00 T P 204
08.00-09.50 P W F P 2CC
08.00 T TH P 124
09.00 T P 2 04
08.00-09.50 f W F P 212
08.00 T TH P 124
09.00 W P 204
09. 00-10. 50 T TH S P 2CC
08.00 T TH P 124
09.00 H P 204
09.00-10.50 T TH S P 213
11.00 T TH P 124
1C.00 TH P 204
IC. 00-11. 50 P W F P 20C
11.00 T TH P 124
1C.00 TH P 204
10.00-11.50 M W F P 212
11.00 T TH P 124
01.00 TH P 204
















8 11.00 T TH P 124
01.00 TH P 204
12.00-01.50 P W F P 213
9 03.00 T TH P 124
02.00 T P 204
02.00-03.50 P W F P 20C
03.00 T TH P 124
02.00 T P 204
02.00-03.50 f W F P 212
1 03.00 I TH P 124
03.00 W P 204
04.00-05.50 P W F P 2CC
2 03.00 T TH P 124
03.00 U P 204
04.00-05.50 P W F P 213
ORG CHEM-PRE PROF 05.0 CR
1 11.00 P W F P 124
12.00-02.50 P W P 205
2 11.00 ^ W F P 124
11.00-01.50 T TH P 205
3 11.00 P W F P 124
02.00-04.50 T TH P 205
4 11.00 ^ W F P 124
03.00-05.50 P w P 205
5 11.00 P W F P 124
06.00-08.50 PN T TH P 205
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 05.0 CR
1 08.00 P M F P 204
08.00-10.50 I TH P 205
2 08.00 P W F P 204
09.00-11.50 P F P 205
3 08.00 P W F P 204
09.00-11.50 W S P 205
SEMINAR SENIOR 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INST ANAL MEASMTS 04.0 CR
1 06.00-07.35 PM T TH P ill
TO BE ARRANGED LAB
BIOCHEMISTRY 03.0 CR
1 08.00 P W F P HI
BIOCHEM LAB TECH 04.0 CR
I 11.00 TH P 111
TO BE ARRANGED LAB
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
1 11.00 P W F P 204
11.00-01.50 TH P 104
2 11.00 f W F P 204
08.00-10.50 TH P 104
3 11.00 f W F P 204
08.00-10.50 1 P 104
X-RAY CRYSTALLCGRAF 04.0 CR
1 04.00 ^ w TECH B 141
03.00-04.50 F TECH B 12fc
CROSSLISTED WITH AFPLIEO SCIENCE 401B
CHEM PROB ANALY 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CHEM PROB BIOCHEM 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CHEM PROB INORGAN 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CHEM PROB ORGANIC C1.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CHEM PROB PHYS C1.0 TO 12.0 CR
I TC BE ARRANGEO
ADV INORGAN CHEM 03.0 CR































































































CED CHEM PRCB 03.0
BE ARRANGED
CED CHEM PRCB 03.0
BE ARRANGED
CED CHEM PRCB 03.0
BE ARRANGED
CED CHEM PRCB C3.0
BE ARRANGED
CED CHEM PRCB C3.0
BE ARRANGED
RCH + THESIS C3.0
BE ARRANGED


































































































600B DISSERT BIOCHEK C3.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600C DISSERT INORGANIC C3.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
600D DISSERT ORGANIC C3.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600E DISSERT PHYSICAL 03.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Foreign Language—Chinese (CHIN)
120B CHIN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN GSA 12C6
1 1C.00 TH WHLR 211
201B INTER CHINESE 05.0 CR
PREREQ CHIN 2CIA
1 11.00 MWTHF M 306A
Clothing and Textiles (C&T)
127A CLOTHING SELECTION 02..0 CR
1 08.00 f w HEC L4CB RIDLEY
127E 1 CLOTHING CONSTR 02 .0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 I TH HEC 31C
2 03.00-04.50 T TH HEC 31C
3 1C. 00-11. 50 P W HEC 31C RIDLEY
4 08. 00-09. 50 W F HEC 3 1C

































5 12.00 P w HEC 30A
06.00-07.50 py f HEC 304









233 PATT DES + CLO CCN c 03 .0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 f W HEC 31C RIDLEY
2 03.00-04.50 T TH HEC 31C RIDLEY
3 03.00-04.50 W F HEC 31C RIDLEY
300 DISPLAY 02.0 TO 04 .0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 T TH HEC 302
TO BE ARRANGED LAB
304 TEXTILES 04,.0 CR
1 10.00 f W F HEC 14CB PADGETT
08.00-09.50 T HEC 301 PYERS
2 1C.00 f W F HEC 14CB PADGETT
10.00-11.50 TH HEC 301 NYERS
327 HM FRN + INTERIORS 03..0 CR
1 01.00 T TH HEC 14CB STEWART
01.00-02.50 e HEC 304 STEWART
2 01.00 T TH HEC 14CB STEWART
01.00-02.50 M HEC 3 04 STEWART
329 FASHION 03 .0 CR
1 02.00 T THF HEC 140B BERRY







381 MOD NGVE IN INT DE c 04..0 CR
I 04.00 MWTH HEC 14CB STEWART
60
391A ADV INTERIOR DESIGN
1 10.00 P
1C.0O T TH








395 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.
1 TO BE ARRANGED
434 HISTORY OF COSTUME
1 09.00 M F
08.00-09.50 W
473 ADVANCED TAILORING
1 11.00 M F
IC. 00-11. 50 I TH
474 ADVANCED TEXTILES
1 03.00-04.50 P W F
500 RECENT RESEARCH
1 TO BE ARRANGED
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 04.






















































200 MAT AND BASIC TECH
1 06.00-09.00 PM
215 BASIC P-S DESIGN
1 01.00-03.50
01.00-02.50
275 BASIC VISUAL DESIGK
1 01.00-03.50
03.00-04.50





















































































































































































































C2.0 TO 10.0 CR
04.0 CR






































































01.0 TO 06.0 CR
04.0 CR
MT THF AG 216 EUNGER
62
310 LABOR PROBLEMS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214 + 215
09.00 MWTH M 201 ECELfAN
MONEY + BANKING I 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214
08.C0 MWTH M 201 LAYER
02.00 f WTHF M 207 ERUCKER
PUBLIC FINANCE I 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214 CP GSe 211C
11.00 M THF WHAM 226 PCRRISON
ECON + BUS STAT I I 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 1 1C
04.00 TWTHF CL 109 PARKS
MONEY + BANKING II 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 315
04.00 t WTHF PULL H 41 ePUCKER
RECENT EC HIST U S 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214 215
1C.00 MWTH M 207 LAYER
INTRC ECON DEVELCP 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214 215
08.00 f WTHF WHAM 21C ELLIS
PUBLIC FINANCE II 03.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 33C CR CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
02.00 TWTH PULL H 43A FRYMAN
GOVT AND LABOR 03.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CR GSB 211C
11.00 M TH PHY SC lie EOELfAN
CROSSLISTEO WITH GCVT 436
INTERRED MICRO TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215
IC.00 TWTHF M 301 BUNGER
02.00 M THF WHAM 21C ALLEN
INTERNED MACRO TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214
09.00 MU AG 146 STOWE
09.00 F AG 146
12.00 TWTHF WHAM 305 PETRC
HIST ECON THOUGHT 03.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 450A CR CONSENT OF INSTPUCTCR
1C.00 P W F AG 166 WIEGAND
ECONOMETRICS I 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
09.00 M THF CL 109 PARKS
ECONCMIC SEMINAR 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
05.45-07.25 T TH WHAM 329
ECCNCMC READINGS C1.0 TO 05.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
READING IN RES ECON 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
EC DEV TH + POLICY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 44C 441
1C.00 MWTH PULL H 43 eADRE
FOR TRADE + FINANCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 429 CR CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
11.00-12.50 T TH AG 22C WELLS
NATL INCOME THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 441 CR CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
09.00 TWTHF PULL H 42A PETRC
SEM IN ECON POLICY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 44C t 441 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTCR
04.00 M THF WHAM 112 ALLEN
OLIGCPLY-REL MRK ST 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 542
07.35-09.15 PM T TH CL 25 STALCN
63
582 ECONCMCS BEHAVICR 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440
1 07.35-09.15 PM f W CL 25
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
HICKfAN
Educational Administration and Foundations ( EDAF)
355 PHILCSOPHY OF EDUC 04.0 CR
1L 08.00 MWTH WHAM 205
2 09.00 V TWTH WHAM 206
3 IC.00 f W WHAM 20? .
10.00 T TH WHAM 2oe
4 11.00 MWTH WHAM 206
5 05.45-07.25 P M WHAM 2oe .
6 02.00 MWTH WHAM 112 ,
r 12.00 MWTH WHAM 226
431 HIST OF EDUC IN US 04.0 CR
L 06. 30-09. 00 PM TH WHAM 326 VINCCUR
432 EDUC + SOC FORCES 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 32f CCUNTS
500 RESEARCH METHODS 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PK f WHAM 206
! 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 206
501B SEMINAR 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM f WHAM 31? EWING
50 2 SEMINAR COMP EDUC 04.0 CR
L 09.00-11.30 s WHAM 328 LEAN
50 78 20TH CENTURY + EDUC 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 202 CCUNTS
eRACEWELL
511A INTERN PRACTICUM
L TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
511B INTERN PRACTICUM
L TG BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
511C INTERN PRACTICUM
L TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
520A LEG BAS AMER ED 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM I WHAM 328 STUCK
524B SCH ADMINISTRATION 04.0 CR
I 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 321
534C EDUCATIONAL DATA P 04.0 CR
I 04. 00-06. 30 P WHAM 206
BLISS
556A SCHOOL SUPERVISION 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 319
556B SEMINAR IN ED SUPEF 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 202 BRACEWELL
560A CURRICULUM 04.0 CR
L 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 312
575A INO RES CURRICULUM
L TC BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
575B IND RES SUPERVISIOf
L TO BE ARRANGED
i 04.0 CR
575C IND RES BUILDINGS
L TC BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
575D IND RES FINANCE
L TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
575E IND RES SCHOOL LAW
L TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
575F IND RES COMPAR EDUC
L TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
575G IND RES HIST EDUC
L TO BE ARRANGEO
04.0 CR
575H INO RES PHIL EDUC 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARKANGEO
575J INO RES ADMIN 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
576A READINGS AOM-SliPV 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
576B READINGS ADM-SUPV 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
576C READINGS ADM-SLPV 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
589 GEN GRAD SEMINAR 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM f HEC 208 EAMES
591 SEM-SCC PHIL FCUN 02.0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 W WHAM 301A MCKENZIE
592 DOCT SEM CULT FCUNC 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 1 TH WHAM 301A KCKENZIE
596 IND INVESTIGATION 05. TO 09.0 CR
I TC BE ARRANGED
597 THESIS C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
598 THESIS C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Elementary Education (ELED)
100 INTRO TO ELEM EDUC 03.0 CR
1 09.00 f> W F WHAM 201 eRACFIELD
2 1C.00 f W F WHAM 21C ERACFIELD
3 12.00 f W F WHAM 21C
4 01.00 f WTH WHAM 21C
101 DEVEL RDING-LRN SKL 02.0 CR
1 09.00 MW WHAM 144
2 10.00 f W F WHAM 144
3 1C.00 T TH S WHAM 144
4 11.00 I TH S WHAM 144
5 08.00 P W F WHAM 144
6 08.00 1 TH WHAM 144
08.00 S WHAM 21C
7 01.00 f W F WHAM 144
8 02.00 f W F WHAM 144
9 02.00 f W F WHAM 144
10 11.00 f W F WHAM 144
11 12.00 f W F WHAM 114
12 04.00 f W F WHAM 114
203 UNDRSTD EL SCH CHLC 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C
1 11. CO T TH WHAM 205 LEE
RESTRICTED - SEE FCC1NCTE BELOW
2 03.00 T TH WHAM 20E LEE
309 KINO-PRIM SOC STUD 03.0 CR
PREREQ 316
1 01.00 MWTH WHAM 203 EAKER
314 ELEM SCHOOL METHODS 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
1 02.00 MWTH WHAM 20t LEE
2 09.00 MWTH WHAM 202 EROC
RESTRICTED SEE F001NCTE BELOW
3 01.00 MWTH WHAM 202 RANDCLPH
4 1C.00 MWTH WHAM 202 eROC
5 08.00 MWTH WHAM 20t CARTER
































































































PROB IN EL SCH
06.30-09.00


























































































































































IND RES SOC STUD
TC BE ARRANGEC












203, Section 1: BLOCK PROGRAM: Students should leave Monday
free for participation in the schools and must take
























C5.0 TO 09.0 CR
03.0 TO 09.0 CR










314, Section 2: BLOCK PROGRAM: Students should leave Monday
free for participation in the schools and must take
ELED 203, Section 1; ELED 442, Section 1; and IM 417,
Section 4.
442, Section 1: BLOCK PROGRAM: Students should leave Monday
free for participation in the schools and must take




1 04.00 T TH
CROSSLISTED IN SCHCCL OF
222 DIG CCMP PROG-ENGR
PREREQ MATH 11 IE
1 OS. 00 T TH
12.00 N W
2 09.00 T TH
12.00 T TH
3 09.00 T TH
04.00 f W
4 09.00 T TH
04.00 T TH
5 09.00 T TH
05.00 f W
6 09.00 T TH
05.00 T TH
7 09.00 T TH
12.00 f W







































9 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
05.00 M W WHAM 24
10 09.00 I TH TECH A 111
05.00 1 TH WHAM 24
260A ANAL MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURREM MAH 150B




1 1C.00 M W F TECH A 22C




1 08.00 M w F TECH D 131




1 09.00 M w F TECH A 208
2 02.00 M w F TECH A 208




1 01.00 I TH TECH D 14




1 02.00 I rH TECH A 208
06.00-08.50 PM M TECH D 14
2 02.00 1 Th TECH A 208








1 08.00 r TH S TECH D 14A
2 01.00 M w F TECH D 14A
331A CIR-FIELD THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 09.00 M w F TECH A 221
06.00-08.50 PM TH TECH D 104
331B CIR-FIELD THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 331A
1 09.00 M w F TECH A 31C
01.00-03.50 M TECH D 104
2 09.00 M M F TECH A 3 1C




1 12.00 M w F TECH A 208
350A A-D COMPUTER DISIGN 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
412A ENGR PRACTICE 03.0 CR
1 12.00 M W F TECH A 21C
412B ENGR PRACTICE 03.0 CR
1 01.00 M M F TECH A 208
413B INTER MECH OF FLUID 03.0 CR
PREREQ 413A
1 02.00 M W F TECH D 14A
415B WATER QUALITY CONTR 03.0 CR
PREREQ 415A















HYBRED COMPUTATICN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 331B
TO BE ARRANGED





WAVE MOTION 03.0 CR
PREREQ 260C
08.30-10.00 T TH TECH D 12*
ENGINEERING DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 443A
11.00 1 TH TECH A 31C
03.00-04.50 W TFCH A 301
11.00 T TH TECH A 3 1C
03.00-04.50 F TECH A 307
SOLID MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 445A
TO BE ARRANGED
ENERGY CONVERSION 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV HEAT TRANSFER 03.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
ELECTROMAG FIELOS 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
CONTINUUM MECHANICS 04.0 CR
1C. 00-11. 50 T TH. TECH D 12*
MECH INVISCID FLUIC 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
REACTION ENGR 03.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED


















580 SEMINAR C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Engineering Technology (E T)
100 ORIENTATION 02.0 CR
1 04.00 T TH TECH A 111
CROSSLISTED IN SCHCCL OF TECHNOLOGY
101A GRAPHICS 03.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 V W TECH A 209
09.00 F TECH A 111
2 10. 00-11. 50 f M TECH A 209
09.00 F TECH A 111
3 01.00-02.50 P W TECH A 209
09.00 F TECH A 111
4 03.00-04.50 * W TECH A 209
09.00 F TECH A 111
5 1C. 00-11. 50 f W TECH A 219
09.00 F TECH A 111
6 06.00-08.50 PM f W TECH A 209
09.00 F TECH A 111
7 01.00-02.50 f W TECH A 219
09.00 F TECH A 111
101C GRAPHICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 101A
1 08.00-09.50 f W F TECH A 207
2 10.00-11.50 f W F TECH A 207
3 01.00-02.50 f W F TECH A 207















5 06.00-08.50 PP P W F TECH A 207
6 1C. 00-11. 50 T TH S TECH A 207
7 08.00-09.50 P W F TECH A 219
ANALYTIC MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT MATH 'L50B
1 01.00 P W F TECH D 131
ANALYTIC MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 260A
1 02.00 P W F TECH D 131
2 10. 00 P W F TECH A 205
REF AIR COND 03.0 CR
PREREQ 300A
1 10.00 P M F TECH A 221
ELECTRONIC TECH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 303A
1 09.00 T TH TECH A 208
11.00-03.50 W TECH D 106
2 09.00 T TH TECH A 208
06.00-09.00 PP T TECH D 106
ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT c 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111B
1 01.00 T TH TECH A 206
10.00-12.50 T TECH D 104
2 01.00 T TH TECH A 208
01.00-03.50 F TECH D 104
1 ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT c 03.0 CR
PREREQ 303A HIE
1 IC.00 T TH PHY SC 116
06.00-08.50 PM P TECH D 104
2 10.00 T TH PHY SC 116
02.00-04.50 T TECH D 104
3 IC.00 T TH PHY SC 116
01.00-03.50 M TECH D 104
4 11.00 P W PHY SC 116
06.00-08.50 PM W TECH D 104
5 11.00 P W PHY SC 116
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 104
6 11.00 P w PHY SC 116
1C. 00-12. 50 TH TECH 104
\ MACHINE DESIGN 03.0 CR
1 12.00 P W F TECH A 319
! CONST MECHANIC! 03.0 CR
1 1C.00 P W F TECH A 208
k ENGR MATERIALS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 260C
1 09.00 T TH TECH A 31C
02.00-04.50 T TECH D 14
I ENGR MATERIALS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 311A
1 08.00 P W AG 216
09.00-11.50 s TECH D 14
2 08.00 P w AG 216
06.00-08.50 PH w TECH D 14
1 SOIL MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 314A
1 09.00 P w TECH A 221
06.00-09.00 PH T TECH D 12A
[ HYDRAULICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 260C
1 08.00 f W F TECH D 14A
I HYDRAULICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 318A
1 10.00 f W TECH D 14A
10.00-12.50 F TECH D 14 A
2 02.00 T TH TECH D 14A
06.00-09.00 PM TH TECH D 14A
70
320A MECH ENGR LAB
1 10.00-11.50





































1 TO BE ARRANGEC
570 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR







T TH S TECH D 122
03.0 CR
t> W F TECH A 221
03.0 CR
T TH TECH A 22C
F TECH D 122
T TH TECH A 22C
F TECH D 122
03.0 CR
P W F TECH D 131
04.0 CR
f W F TECH A 12C
T TECH 8 13S
03.0 CR
f W F TECH A 22C
04.0 CR
T TH TECH A 206
T TH TECH A 307
03.0 CR
f W F TECH A 307
03.0 CR














02.0 TO 06.0 CR
02.0 CR
01.0 TO 09.0 CR
BE ARRANGED
English (ENG)
105A ENG COMP-FOREIGN ST
1 08.00
2 01.00









302A ENG LIT TO 155C
1 1C.00
2 03.00









f W F M 202
03,.0 CR
M W F M 202
f W F M 202
W F M 202
04 .0 CR
M THF M 304A
NT THF WHAM 206
04,.0 CR
NT THF M 304A
71
2 11.00 M THF M 304A
3 01.00 M THF M 304A
02.00 M THF M 304A
03.00 M THF WHAM 325
05.45-07.25 f W M 304A
302C ENG LIT AFTER 175C 04.0 CR
03.00 Ml THF M 304A
01.00 NT AG 146
01.00 W F M 306
309A AMER LIT-TO 1860 04.0 CR
1C.00 f T THF WHAM 321
12.00 M THF WHAM 321
02.00 M TH WHAM 312
02.00 F HEC 102
309B AMER LIT-SINCE 186C 04.0 CR
11.00 T TH WARREN 129
11.00 W TECH A 20E
11.00 F HEC lie
309C AM LIT 1914-PRESENT 04.0 CR
09.00 PI THF WHAM 312
02.00 PI THF WHAM 329
390 ADVANCE COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
09.00 T THF PHY SC 116
11.00 P WTH TBA
02.00 M TH M 202
07.35-08.50 PC 1 TH WHAM 312
40 3 HIST - ENG LANGUAGE 04.0 CR
03.00 M THF WHAM 312 RAINBCW
404B MIO ENG LIT-CHAUCEP 04.0 CR
10.00 M THF TBA FATTCN
405A OESCRIP LINGUISTIC 04.0 CR
IC.00 M THF AG 22C
01.00 V TH M 301
01.00 T M 302
01.00 F M 309
405B DESCRIP LINGUISTIC: 04.0 CR
10.00 PI THF M 209
02.00 M THF TECH A 122
406 ENGLISH PHONOLCGY 04.0 CR
11.00 MT THF TBA KATRAMCES
418 ENG LIT-1885T01914 04.0 CR
08.00 M THF WHAM 312 EPSTEIN
420B AMER POET - MODERN 04.0 CR
01.00 M THF HEC 122 STIBITZ
42 IB ENG POET-LATER RCM 04.0 CR
02.00 m THF HEC 122 BENZIGER
425 MODERN CONT POETRY 04.0 CR
02.00 Ml TH PULL H 43 RAIZIS
02.00 F M 202
431B AM WRIT-1800T01865 04.0 CR
12.00 MT THF HEC 122 NCSS
447 AM HUMOR AND SATIRE 04.0 CR
09.00 M THF WHAM 329 FCWELL
458A AMER FICT-NOVEL 04.0 CR
09.00 M IrfTHF HEC 122 WEBB
458B AMER FICT-COMTEMP 04.0 CR
04.00 M THF WHAM 321 PIPER
460C BRIT DRAMA-RES-18C 04.0 CR
11.00 NT THF HEC 122 VIETH
464 MODERN CONT DRAMA 04.0 CR
01.00 NT THF WHAM 321 kINN




47 IB SHAKESPEARE 04.0 CR
08.00 NTWTI HEC 122 BALDWIN
2 10.00 NT THF WHAM 312 GRIFFIN
72

































03.00-05.00 P F HEC 122 KCORE
(HEMINGWAY + FAULKNER) - MAY BE TAKEN FOR 4 HRS CNLY
06.30-10.00 PM T WHAM 137 HCRRILL
(E.A.ROBINSON) - MAY BE TAKEN FOR 4 FRS ONLY
BEOWULF 04.0 CR
06.30-10.00 PH T HEC 122A
HIST COMP LINGUIS 04.0 CR
02.00 NT THF WHAM 321 MLLER
STUDIES IN CHAUCER 04.0 CR
03.00-04.50 T TH WHAM 301B FATTCN
(CANTERBURY TALES SOCIAL IDEALISM)
STUD IN RENAISSANCE 04.0 CR
08.00-09.50 T TH WHAM 301B SCHULTZ
(16TH C.NON-DRAf ATIC PRCSE + POETRY)
STUD REST 18 C LIT 04.0 CR
1C. 00-11.50 T TH WHAM 301B SCHCNHORH
(DEFOE)
STUD CONT BRIT LIT 04.0 CR
03.00-04.50 P W M 21C HILLEGAS


























































02.0 TO 04.0 CR
01.0 TO 0^-0 CR
73
598B IND REV E NG AM LIT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
1 TC BE ARRANGED
C1.0 TO. 03.0 CR
C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
Faculty in Finance (FIN)
305 PERSONAL FINANCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ NOT CPEN TC BUSINESS MAJORS
1 08.00 M THF PHY SC 216
320 INTRC BUSINESS FIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 251C + ECCN 215
1 09.00 MWTHF WHAM 302
2 11.00 MWTHF WHAM 302
3 01.00 MWTHF PHY SC 116






1 11.00 MWTH M 309
























MGT OF BUS FINANCE
PREREQ FIN 32C
08.00 MWTH
BUS IN LEG ENVIRCN
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 01.00 MW F













































360B QUANT FOOD PROD
1 10.00-12.50
420 RECENT DEV IN NUTRI





























































481 READINGS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
515 SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 01.00 T HEC 107
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED PAYNE
Forestry (FOR)
301 SOIL SCI FORESTERS 04.0 CR
1 12.00 Ml TH AG 214 JCNES
12.00-01.50 W AG 167
2 12.00 Ml TH AG 211 JCNES
12.00-01.50 F AG 167
350A FOR + OUTDOOR REC 03.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F AG 214 MCCUPDY
363A FOREST MENSURATICN 05.0 CR
1 02.00 MTWTH AG 214 NEUMANN
08.00-10.50 F AG 195
2 02.00 MTWTH AG 214 NEUMANN
02.00-04.50 F AG 195
365A SILVICULTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 34C
1 1C.00 f W AG 216 BIDELSKY
1C. 00-11. 50 TH AG 166
375 FOREST MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 363A, 365«, 470A
1 01.00 T THF AG 166 PCTH
09.00-11.50 T AG 187
2 01.00 T THF AG 166 RCTF
09.00-11.50 TH AG 187
381 AGRI SEMINAR 01.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 04.00 1 AG 214
390 SPEC PROB FORESTRY 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
401 ADV FOR MENSURATICN 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
410 FOR MGT WILDLIFE 03.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 463
1 09.00 M W AG 166 FCSLEY
09.00 F AG 214
451A FOR PARK PLAN DEVEL 03.0 CR
PREREQ 450
1 03.00-04.50 f W AG 195 MSCFCN
2 03.00-04.50 1 TH AG 195 MSCFCN
470B ECON CF FORESTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 470A
1 Oe.OO MTWTH AG 168
520A READ FOR FOR REC 01. TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CON-SENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
520B READINGS RES ECON 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520C READ FOR PRO WD SCI 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED AG 19C
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
581 ADVANCED FOR SEMIN C1.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
75
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
PRERtQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Foreign Language—French (FR)
123A FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSD 123A
1 1C.00 T WHLR 107
2 11.00 W WHLR 202
3 02.00 W WHLR 112
123B FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSD 122B
1 Oe.00 T WHLR 107
2 09.00 W M 207
3 1C.00 TH WHLR 207
4 11.00 1 M 301
5 12.00 T M 102
6 01.00 W WHLR 202
7 02.00 F WHLR 113
161A FR-GRADUATE STUDENT 00.0 CR
1 01.00 MIW F P 20<
161B FR-GRADUATE STUDENT 00.0 CR
1 01.00 M W F P 30<5
01.00 T P 306
201A INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 123-? CR GSD 123C, OR 2 YEARS HIGH SCHCOL
1 1C.00 TW F WHLR 207
IC.00 M M 101
201B INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 201A OR 3 YEARS HIGH SCHOOL
1 01.00 TW F M 301
01.00 f M 101
2 09.00 T TH M 102
09.00 M HEC 202
09.00 F M 101
3 11.00 f F WHLR 112
11.00 W HEC 106
11.00 T M 101
4 02.00 M W F M 308
02.00 TH M 101
5 03.00 MT TH WHLR 107
03.00 W M 101
6 12.00 M W F M 30«A
12.00 T M 101
7 03.00 M W F WHAM 112
03.00 T M 101
201C INTERMEDIATE FRENCF 03.0 CR
PREREQ 201B
1 01.00 M M 302
01.00 1 TH M 302
01.00 W M 101
220B INTER FR CONVERSAT 02.0 CR
1 08.00 T TH M 303
2 09.00 W F WHLR 207
3 10.00 T TH M 202
4 02.00 T TH WHLR 113
5 12.00 W F WHLR 202
310B SURVEY FRENCH LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 201C OR ECLIVALENT
1 09.00 M WHLR 113 VCGELY
09.00 T TH P 111
2 01.00 M W F M 302 CUINN
350 ADV CCMP - AND CCNV 04.0 CR
1 11.00 TWTHF M 201 PARKENTER
76
2 02.00 M TH GYM 204 RAKIC
02.00 W WHLR 214
352 FRENCH PHONETICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 201C
1 IC.00 M WHLR 113 SMITF
10.00 W WHAM 321
1C.00 TH HEC 122
401R 17TH CENT FR DRAMA 03.0 CR
1 11.00 P M 302 KILKER
11.00 W M 304A
11.00 TH M 30€
406 FR PCETRY 1850-19CC 03.0 CR
PREREQ 310C
1 02.00 P M F HEC 201 SHTh
501 SEM SELC FR AUTHCR C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH M 202 RCWLAND
510 19TH CENT REALISM 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTH WHLR 202 KILKER
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Geography (GEOG)







4 TC BE ARRANGEO
RESTRICTED - SEE M
302 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
PREREQ GEOG 3C0
1 12.00 MTWTH AG 144
2 TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
304 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 04.0 CR
PREREO GEOG 30C
1 TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
306 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY 04.0 CR
PREREO GEOG 3C0
1 IC.00 MTWTH AG 144
2 TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED SEE NCTE EELOW
310A CARTCGRAPH METHODS 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 3CC
1 02.00-03.50 T TH 0431
2 TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED SEE NCTE BELCW
387 HONORS IN GEOGRAPHY 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
403A ADV PFYS GEOG II 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 3C2 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 08.00 MTWTH 0483
404B ADV ECON GEOG I 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 304 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 03.00 M WTH AG 144
405A ADV ECON GEOG II 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 3C4 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 02.00 MTWTH AG 144
406B ADV CULT GEOG I 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 3C6 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
04.,0 CR
P TH L 131
W WHAM 312
M TH L 131
W L 201































08.00 M TH AG- 15C
ADV CILT GEOG II 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 3C6 CR CONSENT CF DEPT
03.00 MWTH AG 146
ADV GEOG TECHNICLES 04.0 CR
PREREO GEOG 31C CR CONSENT CF OEPT
04.00 MWTH 0431










C9.00 MW AG 146
09.00 TH AG 154
TUTORIAL IN GECG 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING GEOG MAJOR
09.00-10.50 f S ELIZ 10C4
TUTORIAL IN GECG 02.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING GEOG MAJCR
09.00-10.50 f S ELIZ 10C4
GEOG TECHNIQUES I 04.0 CR
06.00-07.25 Pf ^ W AG 144
SEM PHYSICAL GECG 04.0 CR
06.00-07.50 PM T TH AG 144
SEM-ECON GEOG 04.0 CR















Students enrolling in any one of the following must take all of






02.0 TO 06.0 CR
C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
C1.0 TO 1B.0 CR
Geology (GEOL)
221 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
1 11.00 W F
01.00-03.50 W
302 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
1 ' 01.00-03.50 f
11.00 T TH
3108 MINERALOGY II
1 04.00 f W F
02.00-04.50 T





































i oe.oo ^ h
01.00-03.50 T
4360 ELEM EXPLOR GECPHYS
i 10.00 m w
01.00-03.50 M
440 INDEPENDENT STLDY
1 IC BE ARRANGED
460 GEOLOGICAL DATA PRC
1 04.00 M W
01.00-03.50
510R STRATIGRAPHY
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
520A ADV PETROL-IGNECLS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
54C ADVANCED STUDIES C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 05.00 1 THF AG 17C
03.00-04.50 1 AG 174
541 RESEARCH C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Foreign Language—German (GER)
126A GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSC 126A
1 OS. 00 TH M 30e
2 01.00 TH M 308
3 02.00 TH AG 174
126B GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURREM ENROLIMENT IN GSD 126B
1 Oe.OO T TH WHLR 212
SEC 1 TO BE TAKEN CCNCURRENTLY WITH CSC 126B SEC 1
2 09.00 T HEC 122
3 11. CO TH M 205
4 01.00 T HEC 104
5 02.00 T HEC 202
6 06.00 PM TH WHLR 203
161A GER-GRAD STUDENT 00.0 CR
1 04.00 My F M 306
161B GER-GRAD STUDENT 00.0 CR
I 04.00 MW F WHLR 214
201A INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 126-5 CR GSD 126C OR 2 YEARS HIGH SCFCCL
1 05.00 M M 101
C9.00 T WHAM 32«
09.00 W F WHAM 137
2 02.00 M W F COMM 122
02.00 T M 101
201B INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GER 2C1A
1 08.00 M W F WHLR 1C7
08.00 TH M 101
2 C9.00 M THF WHLR 212
09.00 W M 101
3 11.00 f WTH HEC 104
11.00 F M 101
4 01.00 M W F WHLR 212

































ADV COP + CONVERS
IC.00 P WTHF
INTR TO GERMAN LIT
11. CO I" F
11.00 T TH
20TH CENT GER PLAYS
10.00 P W



































































































10. 00 P W F


























398 GOVERNMENT AND LAW 04.0 CR
PREREQ 231
11.00 Mk F WHAM
POLITICAL BEHAVICR 03.0
PREREQ 231
02.00 f W F WHAM
GOVT AND LABOR 03.0
11.00 M TH PHY SC
CROSSLISTED WITH ECCN 436






GOVT POL-SOV UMCN 04.0
PREREQ GSB 39C CR CONSENT
01.00-02.50 1 TH WHAM
GR BR + BRITISH EVF 04.0
PREREQ CONSENT
12.00 NTW F WHAM
GOVT NEAR MID EAST 04.0
PREREQ GSB 39C CP CONSENT
C4.00 PTWTH WHAM
GOVT POL OF ASIA 04.0
PREREQ GSB 39C CP CCNSENT
02.00-03.50 f W
ORG THEO-PUBLIC ADf




09.00 f W F













PREREQ GSB 385 CP 3C5
10.00 * W F
REC PCLIT THEORY








SCOPE + MET OF GCVT
PREREQ REQUIRED FCR H.A.
08.00 MW F
EMPIRICAL METHDOLCG
PREREQ REQUIRED FCR PHD
11.00 f W F
POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
PREREQ 415
































































































SFM INTERNAL REL 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT





























1 07.00-10.00 Pf T CL 326 f-CRTCN
READINGS 01. TO 12.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED ALEXANDER
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALEXANDER
INTERNSP PUB AFF C4. TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 02. TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 01..0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01..0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT




1 TO BE ARRANGED
315 READINGS-GRK AUTHOR
PREREQ GREEK 2C1C
1 TC BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
OR EQUIVALENT
Guidance and Educational Psychology (GUID)
30 5 EOUC PSYCHOLOGY 04.
U
CR
1 12.00 f W L 161 ELUfENFELC
12.00 T TH L 141 ELUKENFELC
2 03.00 MWTH L 151
412 MENTAL HYGIENE 04.0 CR
1 04.00-05.50 P W WHAM 308
422A EDUC STAT-INTRC 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTH L 121 CENZEL
2 06.00-09.00 PH TH L 201 EVANS
422B EDUC^STAT-EDUC 04.0 CR
1 01.00 f W WHAM 226 PCUW
01.00 T TH WHAM 208
42 6 TNDIV INVENTORY 04.0 CR
1 06.00-09.00 PK W WHAM 2 28 YATES
442 BASIC PRIN OF GUID 04.0 CR
1 04.00-05.50 T TH WHAM 208 CEWEESE
501 SPEC RESEARCH PRCB C2. TO 06.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TC BE ARRANGED
520A EDUC STAT— EXP DES


































06.00-09.00 Pf P WHAM 112 eEGGS
06.00-09.00 T WHAM 2 26 LINDZEY
01.00-02.50 T WHAM 305 NCNEIL
01.00-02.50 TH L 121
EDUC STAT— EXP DES 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 P^ * WHAM 302 MlUh
1C. 00-11. 50 f W PULL H 41 eEGGS
TECH IN INDIV GUID 04.0 CR
04.00-05.50 f W L 121 SLLZER
COUNSEL THEOR— PRAC 04.0 CR
06.CO-09.00 PN T WHAM 229 fEEK
OCCUP INF + GUID 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM TH WHAM 137 GALLINGTON
SEM-LEARN + INSTRUC 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGEC eLUPENFELC
SEM ORG AND ADN 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM 1 WHAM 31S CLARK
SEM-PSYC FOUND - EC 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 f W WHAM 229 CCDY
HUM DEV IN ED-CHILC 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM t WHAM 212 MYEP
PRACT IN COUNSELING C4.0 TO 12.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
PRACT ELEM GUICANCE C4.0 TO 12.0 CR
08.00-12.00 F TBA
PRACT SEC GUIDANCE C4.0 TO 12.0 CR
01.00-05.00 F TBA
INTERN-COUNSELING C1.0 TO 12.0 CR
OB. 00-12. 00 S TBA
SEM - BEHAV FOLNDAT 02.0 CR
1C. 00-11. 50 f WHAM 301B
INDEPENDENT INVEST C5.0 TO 08.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION C3.0 TO 16.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
h Education (H ED)
COMMUNICABLE DISEAS 03.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PN W ARENA 121 fILLER
DRIV-TRAF SAFETY EC 04.0 CR
08.00 M THF BLD 56 BRIDGES
PRIN-FOUND H ED 04.0 CR
10. 00 MWTH ARENA 122 RUSSELL
HOME NURSING 04.0 CR
02.00-03.50 T TH HEC 122A RCSEKBARGER
CHILC DEVELOPMENT 04.0 CR
11.00 MWTH ARENA 122 RICHARDSON
INTRC SAFETY EDUC 04.0 CR
09.00 M THF BLD 56 122 ERIDGES
FIRST AID 04.0 CR
11.00 f WTHF ARENA US
12.00 f WTHF ARENA 119
05.45-07.25 * TH ARENA 1 IS
05.45-07.25 T TH ARENA 123
METH MAT SCH HEALT 04.0 CR
02.00 TWTHF ARENA 119 CASEY
INTRO TO PUB HEALTH 04.0 CR
04.00-05.40 f W ARENA 119 GRISSCM
PUBLIC HEALTH II 05.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED RICHARDSON
METH-MAT SOC HYG 03.0 CR
09.00 MWTH ARENA 121 eCYDSTON
443S METH MAT IN DR ED 04.0 CR
83
06.30-09.00 PV W BLC 56 RITZEL
460 SCH l-EALTH PROGRAMS 04.0 CR
09.00 MWTH ARENA 11? VAUGHAN
488 ED ASP ENVIRON SAN 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED GRISSOM
489 INTRC-VITAL STATIS 04.0 CR
03.00-05.00 TH ARENA 123 RICHARDSON
490 FLO WK SCH COMP HEA 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED RICHARDSON
491 H TCI--SCHOOL + CCMP 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM T ARENA US CASEY
510 CONST CURR HTH ED 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PP T ARENA 121 RUSSELL
520 SPECIAL PROJECTS C4.0 TO 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED eCYCSTON
533B HUMAN CONSERVATION 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PK TH ARENA 121 RICHARDSON
GRISSOM
536 PROF PREP IN H ED 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM W ARENA 1 IS LEFEVRE
597A SEMINAR 01.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED ECYCSTON
597B SEMINAR 01.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED BCYDSTON
597C SEMINAR 01.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED ECYCSTON
599 THESIS C3.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED BCYDSTON
600 DISSERTATION C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED eCYCSTON
Higher Education (HIED)
402 PRIN COL STU PERSON 02.0 CR
06.30-08.00 PM W WHAM 302 ZIHfERMAN
512 HIED-SELECT NATIGNS 04.0 CR
06.30-09.15 PM f WHAM 228 CALDWELL
513 ORGAN + ADMIN-HIED 04.0 CR
04. 00-05. 40 T TH WHAM 326 CAVIS
522 READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED TCLLE
TC BE ARRANGED GRAHAM
TO BE ARRANGED MGORE
523A INTERN-COLL TEACH 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED TCLLE
523B INTERN-STUDENT PERS 01. TO 12.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED GRAHAM
523C INTERN-COLLEGE ADM 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED PCORE
5230 INTERNSHIP C1.0 TO 12.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
524 INDIVIDUAL STUDY 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
2 TC BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
535B BUS AD STUDENT HSG
08.00-09.50 TH
535C STUDENT PER GRCUP Vt
10.00-11.50 T




551 CURR OES + POLICY
PREREQ LIMITED TC MCC INSTITUTE PERSONNEL














565 COMMLNIT-JR COLLEGE 04.0 CR
1 04. 00-05. 40 f W WHAM 326
589 ADVANCED RESEARCH C4.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS Cl.O TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.O TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
MCD Institute—Media Center Directors Institute










01.00 t» W F
EARLY MOD EUROPE









12.00 * W F
FAR EAST— 1800-194?
11.00 P W F
HIST CF SOUTH-CLD
01.00 T THF
U S CCNSTITUT HIST
02.00 f W F
SPECIAL READINGS 02.0
TO BE ARRANGED
U S S0C-INT-19TH C




09.00 f W F
EUR AGE OF ABSCL
08.00 f W F
AMER COLONIAL HIST








10.00 * W F
SOUTH-EAST ASIA




06.00-07.30 P* 1 TH
2 02.00 M TH


































































































1 11.00 l» W F
464B GERMANY SINCE 1815
1 2.00 T TH
02.00 F
465B RUS FIST SINCE 19CE
1 1C.00 T TH
1C.00 F
475B DICTATORSHIP LTN AN
1 01.00 P W F
481B ROM EMP-CONSTANTINE
1 12.00 P W F
498B RESEARCH HON THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
500B SEM-ELROPEAN HIST C4.0 TO 10.0 CR
1 C3. 00-04. 50 T TH TECH A 122
2 02.00-03.50 P W M 202
510 READINGS IN HIST C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
515A SEM-2CTH C U S HIST
1 07.30-09.10 PM T TH
522B SEM AMER ECON HIST
1 02. 00-05. CO TH
524A SEM AMER CONST HIST
1 06.CO-07.40 PM f W


























599 THESIS Cl.O TO 09. CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Home and Family (H&F)
227 FAMILY LIVING 03..0 CR
1 03 .00 P M HEC 203 CARPENTER
03..00 F HEC 203 CARPENTER
2 03 ,00 P w HEC 203 CARPENTER
03 .00 TH HEC 203 CARPENTER
237 CHILC DEVELOPMENT 03 .0 CR
1 09 .00 P W HEC 14CB ZUNICH
09 .00 F HEC 202 ZUNICF
2 09 .00 r W HEC 14CB ZUNICH
C9 .00 T HEC lie MALCNE
3 C9 .00 p w HEC 14CB ZUNICH
C9 .00 TH HEC lie ZUNICF























3 06 .00- 07. 25 PM T TH HEC 5
301 H ARTS + soc USAGE 03..0 CR
1 10 .00 p W F HEC 203 FEISLER
324 EQUIPMENT 03 .0 CR
1 02 .00 T TH HEC C MLCNE
11 .00-12. 50 F HEC 5 MLCNE
2 02 .00 T TH HEC 5 fALCNE











341 CONSUMER PROBLEMS 04 .0 CR
1 03 .00 p W F HEC 14CB CRAIG
03 .00 T HEC 102 CRAIG
2 03 .00 p M F HEC 14CB CRAIG
03 .00 TH HEC 102 CRAIG
3 03 .00 p W F HEC 14CB CRAIG
08 .00 T HEC 102 CRAIG
345A CHILC OEV PRACTICUM 02.0 CR
PREREO 237
1 04.00 I" HEC 12C FCNTCrv
PLUS 2 HRS TBA
345B CHILD DEV PRACTICUM 03.0 CR
PREREQ 237
1 04.00 W HEC 12C PCNTCN
PLUS 3 CONSECUTIVE FPS TBA
366 FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201-t, H + F 227, OR GS8 34 1
1 1C.00 M W F HEC 12C CARPENTER
407 WORKSHOP 02.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 S HEC 5 CRAIC-
CONSUMER COMPETENCIES
445 ADMIN PRESCH PROG 04.0 CR
I 06.00-08.30 PM T HEC 12C ZUNICH
466 PRACT PARENT CHILD 02.0 CR
1 04.00-05.50 TH HEC 1 It B CARPENTER
481 READINGS C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR ANC CFMRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
500 RESEARCH METHODS 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM N HEC 12C JCHNSTON
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C5.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Home Economics (HEC) (Honors courses)
387 SPEC PROB-HONORS C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT.
1 TO BE ARRANGED
388 RES + INVESTIGATION C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Home Economics Education ( HEED
)
309A PROGRAM PLANNING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M U F HEC 12C
310 EVAL AND ADULT EDUC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
313 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02. TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
481 READINGS C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
506 EVAL PROCED IN H EC 04.0 CR
1 06.00-08.30 PM TH HEC 12C
510A PRACTICUM IN SUPERV C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
515 TRENDS IN H E ED 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.30 S HEC 12C
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED HEC 132
573 SEM-RES IN HOME EC C1.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 03.0 TO 15.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Industrial Technology (IT)
100 ORIENTATION 02.0 CR
1 04.00 T TH TECH A 111
















PLASTIC MAT-PRCC 04.0 CR
1 12.00
ARCH DRAFT DESIGN




1 06.00 PM 1i TH TECH A 111
07.00-08.50 PM 1 TH TECH A 2 19
ARCH DRAFT DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 300A
1 06.00 PM t- w TECH A 111
07.00-08.50 PM M u TECH A 219
2 06.00 PM V w TECH A 111
07.00-08.50 PM c w TECH A 221








1 10. 00 f W TECH A 319
10.00-11.50 F TECH A 319
WOOD PROD + PRCC 03.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50
CASTING-METAL FORM




1 08.00 N W L 101
06.00-08.00 PM T TECH D 14B
2 08.00 M w L 101
01.00-02.50 1[ TECH D 14B
3 08.00 M w L 101
03.00-04.50 w TECH D 14B
4 08.00 P u L 101
03.00-04.50 f TECH D 14B
CASTING-METAL FORM 03.0 CR
1 09.00 f u TECH A 32C
08.00-09.50 F TECH D 14B
2 09.00 * M TECH A 32C
03.00-04.50 F TECH D 14B
3 09.00 M w TECH A 32C
06.00-08.00 PM TH TECH D 14B
INDUST INTERNSHIP 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF ADVISOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED













3 09.00 TH TECH A 22C
1C. 00-11. 50 TH TECH D 14B
METAL REMOV PRCCES £ 03.0 CR
1 02.00 '1 TH TECH A 12C









1 04.00 M u TECH A 122
03.00-04.50 '1 TECH D 106
PRODUCT CONTROL 03.0 CR
1 10.00 M TBA 51
1C.00 w TECH A 322
10.00 F PHY SC 116
Instructional Materials (I M)
308 INTRO TO CATALCGING
1 10.00 TWTHF
2 11.00 TWTHF








405 LIB MAT FOR CHILD 04.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTH WHAM 327 FLETCHER
406 AOOL LIB MATERIALS 04.0 CR
1 IC.00 MWTH WHAM 329 FLETCHER
407 BASIC REF SOURCES 04.0 CR
1 12.00 MWTH WHAM 329 CALE
413 CAT CF NON-BOOK MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ PREREG IM3C8
1 1C.00 MWTH CCX
RESTRICTED TO INSTITLTE PARTICIPANTS
2 01. CO MWTH WHAM 327 CCX
417 A-V METH IN EDLC 04.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTH L 121 FEAVILAND
2 09.00 MWTH WHAM 327
RESTRICT TO UNDERGP A CUATE JUNICRS + SEMORS
3 12.00 TWTHF WHAM 327 ECWARCS
4 02.00 TWTHF WHAM 327 ECWARDS
RESTRICTED TO BLCCK FROGRAM IN ELEMENTARY
5 C3.00 TWTHF WHAM 327
RESTRICTED TO UNOEPC- F ADl A TE JUNIOR SENICRS
6 04.00 MWTH WHAM 327
7 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 327
8 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 327
445 PREP TEACH-MADE MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ IM 417
1 Oe. 00-09. 50 MTWTH WHAM 202 ECWAPOS
470 PROGRAM AUTO INST 04.0 CR
1 03.00 MTWTH TBA WENCT
RESTRICTED TO INSTITLTE PARTICIPANTS
2 03.00 MTWTH WHAM 329
514 SUR-RES + DEV IN IM 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM M WHAM 327
546 INTEG A-V MATERIALS 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MTWTH TBA BUTTS
11.00 MTWTH TBA
RESTRICTED TO INSTITLTE PARTICIPANTS
2 11.00 MTWTH WHAM 329
11.00 MTWTH WHAM 329
576 PROS INST MAT C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION C1.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
417, Section 4: BLOCK PROGRAM: Students shall leave Monday
free for participation in schools and must take ELED 314,
Section 2; ELED 203, Section 1; and ELED 442, Section 1.
Foreign Language—Italian (ITAL)
144B ITALIAN CONVERSAT 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSC 144B
1 11.00 T








101 INTRC TO JOURN I
1 08.00 M W











































































11.00 M W F
COMM NP MANAGEMENT
PREREQ JRNL 2C1, 2C2
02.00 f W F
PRIN OF ADVERTISING
PREREQ 101, 1C2, CR 345, 346
09.00 f W F L 101
ADVERTISING SALES
PREREQ 370 + 202
03.00 M W F
AD COPY LAYOUT PROC
PREREQ 370 + 202
04.00 M W F
03.00-04.50 T TH
ADV MEDIA + MARKETS
PREREQ 370 + 202
11.00 V
11.00 W F
ADV POL AND PRCBS
PREREQ JRNL 37C

































































































1 10.00 T TH 0834 FCRD
01.00-02.50 M 0834
2 1C.00 T TH 0834
03.00-04.50 I* AG 216
399 SENIOR SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 12.00 N AG 146 FRAZER
421 SCHOCL PUBLICATIONS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 201, 2C2
1 01.00 MTWTH AG 218 PICE
431 PUBLIC RELATIONS 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 08.00 P W F COMM HE LAWFCRNE
432 FUND MASS COMM THEC 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 07.00-08.50 PM f W AG 22C LCNG
495 BOOK REVIEWING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 02.00 T TH LIB 219 FCRC
530 SEM- PRESS FREEDOM 02.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 TH LIB 108 f-CCCY
533 RES PROB IN JOLRN C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED RUCKER
590 SEMINAR-JRNL HIST 03.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 T TH AG 218 FART
595 GRADUATE SEMINAR 00.0 CR
1 04. 30-00. 00 F AG 218 RUCKER
599 THESIS C1.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED RUCKER
600 DISSERTATION C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED RUCKER
Foreign Language—Latin (LATN)
201B INTERMEDIATE LATIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ LATN 2C1A
1 11.00 MT THF WHLR 203
302 VERGILS ECLOGUES 04.0 CR
1 09.00 M WHAM 202
09.00 W M 301
09.00 T TH HEC 10<
315 READ-LATN AUTHCRS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 02.00 T TH WHLR 202
Management (MGT)
271 BUSINESS WRITING 04.0 CR
1 09.00 f PHY SC 118 FCHR
09.00 T THF PHY SC IK
340 BUS-CRG AND MGT 0^.0 CR
1 08.00 M THF L 141 PATRICK
2 12.00 M THF LS 132 PATRICK
361 REPORT WRITING 04.0 CR
1 09.00 TWTHF PULL H 36 YCUNGREN
2 11.00 MTW F WHAM 202 eATEMN
380 PRODUCTION MGT 04.0 CR
1 03.00 TWTHF M 301
2 11.00 f WTHF M 301
382 PER STAND-METH IMP 04.0 CR
1 02.00 TWTHF LS 322 EISFCP
385 PERSONNEL MGT 04.0 CR
1 05.45-07.25 T TH L 101 FISHER
2 10.00 l»T THF WHAM 302 FISFER
430 DRGANIZ BEHAVICR I 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 34C, GSB 201B C
1 08.00 MTWTH M 302 FUNT
440 THE MGT PROCESS 04.0 CR
91
1 08.00 MWTHF WHAM
451 METH CF QUANT ANAL 04.0
1 04.00 f WTHF HEC
460 MEAS-WAGE + SAL CON 04.0
1 05.30-07.30 T TH WHAM
474 MGT RESP IN SOCIETY 04.0
1 02.00 f WTHF COMM
479 PROBS BUS AND ECCN 04.0
1 12.C0-0l.50 T TH HEC
480 REC LABOR LAW CEV 04.0
1 02.00 MWTH M
481 ADMINISTRATIVE MGT 04.0
1 08.00-09.50 f AG
08.00-09.50 W HEC
2 01.00-02.50 l» AG
01.00-02.50 W TECH A
3 03.00-04.50 1 TH HEC
4 01.00-02.50 f AG
01.00-02.50 W M
5 03.00 TWTHF HEC
































































































































































02.00 P WTHF PHY SC 1 16
Mathematics (MATH)
111A COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ HIGH SCHCCL OR GSD 106
1 08.00 f AG 22<
08.00 TWTH AG 154
08.00 F AG 166
2 08.00 MWTHF TECH A 322
3 C9.00 P W F AG 154
C9.00 T TH M 207
4 10.00 MWTHF TECH A 32C
5 1C.00 MWTHF BROWN 13C
6 11.00 MWTHF PHY SC 218
7 11.00 MWTHF TECH A 22C
8 12.00 MWTHF AG 154
9 12.00 MWTHF ARENA 121
10 01.00 MWTHF TECH A 22C
11 01.00 MWTHF AG 216
12 02.00 MWTHF M 309
13 02.00 MWTHF TECH A 31C
14 03.00 MWTHF M 302
15 03.00 MWTHF M 206
16 06.00-07.25 PN P WTH TECH A 22C
17 07.35-09.00 Pf P WTH TECH A 22C
11 IB COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ 111A
1 08.00 MWTHF BROWN 13C
2 08.00 MWTHF TECH A 22C
3 09.00 TWTHFS M 102A
4 C9.00 MWTHF BRCWN 13C
5 09.00 MW F ARENA 122
09.00 TH AG 168
6 1C.00 MWTHF M 102A
7 1C.00 MWTHF M 309
8 11.00 MWTHF M 102A
9 11.00 MWTHF BRCWN 1 3C
10 12.00 MWTHF M 102A
11 12.00 MWTHF AG 216
12 01.00 MWTHF M 102A
13 01. CO MWTHF BROWN 1 3C
14 01.00 MWTHF ARENA 121
15 02.00 MWTHF M 102A
16 02.00 MWTHF BROWN 1 3C
17 03.00 MWTHF M 102A
18 06.00-07.25 PP P WTH TECH A 32C
19 07.35-09.00 PP P WTH TECH A 32C
20 07.35-09.00 PP P WTH TFCH A 21C
150A ELEM CALC-ANAL GEOP 05.0 CR
PREREQ 111B
1 08.00 MWTHF M 301
2 09.00 MWTHF AG 216
3 11.00 MWTHF TECH D 131
4 12.00 MWTHF PHY SC 216
5 01.00 MWTHF TECH A 21C
6 03.00 MWTHF 8ROWN 1 3C
7 06.00-07.25 PP P WTH TECH A 322
150B ELEM CALC-ANAL GECK 05.0 CR
PREREQ 150A
1 08.00 MWTHF TECH A 32C
2 10.00 MWTHF PHY SC 216
3 02.00 MWTHF AG 216
4 03.00 MWTHF AG 216
5 07.35-09.00 PP P WTH T€CH A 306
93
159A ELEM C ALCULUS-HCNOF C7.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT.
1 11-00 P TBA 51
11.00 T TH TECH A 122
11.00 W AG 216
11.00 F M 30S
159B ELEM CALCULUS-HCNCP 07.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT
1 02.00 MWTHF TECH A 222
252A INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 05.0 CR
PREREQ 150B
1 09. 00 MWTHF PHY SC 216
2 10.00 MWTHF TECH A 21C
3 11.00 MWTHF TECH A 21C
4 12.00 MWTHF TECH 131
5 02.00 MWTHF TECH A 21C
6 03.00 MWTHF TECH A 322
7 06.00-07.25 Pf P WTH TECH A 2 1C
252B INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 252A
1 08.00 MWTH TECH A 21C
2 09.00 M THF TECH A 2 1C
3 03.00 THTHF ARENA 121
301 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 150B
1 09.00 TW F AG lit
2 04.00 P W F TECH A 31C
305A MATH PHYS SCIENCES 03.0 CR
PREREQ 252B
1 10.00 TW F AG 214
2 01.00 P WTH TECH A 31C
305B MATH PHYS SCIENCES 03.0 CR
PREREQ 305A
1 12.00 P W F TECH A 32C
2 04.00 P W F TECH A 22C
310 TEACHING ELEM PATH 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 1C88
1 08.00 TWTHF WHAM 112
2 11.00 TWTHF WHAM 308
3 02.00 TWTHF PULL H 41
4 04.00 TWTHF WHAM 302
325 INTRO-NUMBER THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 301
1 12.00 P W TECH A 322
12.00 TH TECH A 32C
335A CONCEPTS OF GECM 03.0 CR
PREREQ 252A
1 09.00 P W TECH A 22C
09.00 F TECH A 222
335B CONCEPTS OF GECM 03.0 CR
PREREQ 335A
1 03.00 M TH TECH A 32C
395 READINGS IN MATH 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
410B STAT ANALYSIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 410A
1 1C.00 P W F AG 166
10.00-11.50 T TECH A 32C
2 10.00 P W F AG 166
1C. 00-11. 50 TH TECH A 308
3 10.00 P W F AG 166
10.00-11.50 TH TECH A 222
SEC 3 FOR PSYCHOLOGY STUCENTS
419A ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 301
02.00 M TH TECH A 306
LINEAR ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ 252B
1C.00 f W F PHY SC lie
LINEAR ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ 421A
12.00 f W F AG 214
02.00 f W F TECH A 32C
BOOL ALG-SWI THEGRY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 301 CR 32C*
01.00 f W F TECH A 32C
INTRC TO TOPOLCGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 433A
04.00 f W F TECH A 208
ADVANCED CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 452A
09.00 MW F TECH A 322
09.00 f W F TECH D 131
09.00 TH TECH A 322
ADV PATH-PHYS SCI 03.0 CR
PREREQ 305B
12.00 M TH TECH A 22C
FINITE MATHEMATICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 252A
04.00 t> W F TECH A 32C
FINITE MATHEMATICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 458A
02.00 ^ W F L 221
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 4-75A
03.00 P W F TECH A 21C
PROBABILITY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 480A
12.00 T THF TECH A 322
INTRC MATH STAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 480A CR 463A
10.00 M THF TECH A 322
REAL VARIABLES 03.0 CR
PREREQ 501A
01.00 T THF TECH A 322
MODERN ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ 520A
02.00 M TH TECH A 322
ADV TOPICS-ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ 520B
02.00-03.50 W F TECH A 12C
POINT SET TOPOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 530A
04.00 K W F TECH A 322
ADV TCPICS-TOPCLCGY 03.0 CR
10.00 f M F TECH B 2C
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 551A
01.00 HI TH TECH B 2C
ADV TOPICS-ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT
10.00-11.50 T TH TECH B 2C
09.00 f W F TECH B 2C
COMPLEX VARIABLES 03.0 CR
11.00 f M F TECH A 322
CALC CF VARIATIONS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 560A
11.00 f W F TECH B 2C
MATH NETH OF STAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 580A





























































02.0 TO 05.0 CR
C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
02.0 TO 05.0 CR
C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
02.0 TO 05.0 CR
C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
02.0 TO 05.0 CR
C2.0 TO 06.0 CR





























































Q ONE YEAR CCLLEGE CHEN + GSA 201A, E» C
00 MWTH LS 16
00-10.50 f M LS 6
00 F LS 6
00 MWTH LS 16
00-12.50 f W LS 6
00 F LS 6
00 MWTH LS 16
00-02.50 f W LS 6
00 F LS 6
00 MWTH LS 16
00-04.50 N W LS 6
00 F LS 6
00 MWTH LS 16
00-02.50 T TH LS 6
00 S LS 6
RAD RES PART C2.0 TO 05.0 CR




00-11.50 F LS 16
00-05.50 F LS 16
FERMENTATIONS 05.0 CR





































528 READINGS IN MICRC
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
1 TO BE ARRANGED
C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
C1.0 TO 09.0 CR











































































































































































































































15 1C.00 f W ALG 301 FARTLINE
16 11.00 W S ALG 301 EEOFCRD
010F CLASS APP-VOICE 01.0 CR
1 IC.00 T TH ALG 248 WATERMAN
2 01.00 T TH ALG 246 WATERMAN
105A THEORY OF MUSIC 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTHF ALG 248 FUSSEY
105B THEORY OF MUSIC 04.0 CR
PREREG 105A
1 C9.00 MWTHF ALG 1C6 WERNER
2 09.00 MWTHF ALG 116 GRIZZELL
3 08.00 MWTHF ALG 106 WEBB
4 08.00 MWTHF ALG 248 eABER
140A PRIV APP MUS-VICLIN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 111 LEVINSON
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 237 KARTMN
3 TO BE ARRANGEC ALG 21= WFARTCN
140B PRIV APP MUS-VICLA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 2 34 EABER
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELCW
140C PRIV APP MUS-CELLC C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 11C CCWLEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
140D PRIV APP MUS-BASS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 11C CCWLEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
140E PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED OBF 20J ECTTJE
140F PRIV APP MUS-OBCE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CBF 204 FUSSEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
140G PRIV APP MUS-CLAR C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
140H PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN 01. TO 04.0 CR
1 TG BE ARRANGEO OBF 207A INTRAVAIA
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
1401 PRIV APP MUS-SAXS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGEO OBF 204 FUSSEY
140J PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 114 FLOYC
RESTRICTEC - SEE NCTE BELOW
140K PRIV APP MUS-PIANO 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 245 GRIZZELL
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 238 CENKER
3 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 247 EARWICK
4 TC BE ARRANGEO ALG 244 MUELLER
5 TG BE ARRANGED ALG 241 WERNER
140L PRIV APP MUS^F HCRN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 232 NADAF
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
140M PRIV APP MUS-TRUMP 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 22? LEMASTERS
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 22$ CLSSCN
140N PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 23i STIfAK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
1400 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-BATCNE
TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-VCICE
TC BE ARRANGED





RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS HARPCH
TC BE ARRANGED









































RESTR ICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-CELLC
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-BASS
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE
TC BE ARRANGED




RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-CLAR
TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN
TO BE ARRANGED







RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE
PRIV APP MUS-PIANO
TC BE ARRANGED












































































































































I TC BE ARRANGED ALG 232 NADAF
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
240M PRIV APP MUS-TRUMP C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 229 LEMASTERS
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 22S CLSSCN
240N PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 23] STIMAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2400 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIKAfV
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
240P PRIV APP MUS-BATCNE C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIMAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
240Q PRIV APP MUS-VCICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 23S WATERPAf*
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 246 W TAYLOR
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 113 LAWRENCE
240R PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 217 WEBB
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
240S PRIV APP MUS-HARPCH 01. TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MCRGAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
300B EL METH-NON MAJ 4-6 03.0 CR
1 02.00 f W F ALG 248 ShELEY
300C EL METH-NON MAJ K-3 03.0 CR
1 10.00 f W F ALG 246 SHELBY
3051 INSTRUMENTAL PRCB 03.0 CR
1 01.00 f W F ALG 106 KCEMGSTEIN
305V VOCAL PROB+METH /P/ 03.0 CR
1 12.00 ¥ W F ALG 106 C TAYLOR
309B ARRANGING 02.0 CR
PREREQ 309A
1 02.00 T TH ALG 246 ECTTJE
312B COMPOSITION 02.0 CR
PREREQ 312A
1 TC BE ARRANGED OBF 202 eCTTJE
318A CONDUCTING 02.0 CR
1 02.00 1 TH ALG 116 LEVINSOIS
2 09.00 1 TH ALG 106 KCENIGSTEIN
326B ANALYSIS 02.0 CR
PREREQ 326A
1 1C.00 T TH ALG 116 EABER
340A PRIV APP MUS-VIOLU 01. TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 111 LEVINSON
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 237 KARTNAN
3 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 2 IS hhARTON
340B PRIV APP MUS-VIOLA C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 234 EABER
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340C PRIV APP MUS-CELLO Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 11C CCWLEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340D PRIV APP MUS-BASS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 11C CCWLEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340E PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESNICK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 202 ECTTJE
340F PRIV APP MUS-OBOE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
100
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 204 FUSSEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340G PRIV APP MUS-CLAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ORF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340H PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 207A INTRAVAIA
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
3401 PRIV APP MUS-SAXS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGEO OBF 204 HJSSEY
340J PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 114 FLOYC
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340K PRIV APP MUS-PIANO 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 245 GRIZZELL
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELCW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 238 CENKER
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 247 BARWICK
4 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 244 fUELLER
5 TO BE ARRANGEO ALG 241 V.ERNER
34CL PRIV APP MUS-F HCRK 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 232 NADAF
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340M PRIV APP MUS-TRUMP 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 22S LEMASTERS
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 22S CLSSCfi
340N PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIPAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
3400 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIfAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
340P PRIV APP MUS-BATONE C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIMN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELCW
340Q PRIV APP MUS-VCICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 23«5 ^tATER^'A^
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 246 TAYLCR
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 113 LAWRENCE
340R PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 217 WEBB
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELCW
340S PRIV APP MUS HARPCh 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
I TC BE ARRANGED fCRGAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
341 ACCOMPANYING LAB 01.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED OBF 107 FARTLINE
345 CHAMBER CHOIR 01.0 CR
1 04.00 t> W ALG 115 KINGSBURY
2 04.00 f W ALG ll« C TAYLOR
346 OPERA WORKSHOP 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 03.00 1 TH ALG 115 LAWRENCE
03.00-04.50 F ALG 115
07.00-10.00 PH WTH ALG 115
355 CHAMBER MUS STRING 01.0 CR
1 12.00 F ALG 114 KARTfAN
365 CHAMBER MUSIC 01.0 CR
1 12.00 W ALG 114
2 12.00 T ALG 114 NADAF
KOENIGSTEIN
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 114 FLOYC
411C CHAMBER MUSIC LIT 03.0 CR
101
1 02.00 P W F ALG 106 BARWICK
414 COLLEGIUM MUSICUN 02.0 CR
1 01.00 T TH OBF 102 NCRGAN
440A PRIV APP MUS-VICLIN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 111 LEVINSON
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 237 KARTNAN
3 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 219 WHARTCN
440B PRIV APP MUS-VICLA Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 234 EABER
RESTRICTED - SEE NCIE BELOW
440C PRIV APP MUS-CELLC Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 11C CCWLEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCIE BELCW
4400 PRIV APP MUS-BASS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 1 1C CCWLEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440E PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESNICK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 202 ECTTJE
440F PRIV APP MUS-OBCE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO 8E ARRANGED OBF 204 FliSSEY
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440G PRIV APP MUS-CLAR Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440H PRIV APP MUS-BASSCfv 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 207A INTRAVAIA
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
4401 PRIV APP MUS-SAXS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED OBF 205 RESMCK
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED OBF 204 HUSSEY
440J PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 114 FLOYD
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440K PRIV APP MUS-PIANO 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 245 GRIZZELL
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 23E CENKER
3 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 247 eARWlCK
4 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 244 fliELLER
5 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 241 WERNER
440L PRIV APP MUS-F HORN Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 23] ^ADAF
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440M PRIV APP MUS-TRUMP Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 22<5 LEMASTERS
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 229 CLSSCN
440N PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIfAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
4400 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA Cl.O TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIMN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440P PRIV APP MUS-BATCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STI^AN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
440Q PRIV APP MUS-VCICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 23<3 WATERMAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 24< h TAYLOR
3 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 113 LAWRENCE




RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS HARPCF 01.0
09.00 TEA
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
COUNTERPOINT
PRERtO 105C
01. CO 1 TH
INTERMEDIATE CCMP
TC BE ARRANGED
TEACH TECH AND MAT
TC BE ARRANGED
REAOINGS IN THEORY C2.0
TC BE ARRANGED
READ IN HIST + LIT 02.0
TC BE ARRANGED








02.00 f W F
RENAISSANCE MUSIC





PRIV APP MUS-VIOLIh C1.0
TC BE ARRANGEC
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
TO BE ARRANGED
TC BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-VICLA C1.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-CELLC C1.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-BASS C1.0
TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-FLUTE 01.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
TO BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-OBOE 01.0
TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-CLAR 01.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-BASSCN 01.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-SAXS C1.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
TC BE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS 01.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW


























































1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 245 GRIZZELL
RESTRICTED - SEE NCIE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 236 CENKER
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 247 EARHICK
4 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 244 PUELLER
5 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 24] WERNER
540L PRIV APP MUS-F HCRN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 232 NADAF
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
540M PRIV APP MUS-TRUPP 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 229 LEMASTERS
RESTRICTED - SEE NCIE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 229 CLSSCN
540N PRIV APP MUS-TRBCNE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 23] STIPAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
5400 PRIV APP MUS-TUBA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIPAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
540P PRIV APP MUS-BATCNE C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 231 STIPAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
540Q PRIV APP MUS-VCICE C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 239 ViATERPAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 246 W TAYLOR
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 112 LAWRENCE
540R PRIV APP MUS-ORGAN C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 211 WEBB
RESTRICTED - SEE NCIE BELOW
540S PRIV APP MUS HARPCF C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 C9.00 IBA TBA PCRGAN
RESTRICTED - SEE NCTE BELOW
545 PHIL CF MUS THEORY 03.0 CR
1 1C.00 1 THF ALG 106 SELLER
556 ADV CONDUCTING 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 115 KINGS8URY
2 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 114 LEVINSON
3 TC BE ARRANGED ALG 114 KCENIGSTEIN
566 INSTRL ENSEMBLE 01. TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED LEVINSON
2 TO BE ARRANGED KCENIGSTEIN
567 VOCAL ENSEMBLE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 115 KINGSBURY
568 OPERA WORKSHOP 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 03.00 T TH ALG 115 LAWRENCE
03.00-04.50 F ALG 115
07.00-10.00 PP WTH ALG 115
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ALG 101 GCRDCN
Music 140, 240, 340, and 440: All registrants should be entered
on rosters kept by Mr. Wharton and their cards should bear
his signature.
Philosophy (PHIL)
301 PHIL OF RELIGION 04.0 CR
1 11.00 PTWTH HEC 206 IHDE
360 PHIL CF ART 04.0 CR
1 04.00-05.30 P W HEC 202 EARALT
426B MATH LOGIC 03.0 CR
1 02.00 PTWTH HEC 202 CLARKE
441 PHIL CF POLITICS 04.0 CR
1 03.00 PTWTH HEC 206 CIEFENBECK
460 ADV PHIL OF ART 04.0 CR
1 07.35-09.15 PP 1 TH HEC 208 TENNEY
104
481B 19TH CEN EUROP PHIL 03.0 CR
1 09.00 f W F HEC 206 LEYS
490 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 03.0 CR
1 04.00-06.30 f HEC 211 FAYWARD
TILLICH
2 04.00-06.30 1 HEC 206 SCHILPP
JASPERS
3 07.00-09.30 Pf 1 HEC 202 NCKENZIE
PRE-SCCRATICS
4 TC BE ARRANGED
530 SEM THEORY KNOWL 03.0 CR
1 04.00-06.30 W HEC 20e fCCLURE
589 GEN C-RAD SEMINAR 04.0 CR
1 07.CO-09.30 P*> V HEC 206 f EAfES
DEWEYS EPISTEMCLCGY
590 GEN GRAO SEMINAR 03.0 CR
1 07.CO-09.30 PM TH HEC 202 CLARKE
PHILOSOPHY OF LANGLAGE
2 07.00-09.30 PM N HEC 202 IHOE
PHENCMENOLOGY
3 OA. 00-06. 30 1 HEC 202 KELLY
MEDIEV4L PHILOSOPHY
4 04. 00-06. 30 F HEC 206 LIU
ORIENTAL PHILOSCPHY
5 07.00-09.30 Pf W HEC 206 PLOCFfANN
WITTGENSTEIN
6 TC BE ARRANGED
591 READINGS IN PHIL C1.0 TO 05.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED HEC 2C C.
599 THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED HEC 20?
600 DISSERTATION C3.0 TO 4-8.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HEC 20'
Physical Education for Men (PEM)
100A M TEACH SWIMMING 01.0 CR
1 Oe.OO t- W F PULL PCCL ESSICK
2 09.00 f W F PULL PCCL ESSICK
100E M TCF BASIC RHYTHMS 01.0 CR
1 08.00 t W F ARENA FRANKLIN
2 09.00 f W F ARENA FRANKLIN
100F M TCH EXER-FITNESS Oi.O CR
1 1C.00 f W ARENA GCOC
10.00 F ARENA 125
2 12.00 f W ARENA GCOD
12.00 F ARENA 122
100H M TEACH BASKETBALL 02.0 CR
I 11.00 MWTH ARENA IUBELT
100K M TEACH GYMNASTICS 02.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTH ARENA PEAOE
2 09.00 MWTH ARENA PEACE
100M M TEACH WRESTLING 02.0 CR
1 1C.00 MWTH ARENA LCNG
2 11.00 MWTH ARENA LCNG
101 ORIENT-PRACT P E 02.0 CR
1 01.00 h W ARENA 122 MARTIN
2 01.00 T TH ARENA 122 PARTIN
171 VARSITY BASKETBALL 02.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTHF ARENA FARTMN
174 VARSITY GYMNASTICS 02.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF ARENA PEACE
177 VARSITY SWIMMING 02.0 CR
1 04.00 MWTHF PULL PCCL ESSICK
179 VARSITY WRESTLING 02.0 CR

















































































































.00 N M F
05.0 CR


























































































































































600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEO SHEA
Physical Education for Women ( PEW
)
113 FUND CF BODY MCVE 01.0 CR
1 11.00 1 THF GYM 207 eRECFTELSE AL ER
2 02.00 N W F GYM 207 E REOTE LS E AL ER
224 BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 30 T TH GYM 207 THORPE
2 11.00-12.30 1 TH GYM 207 THORPE
230 TECHNIQUES BALLET 02.0 CR
1 C4. 00-05. 30 M W 0813 206
04.00 F 0813 206
CROSSLISTED WITH THE/STRE 2 30
240 TECH CONT DNCE 02.0 CR
1 02.00-03.40 MTWTH PLAY HCUSE GRAY
242 SQUARE SOCIAL CANCE 01.0 CR
1 10.00 TW F GYM 114 FCLT
2 11.00 TW F GYM 114 HCLT
273 DANCE WORKSHOP C1.0 TO 02.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM T TH PLAY HCUSE GRAY
CROSSLISTED WITH THEATRE 273
304C TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 224
1 01.00 M W GYM 207 WEST
304D TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
1 01.00 T THF GYM 207 VCGEL
309 METHODS TCHG DANCE 05.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 212 ANC 222
1 08.00 MWTHF GYM 204 CAVIES
2 08.00 MWTHF PLAY HCLSE LITHERLANC
311B TH OFFIC BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 311A
1 09.00 F GYM 204 8 RECF TE L SE AL ER
313 DANCE PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ BEGINNING CANCE
1 04.00-05.50 M W PLAY HCUSE CRAY
CROSSLISTED WITH THEATRE 313
317 LIFE SAV WATER SAFE 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I 02.00 ¥ W F PULL PCCL CCOFER
319 TCHG ELEM SCH ACT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 3C5 CR PSYCH 301 AND FIRST LEVEL CF GSE CCURSE
1 11.00 MTWTH GYM 206 ZIMMERMAN
2 03.00 MWTH GYM 206 HCLT
Physics (PHYS)
1UB COLLEGE PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING IN MATH ILIA
3 04.00 MTWTH GYM 206 ZIMMERMAN
4 05.00 MTWTH GYM 206 ZIMMERMAN
351 REC FOR ATYPICAL 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MTWTH GYM 20< CAVICSON
406 BASIC CONCEPTS P E 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM TH ARENA 125 SHEA
420 EFFECTS MOTOR ACTIV 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM T ARENA 125 KNOWLTOfS
LAB TC BE ARRANGED
475A IND RES-DANCE C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
475B IND RES-KINESICLCGY 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
475C IND RES-MEASUREMENT C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
























IND RES-PHSL OF EX
TO BE ARRANGED














































PREREQ MATH 15CE CR CC
09.00 M U F
Oe. 00-09. 50 T
10.00 T TH
09.00 M W F
01.00 T TH
08.00-09.50 TH





08.00 M M F
08.00-09.50
08.00 T TH
C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
C2.0 TO 04.0 CR




01.0 TO 06.0 CR
C1.0 TO 09.0 CR








I BLC 56 11C
03.0 CR
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN 207A




H F P 306
T P 301
W F P 306
TH P 301















W BLD 56 11C
8LC 56 11C
























































































































































111, 206, OR 211
NTW F TECH B
TH
TH























































111C, 206C, OR 211C
* W F P 30?
03.0 CR
1UE, 206E, OR 211B
f W F P 3 OS
01.0 CR
31C CR CCNCURRENT ENRCLl
1 BLD 56 12C
TH BLD 56 1 2C
02.0 CR
3C9
1 TH BLD 56 1 2C
T TH BLC 56 12C
S 03.0 CR
3C4, 305, 401 OP C0NSEN1
V W F TECH A 122
ORY 05.0 CR
31C
f> W F TECH A 122
III 03.0 CR
3C5, PATH 455C OR CONSEN






















SPECIAL PROJECTS I C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
SERV INST-PHYS TEAC 03.0 CR
09.00-11.50 S P 301
X-RAY DIFF LAT DYN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 504A
11.00 f W TECH B 10S
1C. 00-11. 50 TH TECH B 109














511B MATH l"ETH OF PHYS
PREREG PHYS 511*
1 C9.00 I" W F P
520 SPECIAL PROJECTS 02.0 TC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
530B ELECTROMAG THECRY
PREREQ PHYS 53CA
1 03.00 f W F P
531B QUANTUM MECHANICS
PREREQ PHYS 531A
1 10.00 f W F P 301 FENNEBERGER
532B ADV QUANTUM MECH II 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 532*
1 10.00 I* W F AG 21E FENNEBERGER
540R NUCLEAR PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 54CA
1 01.00 I" W F TECH A 12C AFN
560B STAT PECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 56CA
1 12.00 I" W F P 301 ECSE
575 GRAO SEMINAR C1.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 03.00-04.50 f P 308
580 SEL TCPICS PHYS C3.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
590 THESIS C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Physiology (PHSL)
300 HUMAN ANATOMY 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTH L 221
315B ADV COLLEGE PHSL 05.0 CR
1 08.00 f U F LS 112
08.00-09.50 T TH LS 112
410B ADVANCED ANATOMY 05.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 ^ WTHF LS 18
414 PHYSICL OF SPEECH 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 M TH LS 112
1C. 00-11. 50 F LS 118
CROSSLISTED WITH SF + A 414
417B PRIN PHARMACOLCGY 03.0 CR
1 11.00 t> W AG 14e
11.00-12.50 F LS 12C
430B CELLULAR PHYSICLCGY 04.0 CR
1 C9.00 f> W F LS 205
02.00-03.50 T LS 12C
450 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 ^ W F TBA
08.00-09.50 S TBA
460B MAMMALIAN PHSL 04.0 CR
1 08.00 f U F LS 113
08.00-09.50 1 TH LS 112
465B BIOPFYSICS 03.0 CR
1 09.00 t W AG 166
09.00 F AG 15C
471B BIOPHYS INST 03.0 CR
1 04.00-05.00 T THF STAD 5
500 AOV SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 IC.00 S LS 16
520B PHSL TECHNIQUES 03.0 CR
1 08.00 T TH AG 17C
02.00-03.50 TH LS 12C
110
521 PHYSIOLOGY READINGS 02.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
540A AOV CCMPAR PHYSICL 04.0 CR
1 01.00 f W F LS 16
02. 00-03. SO f LS 12C
599 THESIS 03.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 MWTHF LS LAES
600 DISSERTATION 04. TO 36.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 MWTHF LS LAES
Plant Industries (PL I)
103 INTRO STUDY SOILS 04.0 CR
PREREQ HIGH SCHCCL CHEMISTRY CR CCNCURRENT COLLEGE CHEM
1 02.00 MWTH AG 168
2 04.00 MWTH AG 168
264 GEN FCRTICULTURE 04.0 CR
1 08.00 f F AG 154 FILLYER
08.00 TH AG 22*
08.00-09.50 W AG 187
2 08.00 M F AG 154 MLLYER
08.00 TH AG 225
1C. 00-11. 50 W AG 181
301 SOIL SCI-FORESTERS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ONE COURSE IN CHEMISTRY
1 12.00 M TH AG 218 JCNES
12.00-01.50 W AG 167
2 12. CO M TH AG 218 JCNES
12.00-01.50 F AG 167
309 FIELC CROP PROC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201A
1 01. CO Mk AG 21«
09.00-10.50 TH AG 171
2 01.00 MM AG 214
01.00-02.50 TH AG 171
317 INSECT PESTS CCNTL 04.0 CR
1 02. CO T TH LS 205
01.00-02.50 f W LS 212
CROSSLISTED WITH AN I 316 + ZOOL 316
2 02. CO 1 TH LS 201
03.00-04.50 f W LS 213
320 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201C
1 08.00 * W F LS 322 SCHMC
08.00-09.50 T TH LS 311 CCLCLASURE
2 08.00 t» W F LS 322 SCHMC
1C. 00-11. 50 1 TH LS 311 CCLCLASURE
3 08.00 M M F LS 322 SCHMC
01.00-02.50 T TH LS 311 SCHMC
CROSSLISTED WITH BC1 32C
324 ORCHARDING 04.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 264, GSA 201B, OR CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 11.00 M TH AG 154 MCWRY
11.00-12.50 F AG 187
381 AGRIC SEMINAR 01.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 04.00 T AG 214
390 SPEC STUD PLANTS C1.0 TO 02.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 S AG 171
401 SOIL PHYSICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 103 CR PL I 301
1 03.00 f F AG 168 JCNES
03.00 T AG 154 JCNES
02.00-03.50 TH AG 167
406 RADIOISOTOPES 04.0 CR
PREREQ BIOCHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, OR CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
111
1 05.00 f WTH AG 21E TWEECY
08.00-09.50 1 AG 181
415 PLANT BREEDING 03.0 CR
PREKEQ ONE COURSE IN GENETICS
1 04.00 f F AG 116 HULL
03.00-04.50 M AG 171
424A SOIL MCROBIOLCGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ ONE COURSE IN SOILS CR MICROEIOLCGY
1 1C.00 f W F AG 144
424B SOIL MICRO LAB 02.0 CR
PREREQ 424A CR CCNSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 12.00-01.50 T TH AG 181
440 PLANT PROPAGATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 264, GSA 201B, OR CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 Oe.00 * WTH AG 181 CCOPTS
08.00-09.50 F AG 181
455 PLANT PATHOLOGY 05.0 CR
1 01.00 V W F LS 322 FAPFELIS
01.00-02.50 T TH LS 307
CROSSLISTED WITH BCT 456
2 01.00 M W F LS 322 PAPPELIS
02.00-04.50 T TH LS 307
520 READINGS 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED AG 167
2 TC BE ARRANGED AG 171
3 TC BE ARRANGED AG 181
581 SEMINAR 01.0 CR
1 04.00 T AG 181 TWEECY
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Foreign Language (FL)—Including Portuguese
135B PORT CONVERSATION 01.0 CR






























W F M 303
TH M 101
04.0 CR
T TH 0834 112 EILERS
T AG 14C EILERS
T TH 0834 112 EILERS
TH AG 14C EILERS
W F 0834 112 EILERS
W AG 14C EILERS
W F 0834 112 EILERS
F AG 14C EILERS
T TH 0834 113 EILERS
V AG 14C EILERS
1 TH 0834 113 EILERS
S AG 14C EILERS
T 0834 113 EILERS
TH AG 14C EILERS
04.0 CR
W 0834 113 EILERS
f 0834 112
F AG 14C
2 02.00-03.50 M 0834 113 EILERS
02.00 V 0834 113
01.00-03.50 S AG 14C
341B CINEMATOGRAPHY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 241A
1 01.00 1 TH 0834 112 MERCER
TC BE ARRANGED LAB
360B PUBLICATIONS PHCTC 03.0 CR
PREREQ 360A
1 10.00 M W F 0834 112 FCRPELL
01.00-02.50 W AG 142 l-CRRELL
364 PICTLRE EDITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ 360A
1 11.00 7 TH 0834 112 HCRRELL
06.00-08.00 PM M AG 195 l-CRRELL
379B PRINTING PRODUCTION 03.0 CR
PREREQ 365
1 11.00 MN AG 174 HALL
381B ESTIMATING 04.0 CR
PREREQ 365
1 CS.OO MW AG 174 HALL
TC BE ARRANGEO LAB
402 HIST STILL PHOTO 03.0 CR
1 C3.00 MT TH 0834 113 l-CRRELL
412 WKSHOP CINEMA PRCD 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEO PAINE
431 PROB STILL PHOTO CI C1.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Psychology (PSYC)
211A PRIN-METH OF PSYC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 2C1C
1 08.00 V W F L 221 FITZ
08.00-09.50 T AG 224
2 08.00 V W F L 221 PITZ
08.00-09.50 TH AG 224
211B PRIN-METH OF PSYC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 211A
1 02.00 V W F AG 224 RADTKE
03.00-04.50 T COMM 112
2 03.00 V H F AG 224 RADTKE
03.00-04.50 TH AG 224
301 CHILD PSYCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C
1 02.00 MTWTH L 201 V.ENCT
2 11.00 T THF L 201
11.00 W L 131
304 PSYCH MATUR-OLD AGE 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C
1 12.00 MTWTH WHAM 308 WENCT
305 PSYCH PERSONALITY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C
1 08.00 VI THF L 201
2 03.00 V WTHF WHAM 306 FNATICW
307 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C
1 04.00 MWTH L 231 MITCHELL
311 EXP PSYCH LEARN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 2UA B, AND CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 03.00 V W F AG 146 MELTZER
03.00-04.50 TH 0423
313 EXP PSYC MOTIV 04.0 CR
PREREQ 211B
113
1 0<5. 00-10. 50 K W










399B RES + INV HONORS
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 10.00 f
404 THEORIES OF PERCEP
PREREQ 211B
1 1C.C0-11.50










461 ADV SOCIAL PSYCH
PREREQ 307
1 1C. 00-11. 50 f
490 INDEPEN PROJECTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
495 SELECTED TOPICS










1 C3. 00-04. 50 f


































T TH L 221 fcESTBERG
01. TO 12.0 CR
CHAIRMAN























W AG 146 MITCHELL
w
01.0 TO 16.0 CR
C1.0 TO 18.0 CR
04.0 CR




T TH WHAM 137 MELTZER
04.0 CR
TH WHAM 301A EVANSGN
04.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
TW F CL 25 MACLEAN
04.0 CR
CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTCR
TW F PULL H 42 LADC
04.0 CR
T TH CL 25 CCOhNELL
W WHAM 301A
02.0 CR











1 03.00-04.50 T WHAM 301A FLRCELL
574 PSYCH-IND RELATICNS 02.0 CR
PREREQ 571
1 TG BE ARRANGED HILL
590 READINGS-PSYC C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH IN PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
593E PRACT-CLIN PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 CI. 00-02. 50 TH CLINIC SHOEMAKER
2 01.00-02.50 TH CLINIC RINGUETTE
593F PRACT-COUNS PSYC 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FARREN
593H PRACT-INDUST PSYC C1.0 TO 18.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED WESTeERG
593J PRACT-CHILD PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I TC BE ARRANGEC RAFFERTY
593L PRACT-TEACHING PSYC C1.0 TO 18.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CARRIER
595 ADVANCED SEMINAR 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEO
2 TC BE ARRANGEC NCHCSE
3 TO BE ARRANGED FIT2
4 TC BE ARRANGED PADTKE
5 TC BE ARRANGED RINGUETTE
599 THESIS C1.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 36.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Radio-Television (R-T)
161 RADIO-TV SPEAKING 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MTWTH COMM 11C EROWN
2 03.00 MWTH COMM 11C LYNCH
251 SURVEY OF BROADCAST 03.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F COMM 144 eARLETT
252 PRODUCTION ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
1 10.00 M TH COMM 144 CYBVIG
260 AUDIO PRACTICES 01.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 T COMM 1 1C LYNCH
2 12.00-01.50 TH COMM 11C LYNCH
310 RADIO - TV NEWS 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 103, 202, RT 161
1 01.00 f W F COMM 11C CUGAS
351 PROGS AND AUDIENCES 05.0 CR
PREREQ 251
1 02.00 MWTHF COMM 144 CYBVIG
352 LAWS AND POLITICES 04.0 CR
PREREQ 251
I 09.00 MWTH COMM 144 RIMERMAN
360 RADIO 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 12.00 M W F COMM 11C EROWfS
363 RADIO PRODUCTICN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 260
1 1C. 00-11. 50 F COMM 1 1C
07.00-10.00 PM TH COMM 11C
364 TV PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ 252
1 01.00 f WTH COMM 106 PICTCR
01.00-02.50 T COMM 106
115
367 RADIC-TV PROD SUR 03.0 CR
PREREQ FOR NCN MAJORS ONLY
09.00 M WTH COMM 11C
369 TV DIRECTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ 364
08.00 T TH COMM 10E RCCHELLE
TC BE ARRANGED LA B
370 TELEVISION FILMS 02.0 CR
12.00-01.50 TH COMM 144 MENCENHALL
373 ADV RADIO PROD LAB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
04.00 T TH COMM 144 LYNCH
374 ADV TV PRODUCT LAB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ 364
05.00 M COMM 144 RCCHELLE
375J IND RESEARCH PRCB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
1C.00 W COMM 144 RIMERMAN
375N PRODUCTION PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
12.00 F COMM 144 CYBVIG
377 R-TV ADVERTISING 03.0 CR
04.00 M M F COMM 144 CYBVIG
383 BROADCAST WRITING 04.0 CR
PREREQ 363, 364
08.00 M W COMM HC LYNCH
08.00-09.50 F COMM 11C
385 R-TV SPECIAL EVENTS 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ 310
11.00 W COMM 144 CUGAS
390 BROADCAST STA MGT 05.0 CR
PREREQ 351, 352
03.00 MTWTHF COMM 144 KURTZ
393 RADIO-TV + SOCIETY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 351, 352
11.00 f W F COMM 144
Recreation and Outdoor Education (REC)
201 LEISURE AND REC 03.0 CR
08.00 M H F M 102 CBRIEN
202 PROG IN REC 03.0 CR
09.00 M W F M 21C CERIEN
301 OUTDCCR EDUCATION 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 M W HEC 202 KNAPP
302 INSTITUTIONAL REC 03.0 CR
10.00 M W F M 201 C-IDECM
310A SOC REC-TECHNICUES 02.0 CR
10.00-11.50 M W COMM 112 MURPHY
310B SOC REC-DRAMATICS 02.0 CR
04.00-05.50 T TH M 201 TAYLCR
310C SOC REC-LEIS CRAFTS 02.0 CR
02.00 T TH REC OF FICE TAYLCR
310D SOC REC-MUS + DANCE 02.0 CR
07.35-09.15 PM TH AG 166 CAY
340 REC ACT FOR SP POP 03.0 CR
01.00 M W F M 201 FREEBERG
470 SCH + COMM REC 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM M M 301 TAYLCR
490 PRACTICUM 04.0 TO 16.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY
500 PRIN GF REC 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM T M 303 FREEBERG
520 REC ADMIN WKSHCP 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM W HEC 102 RIDINGER
540 SURV PLAN OF FAC 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM T M 302 TAYLCR
596 INDEPENDENT STUDY 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED STAFF
116
Rehabilitation Institute (REHB)
414 DEV EPP OPPORT 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED MWTHF 612 M GRAND VIECELI
CICKEY
481 INTRC TO SERVICES 02.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 S WHAM 212 LEE
486 INTRO 8EHAV MOD 04.0 CR
1 01.CO-02.50 K W AG 1 5C CAMPBELL
519 SEL, PLACE + FCLLCfe 02.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 f AG 174 VIECELI
526 COMPLEX BEHAVICR 04.0 CR
1 07.35-09.15 Pf I TH WHAM 301B HAKE
532 ASSESS PROC IN REHE 04.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 f W PHY SC 116 CCYLE
533 BEHAVIOR CHANGE 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 F WHAM 131 SANDERS
541 MED ASPECT-REHB C1.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 W WHAM 321 MRANTI
LEE
551 GEN REHAB COUNS 04.0 CR
1 05.45-07.25 T TH WHAM 21C SCHUfACHER
555 REHAB COUNS-MEN RET 02.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 f WHAM 212 CCYLE
564 SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 07.35-09.15 Pf T TH WHAM 205 RUBIN
571 SEM IN SEL TOPICS C1.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 W CL 326
576 SEM IN BEHAV MCDIFI 02.0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 W HEC 122A SULZER
578 SEM IN CORR REH CO 02.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TWOKEY
580 PRACT REHB SERVICES C1.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
583 PRAC IN BEHAV PCOIF C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
585 PRACTICUM-REHB CCUN 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
589 INTERNSHIP 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
590 INDEPENDENT PRCJ 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH IN REHAB C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Religious Studies (RELS)
320B BIBLICAL STUDIES 03.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F HEC 206
330B HIST WES REL THOUGH 03.0 CR
I 03.00 T THF LS It
Foreign Language—Russian (RUSS)
136B RUSS CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN GSD 136e
1 08.00 TH HEC 106
2 1C.00 TH HEC 20E
3 02.00 TH HEC HE
201B INTERRED RUSSIAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ RUSS 2CIA
1 09.00 f W F M 306A
09.00 T M 101
220B INTER RUSS CONVER 02.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH HEC 12C
117
03-0 CR
t- U F WHLR 202
02.0 CR
KUPECK
T TH WHLR 202
04.0 CR
308B SURV RUSS LIT
1 10.00
330B ADV CCMP AND CCNV
1 1C.00
401B RUSS N0VEL-19TH CEN
PREREQ 308C CR CEFT APPROVAL
1 02.00 f WTHF WHLR 207 ShANKCOSKY
503 SEM-19 CEN RUSS LM 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KUPECK
514B HISTORY - RUSS LANG 02.0 CR
1 11.00 T TH HEC 201 KLPECK
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Secondary Education (S ED)
310 HIST PKIN OF SEC EC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 3C5
1 oe.OO MWTH WHAM 324
2 1C.00 MW F WHAM 326
3 11.00 MW F WHAM 326
4 12.00 MWTH WHAM 326
5 01.00 MWTH WHAM 326
6 02.00 TWTHF WHAM 326
7 02.00 MWTH WHAM 326
8 04.00 MWTH WHAM 202
9 05.45-07.25 P w WHAM 326
10 05.45-07.25 P W WHAM 321
315 HIGH SCHOOL METHCDS 03.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 31C
1 OS. 00 N WTH WHAM 326
2 11.00 f WTH WHAM 32E
352 SEC STUD TCH C8.0 TO 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEO
(AGRICULTURE)
2 TG BE ARRANGED
(ART)
3 TO BE ARRANGED
(BIOLOGY)
4 TO BE ARRANGED
(BUSINESS)
5 TO BE ARRANGED
(CHEMISTRY)
6 TO BE ARRANGED
(ECONOMICS)
7 TO BE ARRANGED
(ENGLISH)
8 TO BE ARRANGED
(FOREIGN LANGUAGES)
9 TO BE ARRANGED
(GENERAL SCIENCE)
10 TO BE ARRANGED
(GEOGRAPHY)
11 TC BE ARRANGED
(GOVERNMENT)
12 TO BE ARRANGED
(HEALTH EDUCATION)
13 TD BE ARRANGED
(HISTORY)
14 TO BE ARRANGED
(HOME ECONOMICS)
15 TC BE ARRANGED
(INDUSTRIAL EDUCATICM



















READINGS IN S EDUC C2.0 TO 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
THE JR HIGH SCHCCL 04.0 CR
09.00 f WTHF ' WHAM 326
TEACH READ IN H S 04.0 CR
09.00 M THE WHAM 319
SOC ST IN SEC SCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 31C
11.00 f W F WHAM 319
READINGS IN READING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
SEM TREND-SEL AREAS 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PN 1 WHAM 326
PRACTICUM IN RD C4.0 TO 08.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
SEM PROBS READING C4.0 TO 08.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PP W WHAM 144
INTERN IN READING C8.0 TO 12.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
DIAG-CORR READ DIS 04.0 CR
09.00-11.30 S WHAM 144
IND RES-CURRICLLLM 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGEC
IND RES-SUPERVISION 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES-LANG ARTS C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGEC
IND RES-SCIENCE C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-READING C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES-SOC STUDIES 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-SEC EDUC C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-JR H METHCC 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
INDEPENDENT INVEST C5.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION C1.0 TO 16.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
tarial and Business Education (SEC)
TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
11.00 TWTHF CL 13 EURGER
201B TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201A CP EQUIVALENT
119
1 01.00 TWTHF CL 13 fACKEY
201C TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 2C1B CP EQUIVALENT
1 04.00 MWTH CL 13 JACCBSON
221A SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTHF CL 11 JACCBSON
221B SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221A CP EQUIVALENT
1 02.00 MWTHF CL 1"? EUBCLTZ
221C SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221B CP EQUIVALENT
1 03.00 MWTHF CL 13 BURGER
241 DUPLICATING 01. CR
PREREQ SEC 2C1A
1 09.00-10.50 P CL 1C GARRISON
2 03.00-04.50 W CL 1C GARRISON
3 CI. 00-02. 50 F CL 1C GARRISON
242 CALC MACH ACCTANTS 01.0 CR
1 1C.00 P W CL 11 EAUERNFEIND
304 ADV TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 2C1C CP EQUIVALENT
1 C9.00 MWTH CL 13 EAUERNFEIND
324A ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221C CP EQUIVALENT
1 12.00 MWTHF CL 17 EUBCLTZ
324B ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 324A CR EQUIVALENT
1 12.00 MWTHF CL 13 EURGER
341 OFFICE CALC MCHNS 04.0 CR
1 01.00 MWTHF CL 17 EAUERNFEIND
405 TEACF GEN BUS SUBJ 03.0 CR
1 11.00 P W F CL 17 EUBCLTZ
406 TCH OF PR-MACH /?/ 04.0 CR
1 05.45-07.25 T TH CL 17 EAUERNFEIND
417 DATA PROC IN BUS EC 04.0 CR
1 05.45-08.00 P W H4 133 RCBB
510 IMPRCV INSTR IN SEC 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.30 S CL 1C RAHE
590 READINGS BUS ED 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED RAHE
591 IND RES IN BUS ED 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED PAHE
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Sociology (SOC)
301 PRINCIPLES OF SCC 04.0 CR
1 01.00 MWTH PHY SC 118 TAYLCR
302 CONTEMP SOC PRCB 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 3C1
1 11.00 MWTH WHAM 112 GCLD
RESERVED FOR SCCICLCGY MAJORS
308 STAT FOR SOC SCI 04.0 CR
1 04.00 MWTH COMM 122 TAYLCR
RESERVED FOR SCCICLCGY MAJORS
312 ELEM SOC RESEARCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 308
1 01.00 1 THF WHLR 113 BROCKS
01.00 W AG 166
332 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 3C1
1 09.00-10.40 P W WHAM 308 NALL
335 URBAN SOCIOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 301 CR GSE 2C1B
1 09.00 P W COMM HE GCLC
09.00 T TH WHAM 226
120
351 SOC OF RELIGION 04.0 CR
PREREO 301 CR GSe 2C1E
1 12.00 MWTH HEC 106 PCLEAN
372 CRIMINOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 2018 CP SOC 301
1 02.00 TWTHF PHY SC 218 VANDIVER
375 SOCIAL WELFARE 04.0 CR
PREREQ 301 CR GSB 201E
1 C9.00 TWTHF PHY SC 116 EADES
2 12.00 TWTHF WHAM 112 EADES
396 READINGS IN SOC 01.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
481 PROC IN SOC WORK 04.0 CR
PREREQ 375 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTCR
1 01.00 f W COMM 12C ERELJE
01.00 T TH M 201
482 SOC V«K SEL AGENCIES 03.0 CR
PREREQ 481
1 03.00 f W CL 25 ERELJE
03.00 TH WHAM 212
486 INDEP STUDY COP DEV C1.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TFOMS
487 COMMUNITY DEVELCP 04.0 CR
PREREQ 4 HRS CF SCC CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTCR
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOfAS
489E INDEPT STUDY CCRRS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC JCHNSCN
502 EUR THEO 1800-1910 04.0 CR
1 02.00-04.30 f WHAM 13? PUNCH
504 SEM-ANERICAN SCC 04.0 CR
1 02.00-04.30 W WHAM 137 CUNCAN
519 METH FOUND SOC SCI 04.0 CR
1 02.00-04.30 T WHAM 212 PUNCH
530 RESEARCH DESIGN 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 1 TH CL 25 EROCKS
538 SFM INDUSTRIAL SCC 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTH WHAM 212 RCSSEL
542 SEM FAMILY 04.0 CR
1 02.00-04.30 TH WHAM 137 LANTZ
561 ALCOHOL AND SOCIETY 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PP T WHAM 212 SNYDER
572 SEM IN CRIMINOLCGY 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED JCHNSCN
587 RESEARCH IN CD C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEO THOPAS
588B SEM-COMM DEVELCP 04.0 CR
PREREQ 487 CR CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED THOPAS
591 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
596 READINGS IN SOC 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Foreign Language—Spanish (SPAN)
140A SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN GSD 140A
1 09.00 T HEC 102
2 10.00 TH HEC 104
121
3 02. CO TH WHLR 212
4 06.00 PN T WHLR 203
140B SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCtRREM ENROLLMENT IN GSO 14CB
1 11.00 T WHLR 214
2 09.00 W M 304A
3 1C.00 TH WHLR 212
4 02.00 T HEC 12C
5 03.00 TH WHLR 214
140C SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN GSD 14CC
I 11.00 T HEC 116
161A SPAN GRAO STUDENTS 00.0 CR
1 12.00 MW F WHLR 207
161B SPAN GRAD STUDENTS 00.0 CR
1 12.00 NTW F WHLR 10?
201A INTERNED SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 14C-C CR GSD 140C OR 2 YPS UGH SCHCCL
1 02.00 f HEC HE
02.00 T F WHLR 107
02.00 W M 101
201B INTERRED SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 201A
1 10.00 V W F HEC 104
1C.00 TH M 101
2 11.00 C W F AG 22C
11.00 TH M 101
3 01.00 f W F WHAM 312
01.00 T M 101
4 02.00 TW F P 301
02.00 *• M 101
5 09.00 f W F PIERCE 13C
09.00 TH M 101
6 12.00 P W F PULL H 41
12.00 TH M 101
7 04.00 f W F HEC 206
04.00 TH M 101
220B INTER SPAN CONVER 02.0 CR
1 10.00 W F M 305A
2 IC.00 W F AG 17C
3 12.00 T TH M 305A
4 12.00 T TH WHAM 202
5 06.00 PM T TH HEC 102
6 06.00 PC T TH HEC HE
310B SURVEY SPANISH LIT 03.0 CR
1 11.00 h W F M 305A ARTILES
2 02.00 f W F WHLR 212
320B ADV CCMP AND CCNV 02.0 CR
1 1C.00 W F WHAM 137 CAVIS
2 11.00 T TH WHLR 207
3 02.00 T TH HEC 104
333B SURV SPAN AMER LIT 03.0 CR
1 11.00 P W WHLR 212
11.00 F WHAM 137
402 SPAN DRAMA 18-19 CT 03.0 CR
1 IC.00 M TH WHAM 137 EARALT
415 S°ANISH PHONETICS 03.0 CR
1 09.00 N W F WHLR 2 14 ARTILES
423 MEX NCVEL 20TH CENT 03.0 CR
1 03.00 * W F HEC 122A
501 SEMINAR SP AUTHOR 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 01.00 T TH WHLR 207
505 PICARESQUE NOVEL 03.0 CR
I 11.00 T THF WHLR 212
515A OLD SPANISH 03.0 CR
1 01.00 f W F WHLR 207 CAVIS
122
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Special Education ( SP E
)
^uu ORIENT ED EXC CHILC 02.0 CR
1 02.00 P to WHAM 302
2 02.00 T TH WHAM 20fi
406 TECH INT HEAR TESTS 04.0 CR
1 09.00 M THF COMM 111
CROSS-LISTED WITH SF + A 406
410A PROB + CHAR-EMC CHI 04.0 CR
PREREQ 414 CR CCNCURRENT
1 08.00 MWTH WHAM 30£ GROSS
410B PROB CHAR MENT RET 04.0 CR
PREREQ 414 CR CONCURRENT
1 03.00 MWTH WHAM 302 JCINER
410C PROB CHAR GIFT CHLC 04.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 3C1 CR 303 OR CONSENT
1 1C.00 f M 21C ^CKAY
1C.00 T THF WHAM 205
413A DIR OBSER-EMOT DI SI 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SFEA
413B DIR CB OF MR CHILD 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 10.00-12.50 f WHAM 301A RAINEY
414 THE EXCEPT CHILD 04.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 3C1 CR 3C3 OR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTCR
1 01.00 MWTH WHAM 302
2 06.30-09.00 Pf W WHAM 30£ *CKAY
415 ED AC HAND CHILD 04.0 CR
1 02.00 TWTHF WHAM 301A STULL
420A MET + MAT-ED EM DIS 04.0 CR
1 04.00 MWTH WHAM 32E SHEA
420B METH + MAT TEACH HP 04.0 CR
PREREQ 410B + CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTCR
1 02.00-05.00 T WHAM 137 RAINEY
496 READ + INDEP STUDY C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ 414 + CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
501 SPEC RES PROB 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF STAFF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
577 PRACTICUM IN SP ED 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR + SP E 410A, 6, CR D
1 TO BE ARRANGED
580A ED MALAD CH 04.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTH WHAM 32E CROWNER
580B ED MENTAL RET CHILC 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 301A JCINER
591 SEM ED-PHYS-HDCP CF 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTH WHAM 312 fCKAY
596 INDE INVESTIGATICN C5.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01. TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Speech (SPCH)
102 PUBLIC SPEAKING 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTH COMM 116
123
2 03.00 MWTH COMM 116
104 TRAINING SPKG VOICE 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 M THF COMM 111
CROSSLISTEO WITH SF + A 104
201 PARLIAMENTARY LAW 02.0 CR
1 11.00 M F COMM 116
202 PRIN GF OISCUSSICN 03.0 CR
1 03.00 MT TH COMM 116
209 FORENSIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
301 PERSUASION 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTH COMM 116
304 GREAT SPEECHES 03.0 CR
1 01.00 M W F COMM lit
309 FORENSIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
323 ORAL INTERP II 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MTWTHF COMM lie
401 CREATIVE DRAMATICS 04.0 CR
1 OS. 00 MWTH COMM 116
407B AMER PUBLIC ADDRESS 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 f W COMM 214
418 BRITISH PUB ADDRESS 04.0 CR
1 06.00-09.00 PM f COMM 12C
424 ORAL INTERP DRA LIT 04.0 CR
1 11.00-12.50 T TH COMM 116
427 SEC SCHL FOREN PROC 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 M WTHF COMM 118
441 TCHG ELEM SCHL SPCF 32.1 TO 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 1 TH COMM 118
450B LAB INTERPER CCM 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH COMM 214
504 MED + REN RHETCRIC 04.0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 M W COMM 214
5078 STUDIES IN PUB ADO 03.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 F COMM 21<
508 SEM STUDIES IN DISC 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 M THF COMM 116
510 SEM PERS SOC CCNT 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 T TH COMM 21«
511B TEACH COLL SPEECH 02.0 CR
1 01.00 T TH COMM 214
526 ORAL LANG BEHAVOIR 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 M W COMM 2 14
530 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TG BE ARRANGED
532B RESEARCH IN SPEECH 02.0 CR
1 01.00 f W COMM 214
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 12.0 CR






h Pathology and Audiology ( SP & A
)
SPEECH CLINIC 02.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED COMM 105 FARGHER
TRAINING SPK VCICE 04.0 CR
10.00 MT THF COMM 111 FARGKER
VCMCE + CLEFT PAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 212 CR CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
08.00 MT THF COMM 111 eRACKETT
INDEPEN STUDY-SP C 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR


























































































































































































































































1 1C. 00-11. 50 M
2 01.00-02.50 f







1 TO BE ARRANGEO
380 TEACH TECH SUBJ
1 10.00-11.50


















W TECH D 106
F TECH D 106
C3.0 TO 24.0 CR
03.0 CR
T TH TECH D 132
03.0 CR
T TECH A 21C


































PRACTICUM IN TECH C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEO
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
MANUAL ARTS INTERN C6.0 TO 12.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 04.0 CR
11.00 CT THF TECH A 20S
PRIN IND TEACHING 03.0 CR
06.00-08.30 PM 1 TECH A 206
ORG ADMIN OF IND EC 03.0 CR
06.00-08.30 PM M TECH A 206
SEL + ORG SUB MAT 03.0 CR
06.00-08.30 PM U TECH A 206
HIST VOC +INDUST EC 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM TH TECH A 206
RESEARCH TECH EDUC C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
09.00-12.00 S TECH A 20E
OCCUP INFO AND GOIC 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM TH WHAM 137
SPECIAL INVESTIGAT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM 7 TECH A 122
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
er (THEA)
STAGING TECHNIQUES 03.0 CR
03.00 MWTHF COMM 122 HENCREN
STAGING TECHNICUES 03.0 CR
03.00 MWTHF COMM 152 ZCECKLER
VOICE AND DICTION 04.0 CR
11.00-12.00 MWTH WHAM 137 HARRISON
ACTING 04.0 CR
01.00-02.50 T TH COMM 161 FARRISON
DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
07.35-09.00 PM T TH COMM 161 ZCECKLER
STAGE MOVEMENT 03.0 CR
12.00 MWTHF COMM 161 CAVIDSON
TECHNIQUE OF BALLET 02.0 CR
04.00-05.30 M W 0813 206
04.00 F 0813 206 CAVICSOM
DANCE WORKSHOP 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
07.30-09.30 PM T TH PLAY HOLS GRAY
DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES C1.0 TO 03.0 CR
07.35-09.00 PM T TH COMM 137 ZCECKLER
DANCE PRODUCTICN 04.0 CR
04.00-05.50 M W PLAY HCLS GRAY
PLAY DIRECTING 04.0 CR
11.00 MTW F COMM 161 MCE
PLAY DIRECTING 04.0 CR
09.00 MTW F COMM 137 ABRAMS
H S THEATRE 04.0 CR
01.00 M W COMM 161 ZCECKLER
01.00 T TH COMM 116
PLAYWRITING 04.0 CR
01.00 MTW F WHAM 301A KCZLENKC
STAGE DESIGN 04.0 CR
02.00 MTW F COMM 242 PAYNE
COSTUME DESIGN 04.0 CR
1C.00 MTWTH COMM 241 HARRISON
STAGE LIGHTING 04.0 CR
12.00 MTWTH COMM 137 HENDREN
126
505 THE TRAGIC THEATRE 04.0 CR
1 1C.00 MTW F CL 25 AERAMS
518 THEATER AUDIENCE 04.0 CR
1 08. CO MWTH AG 216 MCLECD
526 SEM THEATER ARTS 03.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 S L 101 KCZLENKC
530 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Zoology (ZOOL)
103 GEN VERT ZOOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 2C1 CP GSA 210, 8 HRS
1 08.00 f W AG 166 GEORGE
08.00-09.50 I TH S LS 206
2 08.00 f W AG 166 GEORGE
01.00-03.50 I TH LS 206
3 08. CO M W AG 166 GEORGE
10.00-11.50 T TH S LS 206
4 08.00 M W AG 166 GEORGE
05.45-07.25 T TH LS 206
202 COMPAR ANATOMY VERT 05.0 CR
PREREQ 103
1 08.00 T TH LS 205 ERANCCN
08.00-09.50 * W F LS 206
2 08.00 T TH LS 205 BRANCGN
10.00-11.50 f W F LS 206
3 08.00 1 TH LS 205 ERANCCN
01.00-02.50 M W F LS 208
316 INSECT PESTS CCNTL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 2C1 CP 21C, 8 HRS
1 02.00 T TH LS 205
01.00-02.50 t> W LS 213
2 02.00 T TH LS 205
03.00-04.50 f W LS 213
CROSSLISTED WITH AN I 316, PL I 317
321 HISTOLOGICAL TECHN 05.0 CR
PREREQ 1 YEAR BICL SCIENCE
1 1C.0O T TH LS 205 MARTAN
10.00-11.50 f W F LS 20 c,
322 PROBLEMS IN ZOCL 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 4.25 GRACE POINT AVERAGE, SR STANDING,
DEPT APPROVAL
1 TO BE ARRANGED
382 ZOOL SENIOR SEMINAR 01.5 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 04.00 T LS 322
2 04.00 T LS 16
3 12.00 F LS 322
404 ZOOLOGY FIELD STUD 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
406 PROTCZOOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ I YEAR ZCCL INCLUDING 102
410
413
01.00 T TH LS 205 GARCIAN
02.00- 03.50 T TH LS 213 GARC14N
VERT PALEONTOLCGY 05 .0 CR
PREREQ 202 CR 15ECL 221
1C.00 MTWTH LS 204 GALBREATH
11.00 M W T8A
10.00 MWTH LS 204 GALBREATH
12.00 M W TBA
THE INVERTEBRATES 05 .0 CR
PREREQ 1 YEAR ZCCL INCLUDING 102
127
1 02.00 f H LS 13C eEATTY
03.00-04.50 f> W F LS 1 3C eEATTY
459 GAME BIRDS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 1 YEAR ZCCL INCLUDING 103
1 11.00 T TH LS 205 KRULL
08.00-11.50 S LS 204 KRULL
465 ICHTHYOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 1 YEAR ZCCL INCLUDING 103
1 CS.00 f W LS 204 LEWIS
08.00-09.50 T TH LS 204
512 ANIMAL GEOGRAPHY 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 08.00 I" W F LS 205 STAFL
520 ADV INVERTEBRATES 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 10.00 T TH LS 13C ELACKWELDER
1C. 00-11. 50 f W F LS 13C ELACKWELDER
578 POPULATION GENETICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 01.00-02.50 f F LS 205 LCNG
579 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 04.00 NT LS 205 hARING
01.00-04.50 U LS 204 FARING
CROSSLISTED WITH A^ I 57<5, PSYC 579
580 ADV SYSTEMATICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH LS 204 ELACKWELDER
CROSSLISTED WITH BCT 581
581 READING CURRENT LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 12.00 f W F LS 205 eRA^CN
582B GRADUATE SEMINAR 00.5 CR
I 04.00 TH L 101
583B TEACH ZOOL COLL 01.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STATLS IN A BIOL SCIENCE
1 05.00 W LS 205
596 SPECIAL RESEARCH 03.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
128
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 08.00-11.50 1 TH
11.00 W
2 CI. 00-04. 50 T TH
11.00 W
283 CONSTRUCT COST EST
1 01.00 K W F
2 1C.00 M W F
290A STRUCT THE-CONCRETE
1 02.00 t> W F




























101 ARCFT RECIPROCAT PF
1 C9.00 M W F
1C. 00-12. 50 M W F
102 3ARB LUB SYSTEMS
1 02.00 M U F
09.00-12.50 T TH
103 ARCFT ELECT GEN-ALT
1 08.00 MWTHF
09.00-10.50 r< W F
104 PROPELLORS
1 09.00 T TH
02.00 F





106 ARCFF IGN-START SYS







108 JET PROPULSION PP
1 11.00 W
01.00 M W F
02.00-03.50 M W F
109 POWERPLANT TESTING
1 11.00 M F
08.00-10.50 * F




1 09.00 f F
12.00 W
1C. 00-11. 50 ^ F
204 AIRCRAFT HYDRAULICS
1 08.00 M TH
08.00-10. 5Q W F
2 11.00 f W F
01.00-02.50 f W F




2 11.00 T TH
01.00-02.50 TH
206 METAL PROCESSING
1 09.00 T TH











































































2 1C.00 M F AV CL3
08.00-09.50 M W F AV L/!B
208 ARCFT FUEL SYSTEMS 02.0 CR
1 C2.00 W AV CL1
08.00 T AV LAE
C9.00 T AV CL 1
2 10.00 W F AV C12 NAY
11.00 F AV LAB MAY
209 WT BALANCE INSPECT 06.0 CR
1 1C.00 MTWTHF AV CL1
08.00-09.50 M M F AV LAE
2 02.00-04.50 N W AV LAB MAY
02.00 T TH AV CL1 MAY
02.00 F AV CL3 MAY
04.00 THF AV CL3 MAY
217 RADIC OPER-INSTALL 01.0 CR
1 02.00 TH AV CL3
01.00-02.50 F AV LAE
2 04.00 I AV CL3 MAY
1C.00 W AV LAB MAY
03.00 F AV LAB MAY
220 JET TRANS AIR SYS 03.0 CR
1 09.00 TH AV CL 1
08.00 TH AV LAB
02.00-03.50 T AV CL2
2 C9. 00-10. 50 f AV LAB
10.00 T TH AV CL2
230A PRIVATE PILOT 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED T8A
2 3 OB PRIVATE PILOT 01.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TBA
231 BASIC FLIGHT 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TRA
232 INTERMEDIATE FLIGHT 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TBA
233 ADVANCED FLIGHT 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TBA
234 INSTRUMENT FLIGHT 03.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Automotive Technology (*AUT)
101A AUTO LAB— ENG 05.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MTWTHF L2 108 WHITE
10 IB AUTO LAB-BR + STEEP 05.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 M TWTHF LI 108
2 11.00-01.50 MTWTHF LI 106 JCNES
101C AUTO LA6-IGN + CARE 05.0 CR
PREREQ 101A
1 02.00-04.50 MWTHF L2 108 MCDCNALC
125A AUTO THE— ENGINES 05.0 CR
1 11.00 MWTHF L2 105 WHITE
125B AUTO THE-BR + STEEP 05.0 CR
1 04.00 MWTHF L2 105
2 03.00 MWTHF L2 105 JCNES
125C AUTO THE-ING + CARe 05.0 CR
PREREQ 125A
1 09.00 MWTHF L2 105 MCDCNALC
201A AUTO DRIVE TRAINS 05.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 MWTHF L2 102 KAZCA
20 IB AUTO TRANSMISSIONS 05.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 MWTHF L2 102 WILLEY
201C AUTO LAB-ENG REBLDC 05.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 MWTHF LI 108 SHELTON
220A AUTOMCTIVE THECRY 05.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTHF L2 105 KAZCA
220B AUTOMOTIVE THECRY 05.0 CR
132
1 08.00 MWTHF L2 105 WILLEY
220C AUTOMOTIVE THECRY 05.0 CR
1 01.00 MWTHF L2 105 SHELTCN
Building Construction Technology (*BC)
210A CONSTRUCTION 03.0 CR
1 11.00 f W F Ml 108 eASSETT
Commercial Art (*CA)
125 TECHNIQUES 10.0 CR
1 01.00-04.50 MWTHF L3 IIS
130 AD DESIGN PRODUCT 10.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 MWTHF L3 119
135 LAYOUT AND COLCR 02.0 CR
1 12.00 T TH L3 US
210B ADVER + STORY ILLUS 08.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 I" W F L3 12C
2 01.00-04.50 f W F L3 12C
230B TECHNICAL ILLUST 07.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 1 TH L3 12C
2 01.00-04.50 T TH L3 12C
Correction and Law Enforcement (*CLE)
105 CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 05.45-09.00 TH H3 151
107 LAW ENF + COMM PROE 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T H3 151
205 PRINC INVESTIGATION 04.0 CR
1 05.45-09.00 TH H3 152
209 LAW + CORRECTIONS 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 Pf T H3 152
Cosmetology (*COS)
101B COSMETGLOGY LAB 07.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF Nl 107
12.00-02.50 MWTHF Nl 107
2 11.00-01.50 MWTHF Nl 101
03.00-05.50 MWTHF Nl 107
101C COSMETOLOGY LAB 07.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF Nl 101
02.00-04.50 MWTHF Nl 101
125B COSMETOLOGY THEORY 05.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF Nl 106
2 10.00 MWTHF Nl 106
125C COSMETOLOGY THEORY 05.0 CR
1 12.00 MWTHF Nl 106
Dental Hygiene (*DH)
132B HtAD NECK ANATCMY 04.0 CR
PREREQ *DH 132A
1 10.00-11.50 t W F F3 142
09.00 f W F Fl 11C
2 02.00-03.50 V W F F3 143
09.00 t> W F Fl 11C
135B ORAL BASIC SCIENCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ *DH 135A
1 02.00-03.50 P W F F3 144 eUSHEE
2 10.00-11.50 f W F F3 144 EUSHEE
137A PRECLINICAL DEN HYG 04.0 CR
PREREQ *DH 132A, 135A
1 09.00-11.50 T TH F3 143 PIERPCNT
2 01.00-03.50 1 TH F3 142 PIERPCNT
210B CLINICAL DENTAL HYG 05.0 CR
PREREQ *DH 209, 132A «• B, 135A B
1 01.00-03.50 MW F F3 132 STARR
12.00 F Fl 11C PIERPONT
133
2 C9. 00-11. 50 MW F F3 132 STARR
12.00 F Fl 11C PIERPCNT
218C CLIN DENT ROENTGEN 02.0 CR
PREREO *DH 218A + B,*GEN 115A + B
1 1C. 00-11. 50 TH Fl 11C euSHEE
2 08.00-09.50 TH Fl. 11C EUSHEE
220 DENTAL PUB HEALTH 03.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 TH Fl lie
Data Processing (*DP)
100A DATA PROCESS MATH 05.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTHF H4 232
2 02.00 MWTHF H4 232
100B DATA PROCESS MATH 04.0 CR
1 01.00 MWTH H4 232
2 04.00 MWTH H4 232
101A AUTO DATA PROC MACF 03.0 CR
1 01.00 MWTHF H4 134
103A COMP PROG 05.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 MWTHF H4 232
2 11.00-12.50 f TWTHF H4 13<
3 02.00-03.50 MWTHF H4 134
202B SCI CCMPUT PROG
PREREQ 101A
05.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 MWTHF WHAM 24





1 08.00-09.50 MWTHF H4 132A
2 03.00-04.50 MWTHF H4 132A
205A SYST DES + DEVEL 05.0 CR
1 10.00 MWTHF H4 132A
2 02.00 MWTHF H4 132A
Dental Lab Technology (*. 3T)
101B DENTAL PROSTHET LAe 06.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 f W F F3 128
01.00-04.50 T TH F3 128
2 02.00-04.50 f W F F3 127
01.00-04.50 T TH F3 127
113A SCIENCE DENT MATLS 03.0 CR
1 11.00 f W F Fl 11C
125B DENT PROSTH THEORY 03.0 CR
1 01.00 K W F Fl 11C
2 01.00 ¥ W F Fl 127
128 ORAL ANATOMY 02.0 CR
1 11.00 T TH Fl lot
201B CROWN + BRIDGE LAB 06.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 l» W F F3 128
08.00-11.50 T TH F3 128
2 09.00-11.50 P W F F3 127
08.00-11.50 T TH F3 127
225B CROWN + BRIDGE THEC 03.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F F3 128
2 08.00 f W F F3 126
Electronics Technology (*ELT)
101B BASIC ELEC AP + SYS 04.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 MWTHF M3 109
2 01.00-02.50 MWTHF M3 10?
125B BASIC ELECT THEO 05.0 CR
1 12.00 MWTHF M3 lie
2 12.00 MWTHF M3 107
129 ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT j 03.0 CR
1 10.00 V W F M3 109
2 03.00 P W F M3 109
201B AOV ELECT APPL 04.0 CR
134
1 1C. 00-11. 50 MWTHF M3 1 12
2 02.00-03.50 MWTHF M3 112
225B ADV IND SYTMS THEC 05.0 CR
1 C9.00 MWTHF M3 1 1C
Forest Products Technology (*FP)
101B WOODfcCRK-CAB + MILL 05.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 P W F L4 10E
08.00-10.50 T TH LA 106
125B PROD V.CODWKG THEORY 03.0 CR
1 08.00 f W F LA 106
130 LUMBER SEASONING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 P W F LA 1C6
201B WOODWCRK-PREFABICAT 05.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 MWTHF LA 108
225B PROD WOODWKG THECRY 03.0 CR
1 01.00 P W F LA 106
General (*GEN)
101 BUSINESS CORRESP 03.0 CR
1 12.00 P W F Fl 109
102 TECHNICAL WRITING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 P W F H3 153
2 01.00 P W F M3 102
3 04.00 P W F AV TtC 2
4 12.00 * W F HI 1A2
107 TECHNICAL MATH 03.0 CR
1 09.00 P W F H3 151
2 01.00 M W F H3 151
3 03.00 P W F AV TEC 2
115B INTRC TO CHEMISTRY 03.0 CR
1 01.00-03.50 TH F3 144
01.00 P W F F3 144
2 01.00 f W F F3 1A4
09.00-11.50 TH F3 144
118 APPLIED CALCULUS 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTH H9 101
2 03.00 MWTH H3 151
120 BASIC APP PHYSICS 04.0 CR
1 08.00 P W M3 101
08.00-09.50 T TH M3 101
141 INTRO TO PHYSICLOGY 05.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTHF F3 144
201 JOB CRIENTATION 02.0 CR
1 01.00 T TH H3 151
RETAILING
2 1C.00 PM T TH H3 152
BUSINESS
3 01.00 T TH H3 153
BUSINESS
232 MGT-LABOR RELATICNS 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTH Fl 111
2 01.00 MWTH AV CL 1
Highway and Civil Technology ( *HCT)
101B SURVEYING 03.0 CR
1 1C. 00-11. 50 P W F L3 IIS EASSETT
103 BASIC MATERIALS 03.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 T L3 119 eASSETT
08.00-09.50 TH L3 119
105A STRUCTURAL DRAFTING 03.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 f W F Ml 113 eASSETT
Mortuary Science (*MS)
101B FUNERAL HIST CUS1 03.0 CR
\ 08.00 P W F L3 109 THORSELL
135
110 ENBALPING CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
1 12.00 P W F F3 144 SPITH
11.00-01.50 T F3 144
2058 PATHOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 04.00 P W F L3 109 FERTZ
225A EMBALM TH PRAC 05.0 CR
1 03.00 P W F L3 10? FERTZ
02.00-04.50 T TH L3 106
Machine Drafting and Design Technology ( *MT)
101B GRAPHICS 07.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 PTWTHF Ml 101 eEAUSHAPP
2 02.00-04.50 MWTHF Ml 101 LAMPPAN
127 ELEC HYO PN CONTROL 03.0 CR
1 08.00 P W F LI 105 SANCERS
2 03.00 P W F LI 105 SANCERS
175A TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 MWTHF H3 147 SANDERS
2 02.00 MWTHF H3 147
3 03.00-04.50 P W AV TEC 2 eEAUSHAMP
03.00 F AV TEC I
175B TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.0 CR
1 12.00 MWTHF H3 147 LAMPPAN
201B MACH DRAFTG DESIGN 05.0 CR
1 11.00-01.50 MWTHF Ml 101 PUHICH
226B STAT STRENGTH PAT 03.0 CR
I IC.00 P W F H3 147 LAMPPAN
Practical Nursing (*PN)
102 PRACTICAL NURSING I 07.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 P H5 21C
01.00-03.50 PTWTHF H5 21C
08.00-11.50 TWTHF HOSP
103A CLIN NUR-THEORY I 06.0 CR
1 08.00-04.00 PM PTWTH HOSP
08.00-12.00 PM F H9 201
01.00-04.00 F H9 201
103B CLIN NUR-THEORY III 12.0 CR
1 08.00-04.00 PM PTWTH HOSP
08.00-12.00 PM F H9 21C
01.00-04.00 F H9 2 1C
Printing Technology (*PT)
101B PRESS LAB-auiU PLAT 06.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 PTWTHF L3 11C
125B PRESS THE-AUTO PLAT 03.0 CR
1 01.00 P W F L3 109
153 PRINT LAY + DESIGN 03.0 CR
1 10.00 P W F L3 109
201B COMPOSITION LAB 06.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 PTWTHF L3 11C
225B COMPOSITION THEORY 03.0 CR
I 11.00 P W F L3 109
235 PRINT THEO AND PRAC 02.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 T TH L3 1 1C
Retailing Cooperative (*RET)
127B SALESPANSHIP 03.0 CR
1 09.00 P W F Fl 106
2 02.00 P W F Fl 106
177B PRODLCT INFOMAT LAE 05.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 PTWTHF Fl 112
2 10.00-11.50 PTWTHF Fl 112
206 RECORDS + STATISTIC 05.0 CR
1 10.00 PTWTHF Fl 109
2 03.00 PTWTHF Fl 108
136
207B SALES PROMOTION 02.,0 CR
1 09.00 T TH Fl 112
2 02.00 T TH Fl 106
227 PERSONNEL MANAGM 03.,0 CR
1 01.00 f W F Fl 112
Secretarial (*SCR)
101B TYPEWRITING 03..0 CR
1 11.00 MWTHF Fl 121
2 12.00 MWTHF Fl 121
3 01.00 MWTHF Fl 121
4 02.00 MWTHF Fl 121
5 03.00 MWTHF Fl 107
6 06.30-09.00 PN T TH Fl 121
1046 SHORTHAND 06.,0 CR
1 08.00 MWTHF Fl 106
C9.00 MWTHF Fl 107
2 1C.00 MWTHF Fl 106
11.00 MWTHF Fl 107
3 01.00 MWTHF Fl 109
C2.00 MWTHF Fl 107
4 03.00-04.50 MWTHF Fl 121
5 09. 00-10. 50 MWTHF Fl 102
107 FILING DUPLICTG 03,.0 CR
1 08.00 MWTHF Fl 121
2 06.30-09.00 Pf f W Fl 103
120B MACHINE SHORTHAND 06,.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 MWTHF Fl 102
205B TYPEWRITING 03..0 CR
1 1C.00 MWTHF Fl 107
2 12.00 MWTHF Fl 107
206 MACH TRANSCRIPTION 03,.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PC TW Fl 102
214 COOP SECTY EXP 02. TO 05,.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
224 LEGAL SHORTHANO 06,.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF Fl 106
04.00 MWTHF Fl 107
2 08.00 MWTHF Fl 112
09.00 MWTHF Fl 121
225A MEDICAL SHORTHANO 06,.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 MWTHF Fl 102
2 12.00-01.50 MWTHF Fl 102
Tool and Manufacturing Technology i*tt: 1
101B M TGCL LAB-ENG LATH 05,.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF LI 101
125B M TOOL THE-MACH 03,.0 CR
1 11.00 f W F LI 105
175 MACHINE SHOP PRACT 03,.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 1 TH LI 101
04.00 f LI 105
176B MANUFACTURING PRCC 03,.0 CR
1 01.00 P W F LI 105
2 10.00 f W F LI 105
201C ADV T LAB-PROD TCOL 03 .0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 MWTHF LI 101
225B AD M TOOL THE-PROC 03 .0 CR
1 09.00 f W F LI 105
275B METALLURGY-FERROUS 03 .0 CR
1 09.00 MWTHF M4 102
2 03.00 MWTHF M4 102
Welding (*WEL)
101A WELDING LABORATORY 05 .0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF M4 107
137
101B WELDING LABORATORY 05.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF M4 108
101C WELDING LABORATORY 05.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MWTHF M4 106
125B WELDING THEORY 05.0 CR
1 01. CO MWTHF M4 102
125C WELDING THEORY 05.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTHF M4 102
175 OXY-ACET-ELEC ARC 03.0 CR
1 11. 00 MWTHF M4 108
2 03.00-04.50 f W F M4 106
138
